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FORWARD 

This report represents the complet.ion of several initiatives 

directed by the Commission in connection with the historic 

decline in stock prices during October 1987. In particular, 

during a public meeting on October 27, 1987, the Conunission 

directed the staff to prepare an Interim Report on stock index 

futures truding activity based on data already in hand or quickly 

obtainable. In addition, the staff was directed to embark on a 

longer-term examination of issues related to the role and 

performance of stock index futures and the trading systems for 

those contracts during the period surrounding October 19, 1987. 

The staff completed and issued an Interim Report on Novem-

ber 9, 1987, which covered a number of topics, including a 

preliminary revie", of large-trader activity in futures markets, 

an initial evaluation of the financial performance of the futures 

markets and their clearing systems, and a description and prelim-

inary assessment of the performance of 'Ehe Conunission's and the 

exchanges' regulatory and oversight programs during the week of 

October 19. Following that report, on January 6, 1988, the 

Commission's Division of Trading and Markets published a Finan-

cial Follow-up Report that confirmed the general conclusions 
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of the Interim Report on financial performance. This 

confirmation was based on more extensive data and detailed 

analyses and suggested improvements in certain areas related to 

the financial infrastructure of the stock index futures markets. 

In addition, on January 4, 1988, the Division of Trading and 

Markets made public a report on the October 20, 1987, midday 

trading activity in the Chicago Board of Trade's Major Market 

Index contract. That report assessed whether the large price 

movement in that contract during a period when the other stock 

index futures contracts were not trading was caused by 

manipulative activity. Based on a thorough examination of trade 

data, the report found no reasonable indication of such activity. 

This Final Report concludes the staff's examination of 

remaining issues identified in the Interim Report, including an 

analysis of more extensive and detailed data concerning the 

futures trading activities of major broker/dealers and 

institutional investors, along with certain pertinent aspects of 

their trading in the stock market. Much of this information was 

collected in a cooperative endeavor with staff of the securities 

and Exchange Commission through a special survey of major 

broker/dealers and sponsors of institutional hedging programs. A 

detailed statis~ical analysis of futures and stock market price 

relationships was also conducted. In addition, this Final Report 

examines the performance and floor activities of futures exchange 

members in handling and executing customer ordt;rs, market making 

and trading practices in general. This examination is based upon 
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data obtained through the Chicago Mercantile Exchange's 

computerized audit trail system, ~lhich allows the identification 

of trades by individual custonlers within one-minute time 

intervals. 

Based on the evaluations and assessments in the Interim 

Report, Financial Follow-up Report and this Final Report, the 

staff has made certain recommendations to augment or improve 

several aspects of futures regulatory and self-regulatory 

programs. The Commission believes these recommendations merit 

serious consideration. 

Now that the staff has collected and reported to the 

commission on the relevant facts surrounding the stock market 

events of October 1987, the Commission looks forward to 

continuing its examination of fundamental policy issues. If we 

conclude that additional regulatory or legislative responses are 

appropriate, we will not hesitate to raise them in the course of 

what we expect to be a vigorous and healthy public dialogue over 

the next several weeks and months. 

For the Commission 

!!c /7. /;' .~ c{.-t.O V{. ~....,,,-,~ 
Kalo A. Hineman 
Acting Chairman 

Jnnllnry ~9, lQS8 
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SUMMARY 

During a few days in mid-October 1987--most notably 

october 19~-U.S. and foreign stock exchanges experienced record 

declines in stock prices. The abruptness and magnitude of 

OctobCl"'S fall in stock values placed severe strains on the 

operational and financial control systems of securities and 

futures exchanges and created strains for the banking system as 

well. Although no system failed and no broader economic crisis 

has ensued, a number of regulatory and self-regulatory issues 

were raiS('!d that are receiving close scrutiny by the Congress, 

Pederal authorities, and self-regulatory organizations in the 

futures and securities industries. 

The commission addressed several of the issues pertaining to 

trading on futures exchanges in its Interim Report and in two 

subsequent reports released by the Commission's Division of 

Trading and Markets. (See section I.) This final report 

primarily focuses on the futures and related stock market 

activity (including "program trading") of major commercial 

participants in the October 1987 markets, as well as the 

performance and floor activities of futures exchange members. In 

addition, this report contains recommendations for regulatory 

improvements in several areas. 

A persistent assertion regarding the impact of stock index 

futures markets on stock prices concerns the "cascade theory." 

That theory suggests that short portfolio hedging and stock! 

futures market arbitrage activities can interact to cause a 
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downward spiral in stock prices. A careful examinatIon indicates 

certain inherent problems with the theory a_s an explanation of 

the October 19 market break. For one thing, the theory is 

dependent upo~ some assumptions that may not correspond to actual 

trading practices. More importan-tly, the cascade theory appears 

to describe at most a short-term and limited technical realign

ment of cash and futures prices that results from, rather than 

causes, an overall change in the equilibrium price level. 

To ascerta~n the pattern of futures and related stock market 

trading in mid-October 1987, this report contains an extensive 

analysis of the timed daily trading data for the index arbitrage 

and portfolio insurance strategies of major broker/dealers and 

their institutional customers. Information on other forms of 

program trading in the stock market also is considered. The data 

were collected in a special survey that was conducted by the 

staffs of the CFTC and SEC. 

As background to the trading activity of major market 

participants, Section II of this report summarizes a statistical 

analysis of the relationship between the S&P 500 index and the 

price of the December S&P 500 future for the period october 14 

through 26. The focus of that analysis is a "trading proxy 

index," which was created for each day to minimize or eliminate 

the impact of delayed or stale stock market prices on reported 

values of the S&P 500 index. That analysis indicates that, 

during the periods when the reported futures discount was at 

extremes (~, the mornings of October 19 and 22), a significant 

portion of those discounts was illusory since a substantial 
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number of the stocks included in the S&P 500 index were not 

actively trading. Among other things, these findings cast 

substantial doubt upon both the cascade theory and the supposi

tion that futures prices were leading the stock market as 

reasonable representations of what occurred during the morning of 

October 19. 

Section III of this report provides an extensive analysis of 

the special intraday survey data. Index arbitrage programs in 

which futures contracts were bought and stocks were sold were 

largest on October 14, 16, and 19 but were insignificant 

thereafter as a result of the New York Stock Exchange's (NYSE) 

restrictions. The largest arbitrage trades accounted for sales 

of nearly 38 million shares on both October 16 and 19, represent

ing about 11 percent and .6 percent, respectively, of total NYSE 

volume. On a relative basis, reported index arbitrage sell 

programs were more significant on October 14, when they accounted 

for more than 13 percent of total NYSE stock sales. 

Portfolio hedge sales in the Chicago Mercantile Exchange's 

(CME) S&P 500 futures market were at their highest levels on 

October 1.6, 19, ·and 20. Daily gross sales ranged from nearl.y 

15,000 to nearly 34,000 S&P 500 futures contracts, amounting to 

from 10 to 30 percent of total daily volume in that market. The 

largest reported net portfolio hedge sales occurred on Octo-

ber 19, nearly 28,000 S&P 500 futures contracts. Since index 

arbitrage was only significant from October 14 through 19, and 

port.fol io hedge selling was substantial only on October 16 

through 20, a significant interaction of the two trading 
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strategies moat likely would have occurred <:m October 16 and 19. 

The analysis Df the survey data on an intraday basis, however, 

does not support the contention that the t~lO t:rading strategies 

interacted to cause the large fall in stock prices experienced on 

those days. 

October :6 was the expirat.ion date of a number of index 

option contracts as well as the Chicago Board of Trade's (CBT) 

Major Market Index futures contract. consequently, most index 

arbitrage ac·tivity that day occurred during the final hour of 

trading. Por~folio hedge selling, however, was dispersed 

throughout the day and was not particularly heavy during the 

periods ~lhen stock prices fell the most and when arbitrage sell 

programs were the largest. At times within the day and at the 

close, index arbitrage sell programs may be construed to have 

contributed to short-term, technical pressures on stock prices. 

It is notewor~hy, however, that, at those times, futures prices 

were falling along with stock prices despite. an equivalent 

magnitude of futures index arbitrage buying, thus indicating 

overall market ,~eaJcness. 

On Monday, October 19, the stock market opened with a 

massive wave of selling. Nearly 100 million shares of stock were 

sold in the first hour of trading on the NYSE even though a 

number of major stocks had delayed openings, and over 600 million 

shares were sold that day. One mutual fund group alone accounted 

for sales of 17.5 million shares (34 percent of volume) in the 

first half hour of trading, which was nearly three times the 

reported index arbitrage sell programs during that period. For 
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the day, program selling of stocks not related to futures 

transactions was of a significantly greater magnitude than index 

arbitrage, totaling nearly 52 million shares. Clearly, index 

arbitrage was not the dominant selling force in the stock market 

that day. Also, the absolute amount as well as the percentage of 

arbitrage sell programs on october 19 were smaller than the stock 

sales associated with index arbitrage identified in prior studies 

thnt concluded that index arbitrage did not cause the significant 

stock price declines at other times. 

Further, the intraday analysis of trading by major commer

cial firms does not support the interaction of index arbitrage 

and portfolio hedging strategies as an explanation for the 

extraordinarily large fall in stock prices on October 19. 

Although high levels of index arbitrage occurred early in the 

day, after 2:00 p.m. that activity diminished significantly. 

Moreover, for each ~alf-hour interval after 10:00 a.m., other 

program selling in the stock market was larger than stock sales 

associated with index arbitrage. Portfolio hedge sales of 

futures contracts were persistent throughout the day, but the 

highs and lows of that activity did not correspond with the 

periods of greatest weakness or recovery of futures prices. 

Because of the imposition of NYSE restrictions on program 

trading, index arbitrage was insignificant on October 20. On 

that day, por'tfolio hedge selling in the futures market was large 

at times and was not offset by futures purchases from index 

arbitrage trading. Consequently, there were large futures price 
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discounts relative to the underlying index that persisted 

throughout thz day. 

After october 20, stock prices continued to be volatile in 

the absence of significant index arbitrage and significant hedge 

selling of futures. For example, on October 22, when the Dow 

fell 78 points on volume of nearly 400 million shares, reported 

index arbitrage stock sales were less than 3 million shares. 

Similarly, on October 26, when the Dow fell 157 points on volume 

of over 300 million shares, no index arbitrage trades were 

reported. Fu~·thermore, stock prices after October 19 did not 

recover to near the 'level of October 16, 'much less that of 

October 1. At the close on October 26, the Dow was only 55 

points higher than at the close on October 19. This lack of 

recovery in the absence of index arbitrage reinforces the 

conclusion that futures-related program trading was not the 

principal cause of the collapse of stock prices. Instead, the 

wave of selling that engulfed both the stock and index futures 

markets, particularly on October 19, appears to have been 

precipitated by a massive change in investors' perceptions. 

The SEC/CFTC survey data and interviews conducted by CFTC 

staff indicate tha't institutional hedging in futures markets was 

not uniform in nature during the mid-October period under review. 

In particular, while some firms employed portfolio insurance 

strategies, others pursued more varied hedging and market-timing 

strategies, including several who purchased futures during 

periods of declining stock prices in anticipation Clf later 

purchasing stcck.s. And, among those firms that earlier in 
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October were adheri~g to portfolio insurance strategies, many 

abandoned or reduced the amount of futures or stock, market sales 

implied by the plans. In addition, representatives of institu-

tional investors indicated that, in the short run, they could use 

the stock market and stock index futures interchangeably for many 

portfolio management strategies. In particular, fund managers 

indicated that stocks would have been sold in the absence of the 

ability to hedge them in the futures market. 

Section IV of this report examines trading in and the 

operational performance of the S&P 500 futures contract. 

Commission staff found that the operational systems of both the 

CME and its member firms functioned well, despite the high 

trading volume and price volatility in that market. Although a 

larger than usual number of outtrades occurred on October 16 and 

19, they largely were resolved before the opening of trading the 

next day because of two special trade checking sessions. In 

addition, a staff survey of twenty-three CME member firms found 

that their order-routing and execution systems required no 
, , 

substantial modifications. The order-execution times at one 

major wire house were reviewed in detail, revealing that those 

orders generally were executed expeditiously, with nearly half of 

all customer orders executed within a minute of their receipt on 

the trading floor. 

CME audit trail data document broad participation in the 

market on October 19 and 20 by all major market groups, including 

members trading for their own accounts and brokers executing 

customer orders. CME members trading for their own 'accounts 
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absorbed customer sell orders on those days when the mal:'ket was 

falling, inclading those times when the Dlarket fell the moat. 

Further, the number of "primary" brokers execut.ing customer 

trades in the S&P 500 futures market increased on october 19 and 

20 from the active trading day of Cctober 16, indicating that 

experienced brokers remained available to execute customer 

orders. 

section V of this report describes the Commission's 

heightened trade-practice surveillance of stock index futures 

trading beginning on October 14. CFTC staff maintained an almost 

continual presence on the floors of the CME and the CBT during 

the week of October 19. Through the use of the CFTC's 

computer-assisted trade database and one-minute execution times 

required by CFTC audit trail regulations, staff reviewed large 

amounts of trading data on an expedited schedule. In addition, 

market participants were interviewed and exchange investigations 

of potential trading abuses were monitored. In particular, staff 

examined October 20 trading in the CBT's Major Market Index 

contract and trading in the S&P 500 futures contract by a CME 

clearing member that took place on the morning of October 22, as 

well as all exchanges of futures for cash executed in the S&P 500' 

contract during the mid-October period under review. To date, 

the staff has not discovered any pattern of trading activity in 

futures or options on futures that would indicate violative 

activity. 

The final section of this report examines several pertinent 

aspects of the current regulatory system and suggests areas for 
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improvement. Although the staff believes its current market 

surveillance system for stock index futures is sound, improved 

data collection capabilities in other markets, particularly 

regarding stock market trades of firms engaging in index 

arbitrage, would greatly expedite any subsequent studies of these 

markets. 

The staff examined the traditional uses of daily price 

limits in futures markets, assessing the advantages and disadvan

tages of such limits. All but one of the smaller stock index 

futures contracts currently have rules providing for such limits. 

Any tightening of those limits, however, should take into account 

the potential impact on other markets. 

section VI also includes a brief review of interagency 

coordination, which describes the Commission's establishment of 

surveillance liaisons with the SEC and banking regulators. While 

the staff believes both interagency and interexchange coordina

tion generally were excellent during October 1987, improvements 

are needed regarding access of futures exchanges to accurate 

information on delayed openings and trading halts of NYSE stocks. 

Coordination among exchanges with respect to emergency closings 

should be enhanced. 

This report also summarizes the recommendations of its 

Financial Follow-up Report. That report comprehensively analyzed 

the futures market financial systems and found that those systems 

withstood the stress placed upon them by the events of October 

1987. 
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staff considered the concept of intermarket frontrunning as 

it may relate to trading between securities and futures markets. 

It was found that both securities and futures exchanges have 

rules that ca~ be applied to such activity. The Intermarket 

Surveillance Group was identified as an appropriate forum for 

facilitating the communication of intermarket sUL~eillance data 

needed to monitor such activities. CFTC staff also is consider

ing the advisability of Commission regulatory action on 

frontrunning. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The historic price declines in the stock and related markets 

during October 1987 have been well publicized and are the subject 

of a number of studies and reports. An interim report prepared 

by staff of the commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC or 

Commission) was issued on November 9, 1987. That report was 

among the first to provide specific information concerning the 

role of futures markets, the futures clearing and financial 

systems, futu~es large-trader activity, and the activities of the 

futures regulatory and self-regulatory organizations (SROs) 

during that period. 1/ since that time, the Commission's staff 

has published two additional reports, as discussed below, dealing 

~lith the financial performance of the futures markets during 

october 1987 and trading in the Chicago Board of Trade's (CBT) 

Major Market Index (MMI) contract on October 20. Y The present 

study completes the staff's report on trading and trade practice 

1/ Interim Report on stock Index Futures and Cash Market 
Activity During October 1987, Division of Economic Analysis 
and the' Division of Trading and Markets, COlnDIodity Futures 
Trading Commission, hereinafter "Interim Report." 

y Follow-up Report on Financial Oversight of stock Index 
Futures ~Xarkets During October 1987, Division of Trading and 
Markets, Commodity Futures Trading Commission, January 6, 
1988, h'ereinafter "Financial Follow-up Report"; and Analysis 
of Trading in the Chicago Board of Trade's Major Market 
Tndex Futures Contract on October 20. 1987, Division of 
Trading of Markets, Commodity Futures Trading Commission, 
January ", 1988. ' 
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activities in stock index futures markets during mid-october 

1987. 

One of the longest bull markets in stock market history 

apparently ended in October 1987. The Dow Jones Industrial 

Average (Dow) and the standard and Poor's 500 (S&P 500) peaked in 

mid-August 1987 at 2,722 and 337 points, respectively, after 

having risen about 240 percent since August 1982 (Figure 1). 

The last two years of that period, from mid-August 1985 through 

mid-August 1987, were especially strong for stocks, with the Dow 

rising 107 percent (from 1313 to 2722). Between October 1 and 

October 16, 1987, however, the Dow declined 392 points, or about 

15 percent in value, including a 108-point drop on October 16, 

'the largest absolute decline to that date. 

On Monday, october 19, stock indices and stock index futures 

opened sharply lower and ultimately established record one-day 

declines in both absolute and relative terms. On record stock 

volume of over 600 million shares, the Dow closed down 508 points 

(23 percent) at 1739, and the S&P 500 closed down.nearly 58 

points (20 percent) at 225. 

7he market traded in extremely wide price ranges over the 

next several days. On October 20, the Dow traded in a range of 

450 points and closed with a record gain of 102 points on record 

volume. On October 21, the Dow established a new record gain of 

nearly 187 points. This significant price recovery was mostly 

offset. by losses of 78 points and 157 points in the Dow on 

October 22 and 26, respectively. On October 26, the Dow closed 
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at 1794, only 55 points higher than its closing value on october 

19. 

At year-end, the Dow closed at 1940, about 700 points (26 

percent) lower thar. its close on October 1, indicating that the 

stock market recovered less than a quarter of the value lost in 

mid-October. In fact, the Dow ended 1987 at about the same level 

as it had begun the year (Figure 2). Thus, the price fall of 

mid-October was not a technical aberration; it was a fundamental 

real ignmer;t , albeit abrupt, of stock values. 

Many market analysts have attributed October's stock market 

fall to various eccnomic and political factors that had created a 

market environment conducive to a substantial decline. Neverthe-

less, the precipitous nature of the decline during October 1987, 

accompanied by what appeared to be large discounts of stock index 

futures to their underlying stock indices, caused some to 

question \"hether various types of so-called "program trading," 1/ 

especially trading related to stock index futures markets, had a 

destabilizing effect on stock prices. Other issues were raised 

----------

l/ Program trading is a generic term used to denote the 
purchase or sale of a predetermined basket of securities. 
'i'hJs purchase or sale of securities may either stand alone 
or: may be executed in conjunction with activities in some 
other instrument or market (for example, selling a basket of 
stocks and buying Treasury bonds to reduce equity exposure 
and increase debt market exposure). "Index arbitrage" or 
"portfolio insurance" (the latter being a form of hedging 
when executed in a derivative market) are included in the 
general term program trading. A more detailed discussion of 
such trading activities is found in section III of this 
report. 
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concerning the adequacy of trade execution systems on the various 

stock, futures, and option exchanges, the severe financial 

st.resses experienced by financial institutions and market 

participants, and the regulatory and self-regulatory actions 

taken duri.ng that period. 

The Commission staff's Interim Report provided a preliloinary 

review of those vari.ous issues as they related to futures 

market.s. That report used data routinely available from the 

commission's clearing member, large-trader, and other reporting 

systems and preliminary data on selected stock transactions 

collected jointly with the staff of the securities and Exchange 

commission (SEC). 

with respect to futures market trading activity, the Interim 

Report described the commercial 11 and noncommercial composition 

of the major stock index futures markets and included data 

showing that reportable fi/ commercial traders held from about 60 

to 75 percent of all open contracts in the Chicago Mercantile 

Exchange's (CME) S&P 500 futures market. (the U\ost active stock 

index futures market) during October 1987. (See Appendix C, 

'l/ Commercials are those whose business activities generally 
relate to the cash market and whose futures trading is 
mainly in connection with such cash market activities. 

';if 'J.'he :o:-eporting level for the CME' s S&P 500 futures contract 
j.s currently 3:)0 contracts; for the Kansas city Board of 
'trade's (KCBT) Value Line Average Index (VLA) and the New 
York Futures Exchange (NYFE) New York stock Exchange (NYSE) 
Composite Index, 100 contracts; and for the CBT MMI, 50 
contracts. Terms and conditions of these contracts are 
summarized in Appendix C, Exhibit 1. 
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Exhibit 2.) The commercial firms using stock index futures are 

also among the major participants in the stoc)~ market, most 

notably pension and endowment funds, invest,rnent bankers, and 

broker/dealers. 

Based on the reports that stock index futures prices were at 

large discoun'ts to reported cash prices, some observers alleged 

'chat the futures market was leading or causing declines in the 

cash market. The Interim Report exalDined the nature of the 

relationship between futures and cash prices from October 16 to 

23. That report noted the wide discounts of stock index futures 

to the cash index that were reported on October 19 and SUbsequent 

days. There is evidence that those reported discounts were in 

part the result of significant lags in the cash index's vaiues, 

\~llich were not limited to periods when trading was halted in a 

large number of stocks included in the S&P 500 index. It was 

also at this point that the normal arbitrage mechanism that links 

the cash and futures markets was impeded, preventing the two 

markets from directly affecting each other. 

The Inte~im Report also reviewed preliminary data relative 

to the futUres and cash market activities of reportable futures 

traders during october 1987. Reportable traders were classified 

as broker/dealers, institutional investors, other commercial 

firms, or noncommercial traders. The Interim Report included 

extensive data showing, for each class of traders, the size 

distribu'tion of net futures positions and position changes from 

October 12 to October 23. 
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For broker/dealers, the data indicated sUbstantial buying of 

futures on certain days during the period. These data are 

consistent with the proposition that such traders were engaged in 

index arbitrage by buying futures and selling stocks, thereby 

tending to narrow the intermarket spreads when there were 

discounts of futures to cash. Nevertheless, based on preliminary 

data obtained from large futures traders concerning their cash 

market activities during that period, futures traders' related 

stock market activi'ties appeared to be small relative to NYSE 

volume on those days. 

For institutional investors, which include portfolio 

insurance users and other futures hedgers, the Commission's data 

showed a pronounced tendency of these futures market participants 

to increase their overall short future,s positions. The combined 

net short futures positions of institutional investors had 

particularly large increases on October 16, 19, and 20. Those 

data were corroborated subsequently by data collected in a 

special survey jointly conducted by the staffs of the CFTC and 

~he SEC. Those sur.ey data are used extensively in the trading 

analysis portion (Section III) of this report. 

The Interim Report also described the Commission's regula

tory program for ensuring the financial integrity of the futures 

marketplace. That program relies principally upon a system of 

industry self-regulation, which the Commission oversees and 

supplements. As examined more fully in the Interim Report, the 

various Federal and self-regulatory safeguards of financial 

integrity include the segregation of customers' funds, the 
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minimum capi·tal requirements, an "early warning" s)"stem, the 

futures margining system, and SROs rule enforcement responsibili

ties. 

The Inte:cim Report confirmed that, during that financially 

stressful period, those safeguards already in place for the 

futures marke~s worked effectively. No customer funds were lost 

as the result of a futures firm's failure or default; no futures 

commission merchant (FCM) failed; exchange clearing organizations 

collected all margins due them from member firms, including daily 

and intra·-day payments of unprecedented magnitudes; and t.he 

futures clearing mechanisms operated effectively despite record 

volumes, price swings, and margin flows. No futures market had 

to be closed because of financial or margin collection problems. 

Overall, the Interim Report met the Commission's objective 

of providing as much factual information as quickly as possible, 

even though some of the data were preliminary in nature. Already 

underway were detailed analyses of financial flows, FCMs' capital 

and segregation compliance, a.nd customer default and other 

financial data to identify strains on the financial system. Also 

in progress was an analysis of intra-day futures trading data to 

identify poss~ble trading abuses, to develop profiles of partici

pants in the major stock index futures pits, and to review the 

timing and quantity of order flows and executions. In addition, 

commission staff was supplementing the many large-trader 

interviet.s conducted during that period of heightened market 

volatility with additional interviews of representatives from 20 
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firms conducted with the more detailed trading data from the 

sunrey in hand. 2/ 

As mentioned above, since the issuance of the Interim 

Report, Commission staff also has published separately additional 

information on certain aspects of stock index futures trading 

during october 1987. In particular, on January 4, 1988, the 

Division of Trading and Markets made public a report on the 

. October 20, 1987, mid-day trading activity in the CBT's Major 

Market Index contract. 1/ That report reviewed trading activity 

during the period of unusual price movement that occurred in the 

MMI when other stock index futures markets were closed. The 

report found no reasonable indication that the price movement was 

caused by manipulative activity. 

In addition, on January 6, 1988, the Commission's Division 

of Trading and Markets published its Financial Follow-up Report 

that, based upon more extensive data, confirmed the conclusions 

of the Interim Report and identified certain areas where 

improvements could be made. ~ Specifically, the Financial 

Follow-up Report analyzed available data concerning FCM capital 

and segregation compliance, reviewed the effectiveness of the 

2/ These interviews involved ten broker/dealers (who were 
included in the survey) and ten institutional traders who 
had significant futures trading activity during mid-October 
1987. The interviews were conducted from December 10 to 
December 29, 1987. 

1/ See footnote 2. 
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systems for collection and payment of futures margins, and 

evaluated the adequacy of futures margins and self-regulatory 

systems from a financial perspective during the period unde.r 

review. In this connection, the Financial Follow-up Report also 

presented survey data on the experience at 23 FCMs that carried 

two-thirds of customer equities in the S&P 500 futures contract 

in mid-October. 

Although the systems for maintaining the financial integrity 

of the futures marketplace, including minimum financial require

ments, segregation of customer funds from a firm's own house 

funds, and margin requirements, were found to have withstood the 

stress placed upon them by the events of October 1987, the market 

break also provided an opportunity to examine in detail how these 

systems operate under stress and to suggest further enhancements. 

The Financial Follow-up Report made the following recommenda

tions: (1) that the rights and obligations of clearing organiza

tions and settlement banks with respect to variation margin 

confirmations be clarified; (2) that establishment of a mechanism 

ior expanding the availability of the Fedwire in periods of 

extreme volatility be explored; (3) that banks effecting margin 

settlements be given increased access to financial data concern

ing clearing firms; (4) that futures markets' use of intra-day 

margin pays and collects be increased; (5) that margin and audit 

procedures be reviewed by F'CMs to assure that they obtai.n 

adequate security from foreign customers; and (6) that the pay 

and collect information-sharing arrangement among futures 

exchanges be expanded to include securities option data. These 
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recommendations and other aspects of the Financial Follow-up 

Report address issues regarding the financial integrity of 

futures markets that were later raised in other reports on the 

October market break, such as the Report of the Presidential Task 

Force on Market Mechanisms (Brady Commission Report). 

The present report updates and provides additional informa

tion and analyses in several areas. In particular, the next 

section reviews the futures-cash basis in greater detail and for 

a longer period than in the Interim Report. The third section of 

this report includes a comprehensive review of the daily and 

intraday trading activities of futures hedgers, including 

so-called portfolio insurers, as well as stock index 

arbitrageurs, from October 14 through October 26. The fourth 

section analyzes changes in the performance of the stock index 

futures markets in terms of order execution experience, unmatched 

trades and the composition of intra-day trading on the futures 

market during the mid-October period. The fifth section presents 

a description of the Commission's trade practice surveillance 

systems and the application of those systems to the stock index 

futures markets during the period. The final section assesses 

the adequacy of the regulatory and self-regulatory systems as 

related to trade practice, financial and market surveillance and 

presents several staff suggestions for enhancements of existing 

systems and programs. 
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II. S'I'A'rISTICAL ANALYSES OF PRI.QJ;: AND BASIS BEHAVIOR. 
OCTOBER 14-26. 1987 

A. Introduc-':ion 

During the week of October 19-23, there were periods during 

which reported S&P 500 stock index futures prices were at very 

large discount.s to the reported levels of the S&P 500 cash index. 

This observation has led some commenters to claim that such large 

dlscounts were indicative of futures prices that substantially 

led stock market prices and that such discounts could trigger a 

decline in t:he stock market due to inde)[ arbitrageurs' buying the 

relatively cheaper stock index futures and selling in the stock 

market. 

others have correctly observed that_ a large negative 

basis 'lI makes hedging strategies more expensive. In addition, 

an unrealistic or uneconomic basis raises questions concerning 

the general functioning of the market.s, including their efficien-

cy and liquidity. 

In reviewing stock market and futures price data for the 

period under consideration, one should be aware that there are 

several possible sources of the large reported disparities in 

relative prices. First, since not all stocks included in a stock 

index trade at each moment in time, the last. sale price for a 

---_. __ . ----

'l/ The term "basis" is defined for purposes of this report as 
'ehe futures price minus the cash price. 
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st.ock does not necessarily reflect the latest market valuation 

for' both the stock and, consequently, the cash index of which 

that stock is a component. This is particularly significant if a 

sizeable portion of the stocks in an index have delayed openings 

or trading halts in a period of rapidly changing prices. lQ/ 

This disparity or gap, which can result from stale stock price 

quotes, delayed openings, or trading halts in the midst of a 

moving market, is called the "non-trading effect." At many times 

during the week of October 19-23, the lag in trading or price 

reporting of many NYSE stocks was reported to be significant, and 

it would not have been possible to execute the stock side of an 

arbitrage strategy at the last, but outdated, prices included in 

the stock index. 

Second, under market conditions existing during the October 

19-23 period, arbitrage transactions at times were discouraged or 

impeded. For instance, if particular stocks were not trading, it 

would not. have been possible to include those stocks in an index 

arbitrage program executed on the NYSE. Among other things, this 

iTicreased the risk of miscalculating an arbitrage opportunity. 

This either would have eliminated arbitrage or reduced its 

magnitude. If arbitrage does take place under such conditions, 

arbitrageurs require a greater disparity in prices because of the 

increased uncertainty surrounding stock prices. Further, to the 

101 For discussion of delayed openings and trading halts, see 
Study VI, Part IV, of the Brady Commission Report. 
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extent the bid-ask spreads on a stock index futures contract 

and/or the stocks tha't replicate the underlying index increase, 

the cost of arbitrage rises. Finally, impairment of the 

technical capability to execute arbitrage trades, such as that 

occnsioned by the closing of the NYSE's Designated Order 

'l'urnaround (Super DOT) system to certain arbitrage trades 

starting on October 20, 1987, decreased arbitrage activities and 

thereby affected the price differentials between the index 

futures and the underlying index. !1J 

B. Methodoloqy and statistical Analyses 

To examine the degree to which futures prices nlay have led 

act.ual stock prices, Commission staff constructed portfolios of 

the most continuously traded stocks in the S&P 500 index for each 

day of the October 14-26 period. The stocks chosen were those 

that traded in at least 90 percent of the five-minute intervals 

(e.o., 9:30-9:35 a.m., 9:35-9:40 a.m., etc.) 1lI on each day, 

with a minimum of 50 stocks in each day's portfolio. The price 

used for each stock in the portfolio was the price closest to the 

end of each five-minute interval. Those subsets of the S&P 500 

----_._----

11/ A more detailed discussion of the prevalance of arbitrage 
transactions on particular trading days, as well as market 
participants' assessments of the feasibility of such 
transactions, is contained in Section III of this report. 

~ All times, reported in this section are Eastern Daylight 
Time. 
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index served as each day's estimated "trading proxy index," which 

would reflect more current price information than the last 

transaction prices used in the reported S&P 500 index calcula-

tion. 1]/ The price change behavior of this trading proxy index 

and the reported S&P 500 index were both compared to the price 

change behavior of the December S&P 500 future over five-minute 

intervals each day during the period under review. 

A statistical examination of the December S&P 500 future's 

price series indicates that the futures price changed in a way 

that would be expected in a market in which prices are based on 

currently available information. That is, when prices are 

determined based on current information, the successive changes 

in the series are statistically unrelated. However, the reported 

changes in the underlying S&P 500 index showed significant 

statistical relationship from one price change to the next, which 

is consistent with the existence of periods of stale price data 

for some of the stocks included in the index cal.culation. These 

characteristics of the price changes in the December S&P 500 

future and the reported S&P 500 index yield a relationship 

between the two series indicating that price changes in the 

December S&P 500 future at times preceded chanqes in the S&P 500 

index by as much as fifteen minutes during the period under 

review. 

13/ See Appendix A for a more detailed description of the 
construction o~ the trading proxy index and the methodoloqy 
discussed in this section. 
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The behavior of the changes in the trading proxy index were 

significantly different from those of the reported S&P 500 index. 

Price changes in the proxy index were not statistically related 

to that index's previous changes, indicating that the prices of 

the stocks included in the proxy index exhibited behavior 

consistent with their having been formed on a current basis. The 

comparison of the trading proxy index and the December S&P 500 

future implies that the lead of the futures contract, which might 

be inferred from values of the reported index, is much reduced or 

totally eliminated. 

The relationships among the three series can be seen in 

Appendix B, Exhibits B-1 through B-9, lj/ where the reported S&P 

500 index, the trading proxy index, and the December S&P 500 

futures price are plotted for each day from October 14 through 

October 26 for those five-minute intervals when the trading proxy 

index estimates were most reliable (generally from 9:50 a.m. to 

the close of trading on the NYSE). At times when prices moved 

significantly, the reported S&P 500 index tended to lag the 

December S&P 500 future's price change, although that lag is 

significantly reduced or eliminated when the plot of the trading 

proxy index is compared to the December S&P 500 future's prices. 

This indicates that the value of stocks actually being traded at 

a given moment on the NYSE floor and the concurrent value of the 

14/ All exhibits referem;ed in this section are located in 
Appendix 0. 
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December S&P 500 future moved on a more simultaneous basis than 

was reflected by the reported S&P 500 index. 

The trading proxy index also was used to calculate the 

trading proxy basis (proxy basis) for the December S&P 500 

future. Exhibits B-I0 through B-18 chart the basis derived from 

the December S&P 500 future and the reported S&P 500 Index 

(reported basis) and the proxy basis for each day from October 14 

t.hrough october 26 for the same five-minute intervals. 

c. Intraday Analyses of the Reported and Proxy Bases 

Examination of the basis charts shows t.hat both the reported 

basis and the proxy basis generally were posit.ive and close 

together from October 14 through 16.' This indicates the absence 

of a significant non-trading effect and the existence of an 

effective arbitrage link between the markets on those dates. On 

October 19, however, the stock and futures markets opened 

significantly lower, and the December S&P 500 future's reported 

basis ranged between a 10- and 20-point discount from 9:30 to 

10:00 a.m. Nevertheless, at, for example, 10:00 a.m., the 

estimated proxy basis was nearly zero, while the reported basis 

was at a 10- to l2-point discount. This indicates that the sharp 

decJine in the futures opening price did not lead the stock 

mar-ket down, but rather reflected the decline that had occurred 

in those st.ocks ope" for trad ing. The proxy basis remained at a 

slight discount for most of the period from 9:55 to 11:55 a.m., 

and larger deviations were corrected towards zero quickly, 
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Indicating that the markets were relatively well-linked by 

arbitrage activity. 

This behavior of the proxy basis also indicates the absence 

of a critica: trigger mechanism early on Oct.ober 19 for the 

cascade theory 12/--a scenario positing that selling in futures 

markets drives the prices of futures to a sufficient discount 

from their theoretical levels so that arbitageurs buy the 

undervalued futures and sell the stocks, thus transmitting 

selling pressures from the futures to the stock markets and 

causing further selling pressure and price declines on the stock 

market. Basis levels equal to that of the proxy basis that 

existed through 11:30 a.m. on October 19 had been seen countless 

times in the past without triggering a cascading decline in stock 

prices. 

In order to contend that futures trading on October 19 

ignited a decline in the stock market, it is necessary to contend 

two Improbable facts. First, that the sophisticated bro

ker/dealers who conduct the majority of index arbitrage transac-

tions responded with massive futures/stock arbitrage programs to 

an illusory discount of the futures. Second, it was market 

mechanisms, particularly the existence of the stock index futures 

market, rather than a fundamental reevaluation of stock values, 

that triggered the October stock market break • 

. -- .. ---"-_. 

!2/ A more detailed description of the cascade theory is 
contained in section III of this report. 
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The extent to which arbitrageurs were reacting to illusion-

ary discounts is. discussed above. with respect to the market 

break, the decline of the proxy index from the beginning of stock 

market trading on October 19 is indicative of a fundamental 

reevaluation of stock prices occurring on the NYSE. Further, as 

discussed in the following section of this report, evidence from 

the intraday analyses of index arbitrage and futures portfolio 

hedging activities does not support the cascade theory's 

mechanical view of the October 19 stock market decline. 

From 12:00 to 1:25 p.m. on October 19, both the reported and 

proxy bases were at a more negative average discount consistent 

with a weakened arbitrage link between the two markets. 

Beginning at 1:30 p.m., the reported and trading proxy bases 

began to fall to much deeper discounts that persisted through the 

close of trading that day, indicating a substantial elimination 

of the arbitrage link between the two markets. 1&/ 

On October 20, there was a noticeable non-trading effect 

around 10:00 a.m. and again during the period immediately 

--_._--

lQj To estimate the basis more accurately for the opening 
intervals on October 19 not plotted in Exhibit B-13, the 
same estimation methodology was employed using a portfolio 
of those stocks that traded in at least five of the six 
intervals in the first half hour of trading on October 19. 
Exhibits B-19 and B-20 show the results from that 29-stock 
portfolio estimate. The basis results show that, from 9:35 
a.m. to 10:00 a.m., the proxy basis was nearly zero, 
reinforcing the above statements that the futures price 
level reflected what was occurring on the NYSE floor 
(including actual trading delays/halts) and that a cascade 
trigger mechanism was not present at the opening on 
october 19. 
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preceding the S&P 500 futures trading halt on the eKE. However, 

after 10:00 a.m. and for the remainder of the day, the reported 

and proxy bases were at significant discount.s, indicating the 

lack of a significant arbitrage link between the two markets. 

On Octocer 21, the stock and futures markets opened higher 

with a positive reported basis. However, the level of the 

trading proxy index indicates that the reported stock index was 

understating the extent of the market increase and, therefore, 

the proxy basis was at a discount nearly equal to that which 

existed during the afternoon of october 20. From approximately 

11:15 a.m., the reported and proxy bases were nearly equal and 

showing futures at a discount to cash index values. The discount 

gradually diminished until the last hour of trading when the 

discount was eliminated completely. 

The manner in which the discount was eliminated during the 

day on October 21 is not necessarily consistent with the 

existence of arbitrage activity. The continual, gradual 

realignment of those two markets during the day appears more 

consistent with standard valuation processes acting to 

equilibrate price levels in two similar markets operating 

contemporaneously during a day of relatively stable trading (the 

trading proxy varied over a relatively narrow range throughout 

the entire day) rather than the rapid realignment. that would be 

expected from arbitrage activity. 

On October 22, the S&P 500 December future opened sharply 

lower while tl"le reported S&P 500 index remained relatively 

unchanged, resulting in a huge reported discount that reached a 
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maximum of 63 points by 9:35 a.m. The plot of the reported and 

proxy bases in Exhibit B-16 indicates that as late as 9:45 to 

9:50 a.m., when the reported basis had been reduced to a 32-point 

discount, the discount of the trading proxy basis was approxi

mately 20 points. Also, from the graph of the three price series 

(Exhibit B-7) , it is evident that a strong non~trading effect was 

present in the reported S&P 500 index until 10:15 a.m. For the 

remainder of October 22, there is no evidence of a strong 

non-trading effect, and both bases remained at a moderate 

discount. 

On October 23, there was no evidence of a significant 

non-trading effect, and the levels of the bases through 10:30 

~.m. were similar to their levels during the afternoon of October 

22. 

For October 26, the plots in Exhibit B-18 indicate that the 

non-trading effect accounted for about 50 percent of the reported 

discount at 9:55 a.~. By 10:15 a.m., the non-trading effect was 

eliminated, and the discount in both bases widened gradually for 

the remainder of the day, indicating an absence of significant 

arbitrage activity between the two markets. 

D. Conclusions 

This examination of the reported and proxy bases during the 

week of October 19 suggests several conclusions. First, during 

the periods when the reported futures discounts were at extremes 

(~, the mornings of October 19 and 22), a significant portion 
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of those discounts were illusory due to the lack of frequent 

trading in a sUbstantial number of stocks within the S&P 500 

index. In addition, the lack of a significant discount in the 

basis derived from the trading proxy index during the morning of 

October 19 undermines the cascade theory as an empirical 

representation of ' what occurred that morning. Finally, after 

approximately 1:30 p.m. on October 19 and through the remainder 

of that week, the arbitrage link between the two markets was, at 

critical times, weak or non-existent. 17/ 

11/ These results regarding the pattern of the non-trading 
effect and arbitrage linkage are very similar to results 
obtained through a different methodology by Lawrence Harris, 
"Nonsynchronous Trading and the S&P 500 stock-Futures Basis 
in October 1987," University of Sout,hern California, Working 
Draft, December 22, 1987. 
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III. TRADING ANALYSIS l§/ 

A. Introduction 

As discussed in the Interim Report, the majority of open 

interest in stock index futures contracts is held by firms that 

also are among the major firms active in the underlying stock 

market, i.e., broker/dealers, pension and endowment funds, mutual 

funds, and other institutional investors and commercial inter-

ests. For instance, CFTC data for reportable accounts in the S&P 

500 futures contract (~, those accounts holding positions of 

300 contracts or more) indicate that, during October 1987, those 

firms held between 60 and 75 percent of both sides of the S&P 500 

1.§./ This report uses terms such as "buyer," "seller," "buys 
futures," and "sells futures" to describe a person who 
enters into a futures contract. However, in contrast to 
stock transactions, which involve the transfer of title to 
securities, payment, and the delivery of certificates 
evidencing ownership, a futures contract consists only of 
the exchange of mutual promises to perform in the 
future--the seller (short) promises to deliver the commodity 
or cash-settle the contract and the buyer (long) promises to 
pay for the commodity upon delivery or cash-settle the 
contract. Most" futures contracts are settled by liquidating 
trades prior to expiration of the contract. Very few 
futures contracts are held to maturity so as to result in 
actual delivery or cash settlement, whether the underlying 
commodity is wheat, gold, gasoline, or a cash-settled stock 
index. Indeed, the" futures seller and buyer most often do 
not dispose of or acquire the commodity through futures 
trading. Instead, principal participants in futures markets 
are hedgers seeking to protect their cash market positions 
from the risks of subsequent price changes and speculators 
who assume those risks in the hopes of earning a profit. 
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futures marke':: on individual days l2/ (Appendix C, Exhibit 

2). £Qj 

The futures trading activity of institutional investors, 

particularly ::>ension funds, is of particular interest since it 

constitutes ·the major share of stock index futures trading 

aC1:ivity by commercial interests and complements directly their 

activity in the underlying cash sector. One major trading 

strdtegy employed by those firms is the sale of futures contracts 

for the purpose of limiting the downside exposure of their equity 

portfolios, i.e., short hedging. In the classic case, a 

portfolio manager employs such a strategy when a market decline 

is anticipated or t~hen the manager deoides to liquidate a stock 

portfolio and futures are sold as a temporary substitute for 

selling the s·::ocks. 

A specia~ized form of portfolio hedging has been referred to 

as portfolio insurance or "dynamic asset allocation." While akin 

to other short hedging strategies in its basic objective, this 

strategy calls for specified increases (decreases) in equity 

exposure as the market rises (falls). The objective of the 

----- .. ----

19/ In addition, the CFTC obtained large-trader data from the 
CME for October 21, a day when the Exchange's reporting 
level vlar'; 100 or more contracts. The CME's data, which 
covered about 8'5 percent of the total open contracts, both 
long and short, shO\~ that, even at those smaller position 
levels, commercial interests represented the vast majority 
of traders with reportable positions in that futures market. 

l.Qj All exhibits referenced ill this section are located in 
Appendix c. 
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strategy is to limit the decrease in value of the portfolio 

associated with market declines while participating in gains when 

market advances OCCUL Rather than adjusting the proportion of 

stock in the portfolio or purchasing put options, futures markets 

are used to adjust the degree of a portfolio's equity exposure, 

primarily because of the futures market's lower costs and other 

efficiencies. When implemented in accordance with a specified 

model, the cumulative returns on such a strategy replicate the 

returns on a purchased put option, in combination with the long 

position in stock, over the selected investment horizon. 

CFTC interviews with major institutional users of futures 

markets during october 1987 indicate that many hedgers used stock 

index futures to rebalance their portfolio exposure between 

equities and fixed income securities, i.e., investment managers 

used stock index and interest rate futures to alter the equity 

versus fixed-income exposure reflected in their overall portfo

lios. In the longer run, of course, the mix of the underlying 

portfolio can be adjusted through cash market purchases and 

sales, and the futures positions can be liquidated. Similarly, 

institutions have used stock index futures markets when antici

pating outright stock purchases. This is t.he case, for instance, 

where firms wish to achieve larger equity market exposure in 

advance of selecting and purchasing the actual stocks (~, 

market timing and positioning strategies). 

All of these futures trading objectives of institutional 

firms can be achieved, in one form or another, in the cash market 
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alone, although no:nnally no·t as efficiently . .£!/ In fact, prior 

to the availability of liquid futures markets, such strategies 

were carried out in that manner. That is, the underlying 

securi.ties are simply purchased or liqaidated vlithout the 

intermediate step of futures market purchases or sales. However, 

during the last several years, stock index futures markets have 

become an integral adjunct to the cash market activities of many 

major institutional investors for several reasons. 

First, commission costs associated with comparable sized 

trades are normally considerably lower in the futures market. 

Further, it generally is considerably faster to initiate a single 

futures market trade representing a basket of stocks rather than 

numerous transactions in a broad range of individual stocks or 

bonds. In addition, futures markets most oft.en offer greater 

liquidity and result in smaller execution costs and price effects 

·than comparable transactions in the st:oclc market. Finally, as 

discussed below, futures markets at times also may offer price 

advantages .. 

Not surprisingly, CFTC interviews with major institutional 

participants in the stock index futures market during October 

1987 indicated that a significant portion of those investors 

holding futures positions during that time viewed t.he cash and 

£l/ While the stock market does not prov1ae a low-cost means of 
temporarily hedging a stock portfolio, an investment manager 
could sell the portfolio and repurchase it at a later date 
when he ~.ras more optimistic about the market's outlook. 
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futures markets as interchangeable for purposes of short-term 

implementation of their strategies. The interchangeability of 

these markets is, of course, subject to the considerations 

mentioned above: relative cost, liquidity, and value. For 

instance, major institutional investors told CFTC staff that, 

each time they decided to adjust their equity exposure, they also 

evaluated the relative merits of each market (futures or cash) in 

carrying out that objective at a particular time, and the 

institutions executed their overall strategy accordingly. 

If a firm wished to reduce its equity exposure, it might 

sell in the stock market if the value in that market were higher 

than in stock index futures market after adjustments for such 

factors as the net cost of carry, as discussed below. Likewise, 

a firm wishing to increase its equity exposure might, in the 

short run, buy the relatively unde~~alued futures (as a temporary 

sUbstitute for the stock) under such circumstances, based on the 

firm's perceptions of value, liquidity, and other factors. 

Institutional investors, which routinely increase and decrease 

market exposure in this manner, tend to unify the pricing 

function of the cash and futures markets. 11/ 

11/ This unification of cash and futures market pricing is not 
unique to stock index futures. In fact, i.t is essential to 
the economic utility of futures markets in general. Futures 
have long been recognized as t,he primary price discovery and 
pricing mechanism for agricultural markets, such as the 
grains and cot~on, and more recently have achieved a more 
prominent role in the pricing of U.S. Treasury bonds, crude 
oil, copper, and other physical commodities or assets upon 
which futures contracts are actively traded. 
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In addition to hedging, major professional participants in 

stock index futures markets, particularly broker/dealers and some 

pension funds, engage in stock index arbitrage. The key 

relationship in 'chese transactions is that the futures price 

should equal 'che spot index price plus the net cost of holding 

the stocks comprising the index. (The net carrying cost of a 

stock portfolio is the interest paid to finance, or forgone in 

holding, the st:ocks minus the dividends paid on the stocks in the 

portfolio over the holding period.) In particular, if the 

futures price is less than the spot price plus the appropriate 

net carrying charge, then the relatively undervalued futures 

contract will be bought and the relatively overvalued basket of 

stocks will be sold. Conversely, if the futures price exceeds 

the spot price plus the appropriate net carrying cost, the 

futures contract will be sold and the basket of stocks will be 

purchased. 

In such arbitrage activities, the gain is computed in t.erms 

of the expiration of the cash-settled futures contract so that no 

additional transactions are necessary until that contract 

expires. However, if the pricing relationship changes prior to 

the futures expiration, it may become worthwhile for arbitrageurs 

to liquidate their futures and cash positions. Alternatively, if 

the next or deferred futures spread is favorable, the futures 

position can be rolled forward \~hile maintaining the cash 

position. Such index arbitrage maintains the appropriate, 

equilibrium basis' between the price of t:he underlying stock index 

and the stock index futures contract. Such a basis is a 
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prerequisite for the hedging transactions discussed above since 

they depend on the use of futures as a temporary substitute for 

stock market transactions. 

One form of index arbitrage utilized by index funds--those 

funds structured to replicate the performance of a stock index 

such as the S&P 500--has been called "index substitution." Such 

arbitrage involves the sale of a portion of the index portfolio 

and the purchase of a comparable value of stock index futures 

when the futures contract becomes temporarily undervalued 

relative to the market value of the stocks in the index. The 

data tabulated for this report combine index SUbstitution with 

other forms of index arbitrage. 11/ 

Due to the natural market forces discussed above in 

connection with institutional intermarket trading, the price 

disparities between stock index futures and replicating baskets 

of stock are typically small and opportunities for profits are 

precluded for all but those with the lowest transaction costs. 

That is why arbitrage transactions are typically carried out by 

major broker/dealers and certain institutional investors. 

11/ Index substitution has received special attention from some 
commentators because of the difficulty facing arbitrageurs, 
other than those actually owning the relevant basket of 
stocks, in executing index arbitrage programs involving 
stock sales du=ing a general stock market decline. This 
asymmetry in index arbitrage results from the securities 
industry's "tick test," which inhibits short sales unless 
the most recent price change was an increase. Rule 10a-1 
under the Securities Act of 1934 requires that short sales 
of stock must be executed at a price equal to or higher than 
the last price. 
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While ty::>ically considered beneficial, arbitrage transac

tions have become the object of some, concern in the case of stock 

market deriva'::ive prod'ucts (i. e., index op'tions and futures). In 

the first instance, this involved the "third Friday" effect, 

where it was pe:cceived that the unwinding of the cash market leg 

of arbitrage positions at the expiration of the futures contract 

was causing um"arranted volatility in the prices of the underly

ing stocks. This is plausible since the liquidation of the 

futures or 0p':ion leg of the arbitrage position is via cash 

settlement. Under such circumstances, there are no strong 

economic ince:-.tives for the arbitrageur to unwind the position in 

an orderly manner, with coordinated in'termarket purchases and 

sales, since losses in one market will be compensated in the 

other when the stock index futures contract is settled at the 

closing value of the relevant stock index. 

In view of this, the cash settlement period for the S&P 500 

futures and option contracts was moved from the closing to the 

opening period of the NYSE, and measures I"ere adopted to 

disseminate, in a timely fashion, the stock order imbalances that 

sometimes accompany the liquidation of arbitrage positions on the 

NYSE. This change in the settlement time of the S&P 500 futures 

contract was first effective for the expiration of the June 1987 

S&P 500 future, and experience to date indicates that the change 

has been beneficial. 

In addition to this special case of the third Friday or 

expira'tion effect, arbitrage activities have received attention 

in connection with the cascade theory, which was discussed 
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briefly in section II above. Under that scenario, stock prices 

begin to decline as a result of fundamentally negative economic 

news; pressure on futures prices is then exerted as portfolio 

hedgers use the relatively liquid, low-transact ion-cost futures 

markets to increase their short futures positions in light of 

declining stock prices; stock index futures begin trading below 

their arbitrage value vis-a-vis the stocks in the underlying 

index; arbitrageurs enter the markets, buying the (relatively) 

underpriced futures and selling the (relatively) overpriced 

replicating basket of stocks; stock prices then decline further; 

more short hedging takes place in the futures market; and that 

begets more arbitrage selling in the stock market, etQ. 

~nether arbitrage and portfolio insurance can interact to 

depress stock market prices to an unwarranted level is an 

empirical issue, rather than a foregone conc1u.sion. In fact, the 

scenario is not supported by observed behavior of market 

participants during mid-October 1987. First, short hedging 

becomes more expensive if futures are underpriced relative to the 

cash market, and as a result futures hedging is inhibited, as 

happened on October 19. As discussed below, some fund managers 

terminated their use of portfolio insurance strategies that day 

rather than sell stock index futures at deep discounts. Further, 

this "lock-step," sequential chain of events generally i.s not 

consistent with the trading activities of arbitraguers who 

reportedly have large amounts of available funds and the ability 

(and need) to move quickly in order to capitalize on these 

relatively risk-free trading opportunities. In practice, 
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arbitrageurs' buying of futGres typically would occur more 

closely in time with tile sale of futures contracts by institu

tional hedgers, thereby mitigating downward pressure on futures 

prices. In a:ty case, since arbitrageurs' purchases of futures 

place upward pressure on futures prices as selling in the stock 

marl,et lowers prices, such buying and selling tend to reestablish 

the equilibrating relative prices. 

More importantly than 'the above, however, is that the 

cascade thecry is postulated as strictly a technical phenomenon 

and ignores the existence of any market consensus based upon 

fundamenta~ market information. That is, under this theory, it 

is the trading sequence that places downward pressure on stock 

prices rather than a reassessment of the fundamental values of 

the stocks. Obviously, any market that fits the description 

implied in the cascade theory is not in a stable equilibrium and 

is subject to a rapid, sUbstantial adjustment. Any trading 

activity associated with that adjustment is simply the vehicle 

for expressing and implementing the downward revision in value 

already made !:Jy stock holders, not the cause. F'urthermore, if a 

market moved abruptly due to a technical rather than a fundamen

tal phenomenon, it soon should return to its fundamental value. 

Although the 508-point (23 percent) decline of the Dow Jones 

average on Monday, October 19, 1987, is the focal point of most 

analyses of the stock market events of October 1987, the decline 

in stock values began prior to that date. As previously 

discussed, the values of the most widely followed stock indices 

had peaked in August, and between october 1-16, 1987, the Dow 
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declined 392 points, or 15 percent in value, including three days 

(October 6, 14, and 16) on which the declines were 92, 95, and 

~08 points, respectively. ~ Shortly after october 19, stock 

prices recovered somewhat from their lowest levels, but they did 

not return to the levels of early October, much less to the 

market's August highs. In fact, at the close of trading on 

Monday, October 26, 1987, the Dow was just 55 points above the 

close on October IS and 842 points below the level of October 1. 

B. rlJ:ethodology 

Slnce the higher price volatility and substantial price 

declines began before October 19, this report contains data. for 

the broader period of October 14-26, 1987. Those days encompass 

the period of large, successive price declines (October 14-19) 

and. the days of high price volatility during the week following 

October 19 and the following Monday. 

Initially, the Commission's surveillance staff was able to 

estimate the amount of index arbitrage and portfolio insurance 

from the large-trader position reports that the Commission 

routinely collects on a daily basis. However, neither those 

reports, nor any data routinely collected by any regulatory or 

£!/ See also the Interim Report, pp. 1-4. Although the SEC/CFTC 
survey data of sixteen firms include information for 
October 6, this analysis starts with the larger, more 
continuous decline that began October 14 and continued 
through each s~ccessive day until October 26. 
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self-regulatory organi~ation in the fut;ures or securities 

ind!Jstries, identify which positions or trades were made as a 

result of index arbitrage or portfolio insurance trading 

strategies. '!'he lack of precision in the terminology applied to 

various strategies further cOlupl.icates strict attribution to 

specific types of t:t:'ading activity. The:r:efore, to obtain data 

for this analysis, the SEC and CFTC staffs jointly requested 

siX'ceen firms to provide detailed trading data (hereinafter 

referred to as the SEC/CFTC survey data). 

The sixteen firms surveyed included twelve brolcer/ 

dealers, ~ three investment managers that were prominent users 

of portfolio insurance strategies, and one other professional 

investment manager who was particularly active in the futures 

market on October 19. The twelve broker/dealers were selected 

for hlO reasons. First, they were the firms most active in index 

arbitrage, on both a principal and an agency basis. Second, as 

25/ 1>. report commissioned by the NYSE states that twenty-nine 
brokerage fir~s engage in program trading on the NYSE. 
(Katzenhach, An overview of Prog~m Trading and its Impact 
on Current Market Practices, December 1987, p. 13, 
hereinafter Katzenbach Report.) Eleven of the twelve 
broker/dealers surveyed by the CF'I'C and SEC are included in 
that list. The firm omitted in t.he Katzenbach Report 
executed a SUbstantial number of index arbitrage and 
portfolio insurance trades during the survey period. CFTC 
large-trader reports for the survey period show that, of the 
remaining eighteen traders included in the Katzenbach 
Report's list of twenty-nine firms, ten had no futures 
positions and eight had only small positions, indicating 
that the program trading of those firms was almost. entirely 
through ,,:;tOCK market purchases or sales with little or no 
invoJ.vement in futures-related program trading. 
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futures comnission merchants and/or clearing members of the CME, 

those finns' customer accounts included nearly all of the large 

, ' 
\.!_~e. I reportable) institutional accounts in the S&P 500 futures 

market during the period under review. 

Each of those sixteen firms was asked to provide data for 

october 6 and October 14-23, that listed, separately for 

proprietary and customer accounts, each trade in stock, stock 

index option, or stcck index futures markets that was executed 

pursuant to index arbitrage (including index substitution), 

portfolio insurancE, or some other program trading strategy, 

including those not related to futures market trading. ~ The 

firms were requested to provide for each trade the order entry 

time, dollar value, number of shares of stock, and number of 

futures or option contracts traded. The firms also were 

requested to identify the markets on which these trades were 

e.xecuted.' Additionally, one-minute futures trade execution times 

from the CME's Computerized Trade Reconstruction (CTR) audit 

trail system were used to augment the survey data for specified 

accounts. 27/ 

26/ The letter reques'ting these data is found in Appendix D of 
the Interim Report. As discussed above, because the focal 
point of this analysis is the period immediately surrounding 
October 19, 1987, the data for October 6 are not analyzed 
herein. 

v..J Survey resu,u:s appeared to underreport portfolio insurance 
trades executed in the CME's S&P 500 contract. Commission 
staff, working with staff at the broker/dealers, identified 
customer accounts that were likely to use portfolio 
insurance strategies but which were not reported in the 
survey data. These were predominately accounts for pension 

(Footnote continued) 
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In the a;1alysis that follows, the magnit.ude and timing of 

index arbitra~e and portfolio hedging activities are examined 

separately. Index arbitrage activity is analyzed principally in 

terms of its share of total NYSE or S&P 500 stock volume, 

although data on the corresponding futures or option market 

trading are included in the exhibits. Portfolio hedging is 

analyzed in r'_,olation to CME S&P 500 futures volume. 28/ 

Following this, the interaction between the two types of activity 

is examined, and an assessment is made of the extent to which 

these trading techniques may have contributed to the fall in 

stoc~ prices ,:;.uring the period under examination. The data 

gathered in the SECjCFTC survey generally appear to be consistent 

with the data presented in the Brady Commission Report, although 

different presentation formats are used. 

(Footnote com:inued) 
funds ana trusts. As noted above, data concerning the 
trades for such accounts were extracted from the CME's audit 
trail system. 

28/ These data are analyzed in terms of shares of stock or 
numbers of futures contracts rather than the value of the 
transactions, in contrast to much of the analysis in the 
Brady Commission Report. Although SECjCFTC survey 
information was collected and tabulated in terms of shares 
of stock, numbers of futures contracts, and their dollar 
values, the dollar values are not used because they lack 
precisio~. In particular, reported dollar values could 
reflect varying time periods, prices, or both. 
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c. stock Index ATDitrage Activity 

The SEC/CFTC survey data obtained for this study indicate 

active index arbitrage trading occurred on October 14 through the 

early afternoon of October 19, when trading conditions made 

arbitrage executior,s difficult, but very little thereafter. As 

discussed below, the marked reduction in index arbitrage on 

October 20 and subsequent days resulted from the actions of the 

NYSE temporarily tc discourage program trading by its member 

firms beginning on the morning of October 20, 1987. The reported 

dailY totals of stccks traded on the NYSE as part of index 

arbitrage trades are summarized below. (See also Exhibit C-3. 

This and the other tables in this section are derived from the 

more detailed data in the indicated exhibits in Appendix c.) 

s'tock Index Arbitrage Trading 

Share of 
1987 NYSE Shares NYSE NYSE Volume 
Oat§! Bought Sold Volume Bought Sold 

(Million Shares) (Percent) 
.,..,,..<1-............... 14 2.2 2B.l 209.7 1.0 13.4 
Oct. ",5 7.4 16.6 266.3 2.8 6.2 
Or.t- 16 4.7 37.9 344.0 1.4 11.0 
Oct. 19 3.1 37.5 60B.3 0.5 6.2 
Oct. 20 1.3 2.2 613.7 0.2 0.4 
Oct. 21 0.7 4.8 452.3 0.2 1.1 
oct. 22 0.1 2.6 395.3 0.7 
Oct. 23 0.9 0.6 247.6 0.4 0.2 
Oct. 26 0 0 307.2 

Stock prices fell substantially during the period of october 

14-19, 1987, as successively larger record-price declines were 

regi.stered. On each of those days, index arbitrage mostly 
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consisted of 11sell programs, II in whic.h st.ocks \'Jere sold and 

futures cO;1trc:cts were purchased. The largest sales of stocks as 

pa::-t of index arbi trage t~'ades occurred on October 16 and 19, 

when sales of r,early 38 million shares were reported for each 

day. 29/ Ons. net basis, subtracting buy programs from sell 

programs, the amount of reported arbitrage-related selling of 

stocks was greatest on October 19. 30/ 

However, ,,,hen reported index arbitra<;Je is considered as a 

percentage ei'~iler of total NYSE volume or of volume in the NYSE 

s"i.:ocks incJ.ml,sd in the S&P 500 index during this period, the 

<;n:'eatest concentration occurred on October 14. On that date 

gross a",'bitrage sell programs amounted t.o over 13 percent of 

to'tal NYSE voJ.'Ume and about 18 percent: of volume in t.he S&P 500 

stocks. en o;'~t(Jber 16, !'eported arbitrage-related sales 

accounted for about 11 percent of NYSE volume (and 15 percent of 

S&P 500 volume), and on October 19 such sales accounted for ovel:' 

6 percent of i\iYSE volume (9 percent of S&P 500 volume). 

Despite t:r.e magnitude of the price declines during that 

pe~'iod, a sig"lficant amount of short sales of stocks are 

£JV This tab:.€< and the others that follow exclude stock trades 
that were identified for other exchanges or as off-exchange 
'::rades. About 82 percent of 'the s:tock trades occurred on 
'the NYSE .. while 17.5 percent were reported as LOJ:ldon 
transact':"cns .. 

.lQJ Broker/dealers responding to the survey may have 
under-reported customer index arbit.rage on som~ days if 
their CUS1:omsrs executed stock and futures orders separately 
without :Ldentifying the purpose of the whole trade. 
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ii1cluded in index arbitrage trades. Prior studies have postulat-

ed that the tick test of the securities industry 11/ would 

;:'estrict substantially the amount of stock that would be sold 

short [or arbitrage trades in rapidly falling markets. As the 

schedule below indicates, however, on October 19 short sales of 9 

million shares of stock were executed as part of index arbitrage 

~rades. This was nearly a quarter of all reported index 

arbitrage sell programs that day. Five different broker/dealers 

axe~uted those short sales on the NYSE, while another bro-

ker/dealer executed additional short sales of stock in London 

that are not reflected in these data. 12/ Short sales of stock 

totaling over 5 million shares also were executed for index 

arbitrage purposes on october 14 and 16. (See also Exhibit C-3.) 

~l987 

Dat~ 

Oct. l4 
Oct.~ 15 
Oct. ::'6 
Oct. 19 
Oct~ 20 
Oct.~ 21 
Oct. 22 
Oct. 23 

Short Sales of Stock on the NYSE 
for Index Arbitrage Trades 

Index Arbitrage 
Sales 

(Million 
28.1 
16.6 
37.9 
37.5 
2.2 
4.8 
2.6 
0.6 

Sales 
Shares) 

5.0 
3.9 
5.3 
9.0 
1.2 
2.3 
0.7 
o 

Short Sales 
as a Percent 
of Index 
Arbitrage 

17.8 
23.5 
14.0 
24.0 
54.5 
47.9 
26.9 

o 

3~/ See, in particular, the Interim Report, p. 61, and The Role 
of index-Related Trading in the Market Decline on 
.~tember 11 and 12, 1986, Division of Market Regulation, 
Securities and Exchange COllUllission, March 1987, pp. 4-5, 12. 

3;]/ 'I'his short selling was more prevalent than during September 
11 and 12, 1986, where the SEC found only one broker/dealer 
executed such '::rades to initiate index arbitrage positions. 
Ibid., p. 12. 
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As the s:lrvey data show, index arbitrage activity dropped 

precipitously from October 20 through the remainder of the survey 

period. Despite a second consecutive day of trading volume 

exceeding 600 million shares on the NYSE, reported index 

arbitrage trading on October 20 was only 1.3 million shares 

bought and 2.2 million shares sold, amounting to less than one 

percent of the volume of either all NYSE stocks or S&P 500 

stocks. Index arbitrage remained at very ItlW levels throughout 

the remainder of the survey period. For example, on October 22, 

when the Dow fell 78 points on volume of nearly 400 million 

shares, reported index arbitrage stock sales were less than 3 

million shares. Similarly, on October 26, when the Dow fell 157 

points on volume of over 300 million shares, no index arbitrage 

trades were reported. 

On the m':lrning of October 20, 1987, the NYSE issued a 

special notic,,, to its members requesting them "to refrain from 

uSl.ng NYSE order delivery systems for purposes of executing 

orders relating to index arbitrage or any other aspect of program 

trading after today's opening." The Exchange maintained some 

form of this :,'estriction in place until November 9, 1987. The 

restriction initially applied to members' proprietary trading 

through the NYSE's automated order entry system (Super DOT). 

Consequently, customer and proprietary arbitrage trades in which 

orders were physically carried to specialists' posts were 

permitted. Or. October 23, the NYSE extended the restriction by 

asking members to refrain from all proprietary program trading 
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,me, t.o u.se the Super DOT system for customer program trades only 

lJrior 1:.0 the openir.g. As a direct result of these actions, index 

arb~'trage and other types of stock program trading were reduced 

ci'.:'as1:ically on October 20 and thereafter until the restrictions 

on 'elle use of the Super DOT system were terminated. 

Index arbitrage traders interviewed by CFTC staff said that 

index arbitrage was very difficult to execute on October 19, 

particularly after 1:00 p.m. (EDT), J.1I because of difficulties 

i.n 'ccade executions on the NYSE. Because of NYSE trading halts 

aDd because traders had no assurance if, When, or at what prices 

stack sales could be nlade, index arbitrage effectively was 

limit.ed by the marketplace before the NYSE issued its request 

cor.cerning the DOT facility. 

As ~ndicated below, reported data for the S&P 500 futures 

side 34./ of index arbitrage trades have the same pattern as the 

reported stock trades. The largest quantity of arbitrage-

Y:elated purchases of S&P 500 futures contract relative to ·t.otal 

futures volume were reported for October 14, about 7,100 

311 All times reported in this section are Eastern Daylight 
'rime. 

34/ T~"a CME S&P 500 futures contract generally was involved in 
ever two-thirds of the reported arbitrage-related stock 
sales during the period October 14-19. Index arbitrage 
trades also were reported that involved the S&P 100 opt.ion 
on the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE), MMI futures on 
~he CST, VLA futures on the KCBT and the NYSE Composite 
Index futures on the NYFE. 
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cont.racts J..2I (6.2 percent of S&P 500 volume for the day). The 

largest gross arbitrage-related S&P 500 futures purchases 

occurred on october 19, when about 9,700 contracts (about 5.9 

percent of that contract's volume) were reported. On October 16, 

the reported arbitrage-related S&P 500 futures volume was about 

7,800 contracts (5.4 percent of volume). (See also Exhibit C-4.) 

Index Arbitrage Futures Trades 

CME CME 
Futures Futures CME Share of CME Volume 

Date Bought Sold Volume Bought Sold 
(Thousand Contracts) (Percent) 

Oct. 14 7.1 0.4 114.5 6.2 0.3 
Oct. 15 3.3 0.8 127.5 2.6 0.6 
.'1"'-:-............... 16 7.8 0.3 145.0· 5.4 0.2 
Oct. 19 9.7 0.2 163.2 5.9 0.1 
Oct. 20 0.5 0 113.1 0.4 0 
Oc':. 21 1.4 0.2 82.0 1.7 0.2 
Oct. 22 0.5 0 48.4 1.0 0 
Oct. 23 0.1 0.2 38.1 0.3 0.5 

As part of the evaluation of the magnitude of index 

arbitrage activity during the period, it would be instructive to 

compare current magnitudes to a base period. Unfortunately, 

since data have not been collected routinely to measure the 

extent of index arbitrage trading, the only points of comparison 

are special studies by the CFTC or SEC that were done in response 

12/ For purposes of the narrative, throughout this section 
futures trades are rounded to the nearest hundred contracts. 
More precise numbers for daily and intraday trading are 
found in the exhibits in Appendix c. 
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t.o unusually large daily price declines on the NYSE. 1Y Two 

such studies have been published, the SEC report on trading on 

September 11 and 12, 1986, and the CFTC report on January 23, 

1987 trading. l1J 

The SEC's report on trading on September 11 and 12, 1986, 

published the results of a special survey of seven firms' program 

i.::cadins· activity. On those two trading dates, when declines in 

U.K! DOl-I of 86.6 poi~\ts (4.6 percent) and 34.2 points (1.9 

percent), respectively, were experienced, index-related program 

":l:'ades totaled about, 42 million shares and accounted for about 17 

percent: of total. NYSE volume on each date. 

The SEC report concluded that the price declines on those 

t:,,,o days were not caused by index-related arbitrage, portfolio 

ins,C'crance, or a cascade effect resulting from the interaction of 

i~hose ,two trading strategies. That report concluded that: 

:,61 L:though it has been reported that the NYSE collects data on 
p~'ogram trades transmitted through its Super DOT system, 
'cr,at system does not distinguish index arbitrage from other 
ferms of progre.m trades, such as those of mutual funds, 
index funds, o~ other institutional purchases or sales of 
many different stocks. See the Katzenbach Report, ~. cit., 
pp. 12-13. 

3'/1 '!'he CFTC repor',: concentrated on intra day futures trading to 
assess the question of whether intraday manipulation 
occllrred vlhen the Dow fell about 115 points within a few 
hours. Although no survey of index arbitrage was conducted, 
as'cimated buy programs totaled 9.3 mill ion shares of stocks 
(3 percent of l'1YSE volume on January 23), and estimated sell 
programs totaled 4 million shares of stocks (1.3 percent of 
WiSE volume). 
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•.• the magnitude of the September decline was a result 
of changes in investors' perceptions of fundament,al 
economic conditions, rather than artificial forces 
arising from index-related trading strategies. 
Nev'~rtheless;. index-related futures trading was 
ins'crumental in the rapid transmission of these changed 
inv<~stor perceptions of individual stock price,s, and 
may have condensed the time period in which the decline 
occ'urred. l.!V 

The SEC/CFTC survey data for the pez'iod October 14-26, 1987, 

reveal total index arbitrage trading of a smaller magnitude, both 

in absolute and relative terms, than that of September 11 and 12, 

1986, despite the much higher stock trading volumes during the 

October 1987 period under review. The index arbitrage trading on 

October 19, 1987, for example, was less than 38 million shares of 

stock and accounted for only about 6 percent of total NYSE 

volume. 

The SEC/CFTC survey also requested data on program stock 

trades other than index arbitrage. Such trading would include 

any orders simultaneously to purchase or sell a group of stocks 

for reasons such as rebalancing a portfolio, increases or 

decreases in the size of a portfolio's equity holdings, or 

portfolio insurance trades implemented in the stock market. The 

schedule belo~! compares total reported program trades involving 

NYSE stocks with reported index arbitrage trading during the 

period October 14-26, 1987. ~ (See also Exhibit C-5.) 

38/ Q!?. cit., p. 1. 

l2! Other stock program trades, such as sales for mutual funds, 
(Footnote continued) 
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Ind(~;~( _Mi;d"t.£?!£f9 and ~'otal Prol:.:n~·a . .m 
TracU'-'G on J:.he NYSE By Surveyed Firr;,s 

Arbitrage Share 
'l'otal of 'l'otal Program 

Index Arb::'trage Program Trades Trades 
Bought Sold Bought Sold Bough:t Sold 

(Million Shares) (Percent) 

2.2 28.1 2.8 28.7 78.6 97.9 
7.4 16.6 11.6 20.7 63.8 80.2 
4.7 37.9 7.0 50.0 67.1 75.8 
3.1 37.5 3.2 89.3 96.9 42.0 
1.3 2.2 2.3 13.3 56.5 16.5 
G.7 4.8 3.1 15.8 22.6 30.4 
0.1 2.6 21.5 7.9 0.5 32.9 
0.9 0.6 11.1 8.8 8.1 6.8 
0 0 2.6 7.3 0 0 

On October 14 through 16, index arbitrage accounted for over 

three-quarters of a:l reported stock sell programs, which 

s'_,bstantially exceeded stock buy programs in magnitude. On 

October 19, however, index arbitrage sell programs accounted for 

~2 percent of total sell programs, as a total of over 89 million 

snares of stock (nearly 15 percent of total NYSE volume) were 

sc:Cd in all program trades combined among the surveyed firms. 
I 

en October 19, and to a lesser extent October 16, much of 

t.he other program stock sales involved stock sales for portfolio 

l.nE;-,_j)~ar.ce purposes. Those sales totaled 39.9 million shares on 

october 19 and 5.1 million shares on October 16 (Exhibit C-6). 

On" pension fund, using a self-directed asset allocation strategy 

(f'o,:)t.ncte Continued} 
li.kely were made through other NYSE member firms which were 
not included in the SEC/CFTC sllrvey because the survey firros 
were chosen on the basis of their large futures positions. 
v,, a result, t:'e survey data likely underestimate the other 
s-c:ock program t:rades that do not involve index arbitrage. 
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t.O :ceuuce i. ts equi -ty exposure and .increase its cash in a 

declininc; mar:;(E;t:: accollnted for over two-thirds of the portfolio 

inst'7'2r.ce stc:::i<: selling on october 19. 'rhat fund executed most 

of' ~_ts transaGtions through stock sales rather than futures 

hedg i:'19" on that day. 

In sum, '::here was significant index arbitrage activity among 

the s-urveyed :':irms from October 14 to October 19 and stock sell 

programs were substantially larger than stock buy programs. 

Eowe.,ver, besi:lr.ing on Octc)ber 19, other program sales among the 

surveyed firms exceeded those program stock sales with a futures 

counterpart via index arbitrage. In addition, as previously 

discussed, th,,, sU:l-vey data cio not capture the program sales of 

eighteen of the firms identified in the Katzenbach Report as 

engagi119 s'lcn transactions because those firms had either very 

sm~ll or no ['utures positions during the perJod under review. 

D. Futures ·':edqing. bv Institutional Investors 

Mag.nit,ude of' Reported Institutional Hedging. As described 

above, the trc1cing data initially reported in response to the 

SEC/CFTC survey appeared to under-report portfolio insurance 

activity. Cor,sequently, an augmented data set was obtained for 

institutional trading at the surveyed CME clearing firms. 40/ 

------

40/ An analysis of CFTC large-trader reports showed that nearly 
all of the institutional accounts with reportable futures 

(Footnote continued) 
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~'lh.ils "[.":.:658 augmented trading data, which are labelled "other 

hedg.l.'il~J J n ~jJ or:;ly in·:.:l-ude the S&P 500 futures contract, that 

contract: ge,-,erally accounted for about 95 percent of the reported 

futures portfo;' io r: . .adgi.r.g. 1.Y 

?D~ total daily q~antities of reported portfolio insurance 

and other.' J1.e.dc;ing i:n ti"le S&P 500 futures contract by institution-

al acccun~s, princi?ally pension funds, are summarized below. 

(See also Exh~bit C-7.) 

lnstit'x(.ivna'! Kedging in CMf S&P 500 Futures 

Oct. -~4 

Oct. '15 
Oct. 16 
Oct. "; 9 
Oct. ?G 
Oct. 2'1 
Dcc. 22 
OC':'" 23 
Oct. 26 

?v~t fo: i 0 
Bnught 

0.5 
0.1 
0.3 
6. i 
9.7 
5.4 
5.8 
7.0 

Insl:.~.?:nce 
SOld 

(ThGusand 

! .8 .' ~ .1 • ,. 
-; .... , ' .... " 
l:;1.7 
~ 1.7 
L3 
,i. G 
!v.! 

(Footnc-c.e continued~! 

Other iieaging 
Sought Sold 

Contracts) 

0.5 
0.9 
2 -, 
.~ 

4.5 
... ":: r 
i 1.0 

14.8 
3.3 
1.6 
2.8 

1.7 
4.5 
r,.2 
6.9 
4.9 
3.1 
2. J 
5.3 
5.5 

lota! 
Bought Sold 

0.6 
1.3 
2.4 
4.8 

17.7 
24.5 
8.7 
8.4 
9.8 

3.5 
8.1 

14.5 
32.7 
33.6 
14.8 
3.4 

10.3 
10.2 

Share of CME 
Volume 

Bought Sold 
(Percent) 

0.5 
1.0 
1.7 
2.9 

15.6 
29.9 
18.0 
22.0 
30.7 

3.1 
6.4 

10.1 
20.0 
29.7 
18.0 
7.0 

27.0 
32.0 

posi'cions carried their accounts with the ten active CME 
clearing membe~s included in the survey. 

L,,1I Alt:':wugh this report uses 'che term hedging to describe the 
futures tradin.; of institutional accounts, the staff has not 
ascertained whether all of this trading fully comports with 
t;"e commission's definition of bona fide hedging, §1.3(Z) of 
t';-'e commission's regulations. However, the staff has no 
,:>asis for beli,-:<ving that any of this activity would not 
c~'-'c_lify for ei'~her hedging or risk-management exemptions 
t"'COji.: excht:!r.ge speculative limit rules. On september 14, 
19Ci, the Comm:'ssio-n published in the Federal Register an 
interpretative statement distinguishing hedging and risk 
Y'edu.ction from risk-management strategies. 

gj 2.nalJ. all,ounts ':Jf portfolio hedging also were reported for 
t:be KCBT I s VLA and the NY FE I s NYSE Composite futures 
r,1a rl(e'ts. 
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These da~~a show the sUbstantial increase in portfolio hedge 

selling in t~.2. S£? 500 fi.ltures market on October 16, 19, and 20, 

both in absol'.lte terms and J:"e1ative to total volume in that 

contract.. Gr:)S5 fue.ures selling by institutional accounts at the 

surveyed brok'~r/dealers 'who also were active CME clearing members 

increased frO:~;L about 3! 500 contracts (3 percent of total sales) 

on October 14 to 14,600 con·tracts (10 percen"t of total sales) on 

October 16" :Jr, October 19, this selling increased markedly, to 

32,700 contracts (20 percent of S&P 500 futures volume), and it 

j ncreased again to 33,600 contracts (30 percent of S&P 500 

futures volumH) on October 20. Although that latter day had the 

larqest gross ~utures selJ.i.ng by institutional hedgers--primarily 

reported as portfolio insurance-- some of those accounts also 

substantially increased t!1.eir purchases of futures on October 20 

to 17,700 contracts. Thus, net sales by those accounts were 

15,900 contracts that day. 

Although institutional hedging activity continued at 

substantial l'3",e1s frcm Octcber 21 through October 26, it 

consisted eit;.1er of net purchases or more evenly balanced 

purchases and sales of futures contracts. Those purchases of 

futures generally represented the liquidation of short hedge 

positions, al ':hough some fu.nd managers purchased futures to 

increase their equity exposure. 

TYpes of Hedging Strateaies~ CFTC staff interviews with 

managers of some of the pension funds that were most active in 

the S&P 500 futures market during the October 16-20 period 

revealed dive~se portfolio management strategies in reaction to 
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lnsu:cance strategies a:ll. determined, based on their trading 

models; "t-ilc,t t.l-ley $:lvL~ld reduce substantially their equity 

exposures. As steck prices fell dramatically on octcber 19, 

portfolio i':i.5urance. models called for substantial additional 

sales af st.ock iiidex futures or of stoc]cs. 

iiowever, the IT:anagers reacted differently to these pro-

grammed s.l.g":nals. One manager sold. all the futures he CQuld on 

October 19 until th.e firm's CME hedge exemption was ex-

1-.a.us1:ed. <!3../ When t.hat firm advised clients it could sell no 

:more futures th.at c.ay t one large pension fund client determined 

to terminate its por-cfolio insurance program rather than seek the 

&egree C:C ".edge cov·",:cage indicated by its program. However, 

curing the followirog days, that fund directed its outside manager 

to contir.-'Ie selling futures to attain a 50 percent hedge of its 

portfolic, which it achieved by the end of the month. ~ 

Another pensic'1 fund stopped selling futures as part of its 

portfolio :,:1surance strategy arouTld noon on october 19, despite 

the continued sell recommendction being made by the program. 

r2ha.t man2ger elected not to sell futures at what appeared to be 

43/ Under' C1F,E rule;s, hedgers could exceed their hedge exemption 
and re"crcacti v-:=;ly Eubmi t data to demonstrate that the larger 
posii:.:Lons wert. in fact hedges. By emergency action, the CME 
terminated its retroactive exemption provision on 
october 22. 

44/ When fund rnana':;,ers terrrdnate. their portfolio insurance 
programs and assume control of their own futures hedge 
trading, they may apply for separate hedge exemptions. 

" 
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d.eeply discou~.1.t:ed. prices since such sales wC1uld substantially 

increa.se -the :;;.").st. of the portfolio insurance prcgram. Since the 

NYSE tape was· running very latE on October 19 and some stocks 

were not open for trading on the NYSE, fund representatives said 

they also ,>/"n:-n unoertain of stock prices. On subsequent days, 

the fU:-:td y-'esu~:L"~ed sales of futures when the basis narrowed and 

j'"'pfTC1..i nc·d fl"'o~') Rt:~11 i nq when it w.ictened. since thnt. fund a] ready 

hdLi. )'edi.!ceci ::".lbntdnt tdll y i.ts equity exposure prior to October 

19, it apparently did not feel pressure to hedge its equities 

portfo.l i.o regardless· of price on that date. 

'-Ewe othe.:.:.- fund managers who use portfolio insurance had 

simiJ.ar reactions. Beth had hedged substantial portions of their 

portfolios pr:~or to October 19. One fund decided not to sell 

discount:ed fu·'~ures on October 19 despi·te the signals from its 

model, although it did sell some equities. After October 19, the 

fund gr".c!ually increased its hedge coverage from 50 to 65 percent 

by the end of i~he month. Another small fund was able to complete 

most of it~s d:asired hedging on October 19 despite market 

conditions bu':',,: decided to buy fut.ures ttle next day to reduce its 

hedge coverage from about 85 to 40 percent. 

Another ;:und manager, who said he neither used portfolio 

insurance nor engaged in index arbitrage, decided to purchase 

futures contrc .. ct.s or. October 19 because of the apparent futures 

discount. to s,,:_ock prices in anticipat.ion of purchasing stock at a 

.i.eter date. ~mother f1.md switched its position from short to 

long fu'tures and i:Joyght stocks on October 19, and, on October 20, 

it bought futures instead of stocks because it believed futures 
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<iecided t.o liqc:.idat:e 'totally a sUbstantial short futures hedge 

posl.ticn between Oc.:onar 16 and 20. That manager, who reestab-

lished a short hedS's, later in the 1I1onth when stock prices had 

recovered suIrrewh&t.. ::::aid that \vi"chcut the futures hedges, the 

fund would have haC. ~:o sell stock during the October plunge 

Lather than during the following month. 

overall, it is evident that institutional hedging in the 

futures market was not monolithic during the mid-october period 

under revia.,: In particular, while some firms employed portfolio 

insurance. strategies, others pursued more heterogeneous market-

~~ming strategies, including several who purchased futures during 

periods of declinin':J stock prices in ant.icipation of later 

purchasing stocks. Moreover, among those firms that earlier in 

October were adhering to purchase and sale signals generated by 

portfolio insurance programs, many abandoned those programs or 

reduced the amount of futures or stock market sales dictated by 

the programs. 

E. R§yJ.«.W--.9LIntraday IndeK_~]:"bi tJ;:age and Portfolio Hedging 
l'~J:;i.y j.J;j= ... ~ s 

The precedinq sections describe the daily magnitudes of 

index arbitrage ana portfolio hedging activity. As discussed 

above, the SEC/CFTC survey data generally indicated that index 

arbitrage t.rading was greatest on October 14, 16, and 19, and 

portfolio hedgi,ng dc~ivity \~as greatest on october 19, 20, and 

21. In this sectio::I, the magnitUde of index arbitrage and 
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portfolio heQ~iuq activity is analyzed on an intraday basis. i2I 

This section EtI.SO examines the interaction between those two 

Jcradinq strategies I particularly on October 19, 1987. 

As discussed in section II of this report, during the period 

under examina·cion, reported values of the S&P 500 index were 

of·cen subject to considerable non-tradin9 effects due to rapid 

changes in stock values between transactions, delays in openings 

of individual stocks, ana trading halts. As indicated in that 

section i one ~esul t :was that '>lhat appeared to be wide basis 

relationships often were not reflective of current market 

condi tions. ':Chat section developed empirical estimates of the 

basis using the prices of stocks that were actually trading. 

with this caveat in mind .. the discussion contained in t.his 

section is cast primarily in terms of the reported values of the 

S&P 500 index,. with no adjUstments for the nOu-trading effect. 

This approach was adopted to maintain the consistency of 

references to certain price movements with other reports and 

publicly available data. However, the following analysis 

implicitly ta;(es into account the results of section II in terms 

of the non-·tre.ding effect and references them where appropriate. 

---------------- -

W Transactj.on data from the SECjCFTC survey are sequenced by 
the times repcrted~-generally order entry times. Because of 
lags between order entry and execution, especially on the 
high volu.me days that are the subject of this report, and. 
heca.use of some imprecisior!s in reported 'Cilnes, 'Chese 
intraday analyses are based on half·~hour intervals. The 
detailed, sequential data are available from the Commission 
upon request. Sec·tion V of t.his report discusses the 
execution times for a sample of orders for S&P 500 futures. 
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Nednesday, ·Oct-;,ber 14, 1987. On this day, the Dow fell 95 

points (3.8 percent), the largest recorded absolute decline to 

that. date, on volum.;> of nearly 210 million shares. During the 

day, the most pronounced price weakness in S&P 500 futures and 

stocks was during t~e first half hour of trading and from about 

12:30 to 1:15 p.m, (Figure 3). The reported basis was only at a 

discount at ·the open and the close, although the premium of the 

Decembcr S&P 500 fU'cure appeared to be at less than the arbitrage 

equilibrium value at numerous times during the day (Figure 4). 

Po~tfolio hedge selling was small on October 14, never 

exceeding 800 contracts or 12 percent of CME volume in any single 

half-hour interval (Figures 7 and 8 and Exhibit C-7). Index 

arbitrage sell programs, however, were of substantial magnitude 

(Figures 5 and 6). The la.rgest intraday concentrations of those 

sell programs (thos." that, in aggregate. represented stock sales 

of 2 million or mor~ shares per half-hour interval) are listed 

below in terms of stock shares on the NYSE. 

it C-3.) 

NY-3E 

October 14, 1987 
Arbitrage Sell Programs 

Share Percent 

(See also Exhib-

Percent S&P 500 
'rime. <:6/ yolume NYSE Volume Stocks Volume 

(millions) 
9:30 - 10:00 4.0 16.0 21.6 

12:30 .- 1:00 3.0 21.0 28.3 
l:OO - 1:30 4.2 21.0 28.8 
2:30 - 3:00 3.8 19.0 26.0 
3:30 - 4:00 3.0 12.9 17.6 

46/ Throlighout this report, trades with reported order entry 
times prior to the open of the market are included in the 
f:;xst ;"lalf-'r,ou:~ trading l.nt:erval. Trades with reported 
times shortly after the NYSE close, termed the "run off" 
period, are in~luded in the last half-hour interval. 
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Although cumulative stock sales of 3 to 4 million shares 

withi;;-! a half~'hour interval do not seem particu.larly large, those 

trades :cepres~nted a sizeable share of trading in all NYSE stocks 

as ,Jell as in the S&P 500 index stocks during those time periods. 

During the pe:ciods of the largest amounts of index arbitrage, 

both stock and futures prices fell. It is notable that futures 

prices fell e'"!en though index arbitrage resulted in sUbstantial 

purchases of :":utures--much. more than were sold during those 

intervals for portfolio hedging. Furthermore~ stock prices did 

not rE.cover s:~gnificantly, as might be expected if arbitrage sell 

programs were a temporary destabilizing influence. Nor did stock 

prices rebound the next morning. Instead, it appears that the 

futures marke'!; more rapidly reflected the falling value of 

securities th,em did the stock market, which created arbitrage 

opportunities as firms bought relatively under-priced futures and 

sold relativel.y over-priced stocks until the two markets became 

propeLly realigned. 

~hursday. october 15. 1987. The Dow opened the day about 

unChanged fro::n the prior day I 5 close. Although stock prices 

ended that da'~ wi·th the Dow down 58 points, for most of the day 

the market reflected only modest gains or losses from the prior 

day's close. Prices of the S&P 500 futures and cash index were 

toleakest durinq "erie opening" and closing half-hour intervals 

(Figure 9). The December S&P 500 future opened at a substantial 

d j SGount to t.he quoted index but was relatively stable during the 

first hour of trading as the value of the index fell below the 

futures price level to o.chieve a normal basis relationship. 
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Dur ing the f.irst 15 lr~inut8s of trading I however, the December 

future \-vas a·t a sizeo.ble discount to the quoted index, creating 

apparent a:r:hitrage opportunities (Figure 10). After 3 p.rn., and 

particularly durins the last half hour of trading, stock and 

futures prices fell substantially. Futures prices fell relative-

ly faster and frequently were at about the same level as the 

quoted index during the last 15 minutes of trading on the NYSE. 

As can be expected from these basis relationships, 471 

arbitrage sell programs were most active in the first and last 

ha.lf hours of tradi:1g on the NYSE (Figures 11-12). The three 

half-hour periods w:::len arbitrag'e sell programs, in aggregate, 

exceeded 2 million shares are summarized below. (See also 

Exhibit C-3.) 

NYSE 

October 15. 1987 
Arbitrage Sell Programs 

Share Percent Percent S&P 500 
Timg '!olume NYSE Volume Stock Volume 

(millions) 

9:30 - 10:00 6.1 12.5 18.3 
10:00 - -I. n: ::sO 2.2 7.8 10.3 

J : :3 () - J1:oa 5.0 16.0 21.6 

121 Althou<;i:l the S"P 500 futures basis is discussed here, index 
arbitrage sell programs on the open and close involved VLA, 
l·nn, and NYSE Composite futures as well. The S&P 500 
futures contract was involved in 10.5 million of the 16.6 
mi1.Jion shares of index arbitrage stock sales on the NYSE 
that cay as reported in the survey data. 
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PortfoU_::. hadging was somewnat more prominent on october 15 

than on Octane:.::' 14 and was most prevalent in the morning (Figures 

1.3-14). The -<:;'-.ree half-hour periods with the largest sales 

(those \~ith aggregate sales greater than 1,000 S&P 500 futures 

contracts) are summarized below. (See also Exhibit C-7.) 

october 15. 1987 
Fortfolio Hedge Sales in S&P 500 Futures 

9:30 - 10:00 
10:aO _. 10:30 
11:00 - 11:30 

Fut.ures 
Sales 

(thousand 
contracts) 

3.2 
1.1 
i.2 

Percent of 
CME Volume 

16.0 
7.6 

10.6 

Although both index arbitrage and portfolio hedging were at 

their most substantial levels during the first half hour of 

trading, the portfolio hedging appears contemporaneous with, 

rather than preceding, the index arbitrage. Of the approximately 

6.1 million shares of stock involved in arbitrage sell programs 

during that period, orders for 2.4 million shares had entry times 

prior to the opening of trading on the NYSE, and another 3.5 

million shares had entry times within the first 10 minutes of the 

opening. Arbitrage sell orders thereafter diminished signifi-

cantly until about 10:00 a.ln. Portfolio hedge sales in the first 

ten minutes of tr2.ding totaled nearly 2,200 contracts before also 

tapering off. This pattern would not lead to the conclusion that 

the hedge sales induced the arbitrage sell programs. Further-

more, there was no sustained downward price movement after that 
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.i.nterva l as prices ·,.ere fai!:"ly stable for the next half hour and 

then rose above op~i'ling levels. 

Dur ing the las':: hal f hour of NYSE trading, reported index 

arbitrage and othe:::' program trading of stocks accounted for about 

5.0 mill~on and 2.1 million shares of stock, respectively, or 

about 23 percent of t.otal NYSE volume during that period. About 

5.:1. million shares of that trading had order entry times during 

the last 17 minutes of trading, after prices already had fallen 

fmbsc:antl.ally. Suer, tradi ng could have contributed only to the 

f ina 1 :l points of the day I s decl ine of slightly over 7 points in 

the S~? 500 index. 

Erida.y. October 16~ 1987. Despite a very weak close the 

prIor day, the December S&P 500 futures market opened 2.25 points 

higher and at a premium to the reported index (Figures 15-16). 

stock and futures prices began falling soon after the opening, 

however. The Dow closed down 108 points, a new record drop, and 

the S&? 500 index fell 15 points. The December future traded at 

a premium ·to the reported index during most of the day, although 

it fell to the level of the index at several points and was 

quoted a~ a discoun~ during most of the final half hour of 

trading on the NYSE. The three periods of the most pronounced 

price weakness of the day were from 11:00 to 11:30 a.m., from 

1:30 to 2:00 p.m. and from 3:30 to 4:00 p.m. October 16 also was 

the expiration date for ·the october MMI future, CBOE S&P 100 

opti0n, and twelve other index option contracts. 

Both index arb::'t:rage and portfolio hedging were at substan

tial levels on Octo;oer 16. Although both strategies were 
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prominent at various times during the day, index arbitrage was 

greates~ after 3 p.m. and was particularly large at the close of 

the NYSE (Fig-ures 17-18). Portfolio hedging, although more 

evenly distributed during the day, had its greatest concentra-

-tlons before 2:30 p.m. (Figures 19-20). The largest concentra-

tions of index arbitrage sell programs are summarized below. 

(See also Exhibit C-3o) 

<:1:30 - 10:00 
11:00 - 11:30 
1:00 - 1:30 
1:30 - 2:00 
2:30 - 3:00 
3:00 - 3:30 
3:30 - 4:1S 

october 16. 1987 
Arbitrage Sell Programs 

NYSE Share Percent NYSE 
Volume Volume 

(millions) 
4.3 

48/ 

4.S 
3.4 
3.6 
2.2 
4.S 

11.3 

10.9 
17.0 
18.0 
12.3 
10.6 
19.0 
21. 0 

NYSE Percent S&P soo 
Stocks Volume 

lS.l 
23.1 
26.6 
17.2 
14.8 
2S.6 
26.3 

There also were substantial sales of stock on October 16 as 

part of repor·~ed program trades other than index arbitrage. 

Those other p~ogram sales of stock totaled 12.1 million shares 

f-or the day, of which over 5 million were reported as portfolio 

insurance sales in the stock market. The largest concentrations 

of those other program sales, which had no futures market 

counterparts, were at the open and after 2 p.m. At the open, 

those sales totaled 2.3 million shares, or S.9 percent of NYSE 

---------

iQj Duri~g ttis interval, which includes the NYSE run-off 
volume, 2.3 million shares of stock also were purchased as 
part of buy programs associated with MMI futures. 
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'Jolume. Tha other large concentration of those stock sales was 

!,.1 million shares (7."/ percent of volume) during the last half 

hour on the NYSE (Exhibit C-5). 

The intervals during whi.ch portfolio hedge selling of S&P 

500 futures exceede~ 1,000 contracts are summarized beloww (See 

also Exhi.bit C-7.j 

October 16. 1987 
I'ort:fo110 Hedge Sales in S&P 500 Futures 

Futures Percent CME 
Time Sales Volume 

(thousand 
contracts) 

9:30 - 10:00 1.1 7.1 
lO:30 - 11:00 1.3 11.1 
11:00 - 11: 30 1.5 12.5 
11:3C - 12:00 1.3 12.4 

1:00 - 1:30 1.5 19.0 
2:00 - 2:30 1.6 10.8 
3:30 - 4:15 1.4 6.8 

None of the. intervals had particularly large quantities of 

futures po~tfolio h2dging, although in one interval it amounted 

to 19 percent of the sales on the CME. Nor was hedge selling 

part.icularly heavy during the three half-hour periods when stock 

prices fell the most, 11:00-11:30 a.m., 1:30-2:00 p.m., and 

3:30-4:00 p.m. Furthermore, neither the magnitudes nor the 

timing of this trading on October 16 is indicative of any 

significant interaction between portfolio hedging and index 

arbitrage sell programs. 
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I!1dex ar::.litrage sell programs we.y"e relatively large from 

11:00 to 11:3·:) a.in. when stocl: prices dropped significantly, but, 

during the next half hour, stock prices recovered nearly to the 

level prevailing at 11:00 a.m. Stock prices weakened signifi

cantly betwee:~ 1:30 and 2:00 p.rn., during a period of more modest 

sell programs, and recovered completely in the subsequent half 

hour. Although not definitive, these price patterns are 

consistent wi"th short-term pressure resulting from a concentra

tion of arbit~age sell programs. 

The 3D-minute period during wilict. stock and futures prices 

fell most on October 16 was the last half hour of NYSE trading in 

which the S&P 500 index and the December S&P 500 future both fell 

about 5 points, although the future had fallen nearly 10 points 

by 3:51 p.m. before recovering. That period also coincided with 

the expiration of the October MMI future on the CST and thirteen 

stock index .options traded on securities exchanges, the most 

prominent Of '"hich was the CSOE' s S&P 100 option. All of those 

futures and option contracts are cash settled on the basis of the 

closing values of their respective stock indices that day. The 

closing out 0= any index arbitrage positions left open until the 

future's expi~ation·would require a purchase or sale of stock on 

the close of ~he NYSE, preferably at the last sale price of each 

stock. 

As indiccted above, during the final half hour of trading on 

Oc-cober 16, there was a substantial amount of arbitrage-related 

s'cock trading in addition to other program trades. During that 

period, which includes the NYSE run-off transactions reported 
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,., ;"ter 4: 00 p. m., index arbitrage buy programs totaled approxi

:.lately 2.3 million shares whi.le index arbitrage sell programs 

totaled 11.3 million shares. (AS discussed below, not all of 

·:'.hose arbitrage pre.grams were related to the expirations of the 

un future and index option contracts.) Other reported stock 

Eell progralllS not related to futures trading amounted to 4.1 

hillien shares, of which 1.7 million shares were portfolio 

insurance implemented in the stock market. 

The 11.3 million shares of stock sales associated with index 

"rbitrage ,-Ieee rela':ed to both index option and index futures 

c.ontracts. About 5 million shares of stock were sold as part of 

cpt ion arbitrage, mostly involving the CBOE S&P 100 option, while 

e.bout 5.3 million shares were sold as part of futures arbitrage 

trades. About 5.1 million of those futures-related stock sales 

involved the S&P 500 futures contract, which was not expiring 

that day. MMI futures were involved with stock purchases of 2.3 

million shares and sales of 1.1 million shares during that 

period. 

Mondav, Octohe:, 19. 1987. This day began with a massive 

",ave of stock selling that continued relentlessly -- in all 

markets -- as the do"Y progressed, resulting in record declines in 

stock values on all exchanges trading stocks or stock index 

instruments in the United States and around the world. The 

breadth and magnitude of that selling was unprecedented, and it 
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emanated from. numerous sources .. 49/ The resu.ltant magnitude of 

the fall in st.ock values also was un.precede:nt~ed~ 

'l'he selling pressure created substantial order ilnbalances on 

the books of ~he NYSE specialists causing delays in the opening 

of trading in many stocks for hours. Telephone lines t.o 

securities brokerage firms were jammed wi.th orders and inquiries. 

NASD market-m~kers also were overwhelmed with sell orders and 

reportedly ma;,y customers were unable to reach their brokers by 

telephone. 

The wave of selling that engulfed the global securities 

markets on October 19 was not initiated by trading in index 

products nor cid it principally emanate from such trading. There 

was a massive change in investor perceptions, building from the 

previous week's e'xperience, about the value of stocks, and many 

investors acted simultaneously and in unprecedented volumes upon 

those changed perceptions. However, as mentioned in the Brady 

COInmission Report, there was, as a result of stock price declines 

the previous week, a significant overhang of portfolio insurance 

49/ The Brady Commission Report stated that trading activity was 
concentrated in the hands of surprisingly few institutions. 
See Execiltive Summary, p. 5. Although the SEC/CFTC survey, 
as well as CFTC surveillance data, reveal that some 
insti tuti_ons engaged in large transactions, that does not. 
mean tha~ most trading on either the NYSE or the CME was 
accounted for by a few institutions. All reported program 
stock sa,-es in the. SEC/CFTC survey accounted for less than 
15 percent of the 608 million shares sold on the NYSE on 
October :L9. Similarly, total portfolio hedge selling of S&P 
500 ft:tt1~es as reported in the SEC/CFTC survey data 
accounted for only 20 percent of the selling in that 
contract on october l~. 
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l.:~~_:"j .. progra.ms! \ihic::-;. wer':-1 like.ly t.o be implel':"\entE~d in t.he stock 

0:.;],': futures 1"(:.0. :c!c.et. t:'~:-~a·t ii.4o:nday. 

Despite del.aye"i openings of many stocks, trading volume 

c:ur:Lr,g the first hC',,-r totaled nearly 100 million shares on the 

i'YSE. Aft<"r two hcu:cs, abcmt 215 mill ion shares had been traded 

~".- "iuo:::-e thari the nor7Q,al volu'me fer an entire day.. By day I send, 

u r€cord 608 millicn shares had traded on the NYSE. 

Although t.his "wave of selling pressure was of unprecedented 

p:::-.:.'pcrt.ions, i"C was not totally unanticipated, The large stock 

price declines of t~,.e prior week, the substantial increase in 

interest rates and ~ond yields, and developments regarding the 

prospects for further weakening of the dollar, all boded ill for 

.,tock prices on Monday morning, which had been presaged by the 

his·coric decline of the previous Friday. Large price declines on 

1.nternational stock markets, particularly Tokyo and London, 

before the NYSE ope~ed, provided further confirmation of the 

r{!.obal ci1ange in investors' sentiments regarding stock values. 

kpparen·tly in response to these signals, the Chairman of the NYSE 

called a special meeting of the heads of the largest member firms 

for 10:00 a.m. to assess the situation and to consider the 

e;(traordinary guesti.on of whether the UYSE should halt 

trading. 50/ 

Another clear ::'ndicator of the depth and breadth of the wave 

af selling that hit the NYSE that Monday morning was the stock 

50/ Katzenbach Repcort, p. 20. 
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sales of one large mutual fund group. Reportedly in response to 

redemption requests from a large numbe:t" of its customers that had 

built up over t~e weekend, that fund sold about 25.8 million 

shares of sto~k on the NYSE on October 19. Moreover, nearly 17.5 

million of th~se shares were sold during the first half hour of 

trading that day. and other sizeable sales were el(ecuted in 

London before u.s. markets opened. Those sales alone accounted 

for over 34 percent of NYSE volume during the first half hour of 

trading, near:i.y twice the size of total index arbitrage and all 

other program sales of stock reported fer that half hour in the 

SECjCFTC survey. 51/ 

On Octob(~r 19, the first reported values for the Dow and the 

S&P 500 indices were little changed from Friday's close, although 

it is general:y agreed that those figures are misleading. Since 

a substantial number of the component stocks of the indices were 

not trading, their current values were not reflected in the 

indices. 52/ 7he December S&P 500 future opened within a range 

of about 262 to 264, which was at an unusually large discount to 

the reported cash index values (Figures 21-22). For most of the 

day, the December future traded at substantial discounts to the 

~ As indica.ted above, since the surveyed firms were drawn from 
those active::.y involved in index arbit.rage and portfolio 
insurance trading implemented in the futures market, the 
survey dz.ta do not include types of program stock trades 
·that did not involve futures trading' and those executed 
through other firms. 

2l/ See Section II above for a more detailed discussion of this 
non-trading effect and estimates of its magnitude. 
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reported values o:E ::he S5,P 500 index, as did the November MIH 

future relative to ;~ts underlying index. 

stock and futu?es prices fell precipitously throughout the 

day on October 19, ~ .. ith only a brief respite between 11 a.m. and 

noon. 'rne three pe:::iods .\'ith the greatest declines in both 

markets wc"c the first hour of trading, between 1:30 and 2:00 

p.m., and from 3:00 p.m. to the NYSE close. The price of the 

December S&P 500 future also fell sharply relative to the 

reported cash index between 11:45 and noon and at around 1:30 

p.m. 

The net magnitudes of index arbitrage and portfolio hedging 

on October 19 were the largest of the period examined in this 

report (Figures 23-26). As reported in the SECjCFTC survey, 

other program trading unrelated to futures trading also was 

largest that day, with a large portion consisting of stock sales 

executed pursuant to portfolio insurance strategies. The 

intraday intervals during which aggregate stock sales associated 

with index arbitrage trading exceeded 2 million shares on October 

19 are summarized below. (See also Exhibit C-3.) 

Time 

9:30-10:00 
10:00-10:30 
12:00-12:30 
12:30- 1:00 
1:00- 1:30 
1:30- 2:00 
3:00- 3:30 

October 19, 1987 
Arbitrage Sell Programs 

NYSE Share Percent NYSE 
Volume Volume 

(millions) 

6.2 12.0 
7.5 15.9 
3.4 8.4 
2.6 6.3 
4.9 13.2 
3.6 7.9 
2.1 4.5 

Percent 
Stocks 

IB.3 
24.2 
11.2 
10.2 
21. 6 
12.5 

6.4 

S&P 500 
Volume 
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The grec::::est concentrations within the day were during the 

first hour of trading ana between 1:00 and 1:30 p.m. Despite the 

persistently large reported discounts of futures prices to stock 

index values after 2:00 p.m., the magnitude of index arbitrage 

trades declined significantly, both in absolute terms and 

relative to NYSE volume. 53/ These data are consistent with 

staff interviews of arbitrage traders and other investment 

managers who said it became very difficult or impossible to 

execute index arbitrage or other s'tock trades on that Monday 

afternoon because no one could be sure whether stock sale orders 

would be execu'ted and, if executed, what the transaction prices 

of the individual stocks in the arbitrage portfolios would be. 

Managers of large pension funds reported that their brokers told 

them they could not even guarantee stock orders would reach the 

floor of the NYSE, much less be executed. Some said it was days 

before they learned whether stock orders entered on October 19 

had been filled. 

The totaJ_ number of shares of stock reported as 

arbitrage-related sales during each of the first two half-hour 

periods on October 19 was higher than the levels reported for 

other days, except for the last half hour of trading on 

October 16. Nevertheless, on October 19, index arbitrage stock 

sales, even during the morning, did not constitute as large a 

2l/ Estimates discussed in Section II indicate consistency 
between the trading proxy and reported bases after 2:00 p.m. 
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\)Grcentag'e of NYBE ·volume as Or'~, October 14 or 16 f when concentra-

·::~ons as high as 17 to 21 percent of NYSE volume were recorded 

c,urlng several intraday periods. 

While index arnitrage-related stock selling diminished on 

;J ... ~t ob(~r lq as thp dpi,Y pl-ogros!"H:"'!d, SECjCF1:C survey data indicated 

dn increase in stoc~ sales associated with other program sales 

not involving futures trading. The largest concentrations of 

such gross stock sales (those over two million shares) per 

:i."lalf-hour interval are summarized below. (See also Exhibit C-5.) 

October 19. 1987 
Other Program Stock Sales 

NYSE Share Percent NYSE Percent S&P 500 
Volume Volume stocks Volume 

9:30-10:00 
10:30-11:00 
1l:00-11:30 
11:30-12:00 
12:00-12:30 
12:30- 1:00 
1:00- 1:30 
1:30- 2:00 
2:30- 3:00 
3:00- 3:30 
3:30- 4:00 

(Millions) 

3.7 
5.3 
4.9 
3.1 
4.8 
4.3 
6.1 
7.0 
2.2 
2.8 
6.5 

7.2 10.9 
9.5 12.7 
8.1 10.5 
6.5 9.4 

11.8 15.8 
10.6 16.8 
16.0 26.8 
15.2 24.4 

6.1 8.8 
5.9 8.5 

10.3 17.2 

On October 19, those other reported program sales of stock 

viere of greater magnitude than stock sales related to index 

",rbitrage--for the entire day 51. 7 Jllillion shares of other 

program sales ve~sus 37.5 million for index arbitrage. Nearly 40 

million shares repo~ted as other program stock sales were for 

portfolio insurance executed in the stock market rather than as 
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hedge positio::,"js via the futures market. lJ.'hose other program 

stock sales w,=re most, heavily concentrated between 10:30 a.m. and 

2:00 p.m. In particular, virtually all of the other program 

stock sales shown above for the intervals beginning 10:30 a.m., 

1:00 p.m., and 1:30 p.m. represent portfolio insurance sales of 

stock. 

Portfolio hedging with S&P 500 futures on October 19 tot,aled 

about 4,800 contracts purchased and 32,700 sold. Those gross 

sales accounted for 20 percent of all sales on the S&P 500 

futures marke': that day. That day registered the largest net 

sales of futures for portfolio hedging during the survey period, 

and nearly 80 percent of that selling was identified as portfolio 

insurance. 

Total po=tfolio hedging sales of S&P 500 futures by 

half-hour intervals were quite constant over the course of the 

day, ranging from a high of about 4,000 contracts from 11 to 

11:30 a.m. to a low of about 1,000 contracts from 3 to 3:30 p.m. 

Portfolio hedge selling, however, became a high proportion of 

total futures selling during the mid-day period when the futures 

volume waned, amounting to as much as 45 percent of all selling 

from 12:00 to 12:30 p.m. (Exhibit C-7) 

Periods of high volume portfolio hedge sales in S&P 500 

futures do not correspond with the periods of price weakness, nor 

do periods of low volume of such sales correspond with price 

recoveries. '.:'hc I i1rgest volumes of hedge sales occurred in the 

blo half-hour periods between 10:30 and 11:30 a.m., when futures 

prices, and subsequently stock index values, were rising. 
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3ct.ween 11: 30 and r.oon, \~ller.. futures prices fell substantially 

i1'~.d a la:cge fu'c.:tres discount reappeared, reported. portfolio hedge 

sal.es were only abc:.It 1,600 contracts (16 perc(.nt of the futures 

volume). Hedge sales were large again (2,800 contracts f or 45 

percent of the Eutures volume) between noon and 12:30 p.m., a 

period in vlhich futares prices recovered and stabilized somewhat. 

Nevertheless, ~ortfolio hedging on the futures market was 

persiste'1t througho'.:tt the day on October 19. Furthermore, as 

previously mentioned, substantial portfolio insurance sales also 

'[.ook place on the s'::ock market--in part because hedgers had 

reached their exemp'cion limits on the futures market ~ or 

because the portfolio managers chose to sell in the stock market 

in view of the appa=ent substantial discount of futures to stock 

prices. 

As previously r;,enticned, the SECjCFTC intraday survey data 

do not support the cascade theory as the explanation for the fall 

in stock prices on october 19. The only interval in which there 

were substantial quantities of both index arbitrage stock sell 

programs and portfo~io insurance futures sales was from 9:30 to 

]0:30 a.m. During 'che next hour of trading, however, arbitrage 

sell programs w'ere 'lery light while portfolio insurance sales 

04/ By Monday afternoon several portfolio insurance managers had 
reached or exceeded their hedge exemption levels approved by 
the CME, and these managers began consulting with Exchange 
staff about assuming additional short futures positions. 
Beginning October 20, the Exchange informally limited the 
amount of addi~ional futures selling these firms could do 
per half-hour period. See Interim Report, pp. 42-45. 
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intensified -- both in the futures and the stock markets. Rather 

'chan seeing a greater futures discount to the S&P 500 index 

and/or a further fall in stock prices, however, the opposite 

occurred. The price of the December future 'trended upward from 

10:30 through 11:30 a.m., and reported stock index values also 

rose from 11 a.m. to nearly noon (Figure 21). During that 

interval, the reported large futures discount disappeared. 

Between :L: 00 and 2: 00 p. m., there were substantial quanti

ties of index arbitrage sell programs, while hedge sales of 

futures were at approximately the average level for the day, 

about 4,500 contracts or 18 percent of S&P 500 futures volume 

during that hour. stock and futures prices fell substantially 

during that interval but then recovered somewhat over the next 45 

minutes. 

After 2:30 p.lll., futures and stock prices plunged. After 

that time, hot.ever, SUbstantial quantities of index arbitrage 

were no longe~ possible, and there was no significant upsurge of 

futures hedge selling. On the NYSE, other program selling 

unrelated to futures trading continued at levels higher than 

arbitrage-related selling, but the largest portfolio insurance 

seller of stocks had stopped trading. Futures prices fell 

substantially more than stock prices during the final two hours 

of trading as index arbitrage was insufficient to keep prices in 

the two mar'ke"ts in alignment. 

In sum, the analysis of intraday trading does not support a 

contention that on October 19 the stock market fell as fast and 

as far as i'e did because of a continuously intensifying 
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lXi:ceraction betweer: index arbitrage stock sales and portfolio 

i.nsurance sGlling i:-i. t.he futures market. Trie initial impetus to 

the full appears to have been the changed perceptions of stock 

:l.nvestors--both dOrti8Ertic and international--over the weekend and 

during the prior week, which led to an onslaught of sell orders 

:,.rI the stock al1d fu-cures marke-ts when they opened Monday morning. 

:;:-t v/aS only then that: index arbitrage sell programs were 

instituted in response to price disparities created by such 

jJroad-based sell pressure. 

Part of the sell pressure at the outset on Monday morning 

represented portfolio insurance activity. That selling on the 

futures market, how-ever, was of a relatively constant absolute 

magnitude throughou'~ the day. It was not concentrated either in 

the morning or during periods of the greatest weakness of stock 

index futures prices. Moreover, at the opening, the large stock 

sales by one mutual fund group far outweighed the reported stock 

sales associated wi~h index arbitrage plus all other program 

-trades. 

As the day progressed, portfolio insurance selling persisted 

in the futures market, ultimately straining the liquidity 

provided by locals, index arbitrage traders, and futures 

purchases by institutions who bought substantial quantities of 

undervalued futures without making related stock sales. The 

rapid fall in stock values triggered additional portfolio 

insurance sales. Wt,en the reported futures discount became 

abnormally large, some of those sales took place directly on the 

stock market: durins the entire day, one large pension fund made 
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most of its portfolio insurance sales directly in the stock 

marketn Thos(~ sales did not begin, however, unt.il about 10:30 

a. m., and tha';: pension funa entered i 1:s last stock sale order at 

about 2:00 p.m • .2.2/ 

After 2:00 p.m., index arbitrage involving the S&P 500 

future was diminished greatly, although smaller quantities 

involving purchases of MMI futures continued. By early after-

noon, futures prices apparently became decoupled from stock 

values, and arbitrage traders reported that they could not 

determine the current values of a large proportion of the stocks 

in the index. 

Tuesdav. October 20. 1987. Trading that morning began with 

a short-lived but substantial rally in stock and futures prices 

as many NYSE specialists opened their stocks considerably higher 

than the prio~ day's close. As the morning progressed, however, 

stock prices experienced a drastic turnaround, there were trading 

halts in many high-capitalization stocks, and there were rumors 

that all NYSE stock trading would be halted. As a result, the 

markets for s';~ock index options and all but one stock index 

futures contract closed for about an hour near mid-day. After a 

volatile afternoon, the Dow ended the day about 100 points 

higher. 

~ Managers of that pension fund said they had decided, prior 
to the NYSE open, to reduce their equity market exposure 
primarily by sales in the stock market rather than futures 
market hedging because of expected large discounts of 
futures to stock index values. 



D.sspit.e deJ.ay£~l opcrd ... ngs for a l1urrd'Jer of 1l:lCiJor ~ltocksf NYSE 

\rolume agalrl was ve:~y higr, from the start of trao.ing. Total 

'/olume during the fir'st 90 I.linut.es was about 200 nlillion shares, 

'-lith less t~'1ar, one gercent or about a million shal.ves of that 

·.'olume related to L"ldex arbh:rage. Prior to the open, the NYSE 

.:equested tha'!:: its :.nembers ct;.rtail their use of the Super DOT 

.3yste:r. for index arni trage or other program trading. That 

request effectively curtailed most index arbitrage, although 

SEC/Cr'Ie survey data indicate that other program st.ock sales, not 

rEl.ated to futures, amounted to approximately 3 million shares 

d',;ring the first. hour of trading and about 11 million shares for 

'::he day. Only about a half-million shares of such stock selling 

\ias reported as por"folio insurance implemented in th~~ stock 

l~i.arket • 

The December S&P 500 future opened at 221 on October 20, up 

,,-bout 20 points fro:!l the prior day I s record fall. In the first 

15 mir.utes of tradi,.g, that future advanced 1:0 242, which proved 

to be its high price for the day. During that interval, the 

future was at a substantial premium to the quoted index, but many 

stocks on the NYSE again failed to open near 9:30 a.m. due to 

order imbalances. .1l,.lthough the magnitude of that premium 

normally wotlld have led to arbitrage buy programs, the NYSE' s 

action to inhibit i:-,dex arbitrage effectively curtailed such 

c:rhitrage throughout October 20 and for the following two weeks. 

(Figures 27-28) 

Portfolio hedge selling of S&P 500 futures, however, was 

large during the first half hour of trading. Although the gross 
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sales of 4,400 contracts (22 percent of fu·t:ures sales during the 

period) was the largest absolute amount of the day, and larger 

than any other half-hour interval during the October 14-23 

period, such sales were nearly balanced by hedge buying of about 

3,500 cont.rac'::s (18 percent of the S&P 500 futures buys during 

the period). (Figures 29-32) 

After 10 a.m., S&P 500 futures prices fell drastically and 

at a much fas'cer rate than quoted values of the underlying index, 

resulting in unprecedented reported discounts of up to 40 points. 

Portfolio hedge sales were not significant between 10 and 10:30 

a.ln., but they were large from 10:30 to 11 a.m. Gross sales 

during that period were about 3,900 contracts, or 30 percent of 

total S&P 500 futures sales. 

The price of the December S&P 500 future fell sharply again 

from 11 to 11:30 a.m., despite the fact that portfolio hedgers' 

buys of about 5,400 futures contracts exceeded their sales of 

about 2,900 contracts. Those accounts represented 50 percent of 

the buys and 27 percent of the sells during that half hour of 

plunging prices. 

By noon, stock index values had fallen precipitously, and 

many NYSE specialists had closed trading in their stocks. At 

noon, the Dow was quoted at 1726, down 224 points from its 

opening level. The December S&P 500 future again was trading at 

a sUbstantial discount of about 30 points to the reported S&P 500 

index. 

Between 11:30 a.m. and noon, rumors that the NYSE would 

close were circulating in the markets and in Washington. During 
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t.,hot period~ the SF.;": advised the CFTC that the NYSE might be 

ci.of>ing shortly; 'trading in a large number of stocks already had 

!)"en halted. The Ccrnmission immediately shared that information 

'no tl1 exchanges trading stock index futures. Shortly thereafter, 

'<:'hc CBOE halted trading in its S&P 100 option in accordance with 

i.ts rules because stocks comprising 80 percent of the capitaliza-

'ci.on-weighted value of that index vlere not open for trading on 

the NYSE. At about 12:13 p.m., the CME and all but one other 

futures exchange ha:ted trading in their stock index future,~ and 

futures option contracts. 56/ Those futures exchanges immediate

ly notified the COTIGIlission of their emergency actions as required 

by co~~ission Regulation 1.41. 

Although portfolio hedge selling during the morning of 

october 20 as compared to the prior morning was larger on a gross 

basis (about 16,500 contracts versus 13,200 contracts on the S&P 

500 futures contract), such sales were much smaller on a net 

basis (3,300 contracts versus 11,900 contracts) than during the 

morning of October 19. One big difference in the futures market 

cm the morning of October 20, however, was the absence of buying 

by arbitrageurs. A:though index arbitrage accounted for 

purchases of nearly 4,700 contracts from 9:30 a.m. to noon on 

october 19, only about 500 S&P 500 futures contracts were 

56/ The CBT did not halt trading in its MMI futures contract 
because, based on available infor.nation, it believed that 
trading was taking place in 17 of the 20 stocks in that 
index. 
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purchased for index arbitrage purposes during the entire day on 

October 20 dus to the NYSE restriction on index arbitrage. 

Consequently, portfolio hedge sales appear to have had a greater 

price impact in the S&P 500 futures market on Tuesday morning 

than at any time on the prior days examined in this analysis. 

stock prices reversed course and began rising at about 12:30 

p.m., reportedly in response, in part, to announced buy-backs of 

stock by a number of corporations. The Dow increased nearly 100 

points to 1825 by 1 p.m. The December S&P 500 future resumed 

trading at about 1:05 p.m., also at substantially higher prices 

than before the trading halt. After a few minutes, however, 

futures prices again fell sharply for a short period of time 

before rebounding. 

From the resumption of futures trading on the CME until 1:30 

p.m., gross portfolio hedge sales were about 1,600 contracts (22 

percent of all S&P 500 futures sells), while net hedge selling 

was just under 1,,000 contracts. Gross and net hedge selling 

increased sig~ificantly over the next hour as prices recovered 

and then stabilized. stock index values rose more than the S&P 

500 futures prices over the remainder of the day. The Dow closed 

115 points above the noon quote and 102 points above the close on 

October 19. 

ivednesdav. October 21 through Monday. October 26. On these 

final days of the SEC/CFTC survey period, the stock market 

experienced several after-shocks from the events of October 19 

and 20 in terms of continued volatility. Volume in all stock 
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il1de~: futures marke·ts--·and particularly volume related to index 

erbitrage and portfolio insurance--declined significantly after 

october 20. with the NYSE Super DOT restrictions still in place. 

the basis continue6. to reflect abnormal discounts of futures 

prtces to their un6.erlying indices. It is significant that in 

the absence of substantial index arbitrage and with portfolio 

hedgers being net buyers rather than sellers of the S&P 500 

futures, the Dow closed on October 26 at 1794, only 55 points 

higher than the clese on October 19. very little price recovery 

occurred in the weei: following October 19, and, at year-end, 

stock index values still were well below their October I levels. 

On October 21, the December S&P 500 future opened up 25.75 

points, which was in line with the S&P 500 index. within a half 

hour, however, futures prices were falling while reported stock 

index values continued to rise. As a consequence, a SUbstantial 

futures discount prevailed until the final 15 minutes of NYSE 

trading. The Dow closed up 187 points that day, a record 

advance, at 2023. (Figures 33-38) 

Index arbitrage was inconsequential in magnitude both for 

the day as a whole and on an intraday basis. Portfolio hedging 

was substantially smaller on the sell side and larger on the buy 

side than during the preceding several days. Portfolio hedgers 

,vere net buyers of about 9,700 S&P 500 futures contracts that 

day, as the hedgers began to liquidate short futures positions. 

Shortly before 10:00 a.m., a substantial futures discount 

developed as the price of the December S&P 500 future fell while 

the reported cash i~dex value was rising. The reported futures 
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di.scount cont:~nued to widen from 10:30 to 11 a.m. Although 

portfolio hedgers were net buyers in the preceding and subsequent 

half-hour intervals, they were net sellers of about 1,100 S&P 500 

futures contracts between 10:00 and 10:30 a.m. Their gross 

selling during that interval represented 40 percent of total 

volume on the S&P 500 futures contract. The largest net sell 

orders were r~ported around 10:00 a.m., after the futures price 

began falling, but befoI·e the discount became large. (Exhib-

it. C-7) 

On october 22, the December S&P 500 future opened at 202, 

down 58 points from the prior day and at a discount of about 55 

basis points relative to the S&P 500 index. 2l/ After 10:30 a.m. 

stock prices rose substantially for about a half hour, but then 

prices began to trend downward for the remainder of the day. By 

the close of ~rading, the S&P 500 index had fallen 10 points, and 

the Dow had declined 78 points. (Figures 39-44) 

Index arbitrage activity again was very small. Portfolio 

hedge trading also was reduced, and it reflected continued net 

buying to reduce short hedge positions. During the opening half 

hour, when the December S&P 500 future traded at its lowest 

levels and largest discounts of the day, portfolio hedgers were 

221 The Division of 'i'rading and Markets, in conjunction with t.he 
Division of Economic Analysis, analyzed trading related to 
that price move in depth and found that the pattern of 
trading cUd not appear to warrant further investigation. 
See also Section V of this report. 
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net buyers of nearly 2,000 S&P 500 futures contracts. The 

selling that depressed futures prices principally came from the 

liquidation of long futures positions by a professional invest-

ment manager. 

October 23 was a day of high intraday price volatility for 

stock index futures but· ultimately little change from the prior 

day's close. The December S&P 500 future opened at 240, a 

discount of 8 points from the opening index value, and rapidly 

fell to 234, the low for the day. Within a little more than an 

hour, the December future rallied to 253, the high for the day. 

The futures experie~ced one more plunge between 1:00 and 1:30 

p.m. and then rose during the final 15 minutes of trading. 58/ 

The Dow ended the day up one point at 1951. (Figures 45-50) 

On October 23, index arbitrage again was insignificant and 

other program stock trades amounted to only small net buys for 

the day. 59/ Portfolio hedge selling was larger than during the 

prior day, but the largest concentrations of net selling did not 

W stock index futures markets closed at 2 p.m. EDT from 
October 23 throu.gh October 30, and after that date had 
progressively later closing times until returning to normal 
closing times on November 12. This was in response to the 
NYSE's announced early closings to facilitate efforts to 
decrease its recordkeeping backlogs. 

59/ On that day, the NYSE issued a new circular expanding its 
restrictions on program trading. In particular, the NYSE 
requested its members to refrain from proprietary program 
trading by any means and to use the Super DOT system for 
customer program trades only prior to the opening of 
trading. customer program trade orders after the open were 
to be entered manually. 
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correspond to the periods of greatest price weakness in S&P 500 

futures. The largest concentrations of hedge selling occurred 

between 10:30 and 11 a.m. and between 1:30 and 2 p.m., when 

futures prices had their strongest gains of the day. 

On Monday, October 26, the Dow fell 157 points as stoek 

prices fell continuously throughout the day. The December 5&P 

500 future opened at a discount of 16 points to the S&P 500 

index. Although that reported discount narrowed significantly by 

10:15 a.m., i-t persisted throughout the day. (Figures 51-56) 

Despite those discounts, no index arbitrage trades were reported 

in the survey data. 

During the first half hour of trading, portfolio hedge 

buying and selling was substantial relative to total 5&P 500 

futures volume but consisted of net buying of about 1,600 

contracts as portfolio insurers continued to reduce short 

positions. There were two periods of concentrated net selling 

that day on the S&P 500 futures contract, although futures prices 

did not fall significantly during either. These were from 11 to 

11:30 a.m. (net sales of about 2,600 contracts) and from 1:30 

p.m. to the close (net sales of 1,800 contracts). (Exhibit C-7) 

Sell orders entered during that first interval, however, may have 

led to the substantial decline in futures prices beginning at 

11:30 a.m. The S&P 500 index ended the day down about 21 points, 

and the Dow closed 157 points lower at 1,794. 

Although index arbitrage trading virtually ceased after 

October 20 and portfolio hedging also was of a lower 

magnitude--and consisted of more buying than selling--stock 
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prices remained volatile. The Dow did not. recover near to the 

level of its close on October J.6, much less to its level when the 

month beqim. This lack of recovery and the continued volatility 

of stock prices in the absence of program stock or futures 

selling reinforces the conclusion drawn from trading data that 

futures-relat.ed program trading was neit.her the impetus nor the 

principal cause of the collapse of stock prices in mid-October 

1987. 

F. Summary and Conclusions 

Analysis of Commission and CME large-trader data indicates 

that, for the period October 14 to October 26, broker/dealers, 

institutional investors, and other commercial firms accounted for 

about two-thirds of total open interest in the CME S&P 500 

futures contract. Special SEC/CFTC survey data further identify 

the activities of major firms with respect to those 

futures-related trading strategies that have been the object of 

specific concern. In particular, those data indicate that index 

arbitrage (including index substitution) was at relatively high 

levels on October 14, 16, and 19. On those dates, the total 

daily gross selling of component stocks for arbitrage purposes 

ranged between 28 and 38 million shares and between 6 and 13 

percent of total NYSE volume, although substantially higher 

concentrations of activity occurred during some intraday periods. 

Those daily amount.s, however, are less than reported for 

September 11 and 12, 1986, a time period for which the SEC 
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concluded tha~ index arbitrage was not the cause of the magnitude 

of the market declines experienced on those days. Further, 

following acticns by the NYSE on October 20 t:o discourage all 

forms of member program trading as well as other impediments to 

index arbitrage, such as trading halts in a number of major 

stocks, the amount of arbitrage activity declined significantly. 

Portfolio hedging activities on the sell side (including 

portfolio insurance) were at relatively high levels on October 

16, 19, and 20, when gross daily futures sales for those purposes 

by major institutions ranged between 15, 000 a.nd 34,000 S&P 500 

futures contracts and amounted to between 10 and 30 percent of 

total daily trading volume in that market. In contrast, on 

October 21, significant hedge selling in the S&P 500 futures 

market was more than offset by buying in that market on the part 

of institutional hedgers. 

A detailed examination of the trading data by half-hour 

intervals from the SEC/CFTC survey does not provide empirical 

support for the theory that hedging in the futures market and 

index arbitrage activities interacted to cause a technical 

downward price spiral of stock prices. In those instances where 

it might be asserted that the stock market temporarily reacted to 

arbitrage selling, it is notable that futures prices were also 

declining despite offsetting arbitrage purchasing pressure in the 

futures market. Such a situation is more suggestive of a general 

weakness in the market than a stock market reaction to the 

selling side of arbitrage transactions. 
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CF'l'C interv 16\';s w:i th insti tutlonal investors who held 

[ut.ures posit.ions during October 1987, as well as the SEC/CFTC 

survey data, highlight certain facts that must be considered in 

analyzing the relationship of cash and futures activities and 

their impact on prices. In particular, while some may consider 

the stock market as a market for investing and the futures a 

market for hedging or initiating portfolio readjustments, major 

institutional investors and broker/dealers view the cash and 

futures market as interchangeable for short-term implementation 

of their portfolio decisions, subject to considerations of 

relative transaction costs, market liquidity, and market value. 

One indication of this is that, although futures normally 

have been used for portfolio hedging, on October 19, the firms 

surveyed indicated that about 40 million shares of stock were 

sold, via program trading, in implementing portfolio insurance 

strategies. This implies that firms may undertake certain 

trading objectives irrespective of the existence of futures 

markets. Another implication is that regulatory measures aimed 

at correcting marke'c deficiencies perceived as a result of the 

October stock market decline should be designed to address a 

particularly identified problem and not harm other facets of the 

market. 
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IV. . OPERATION OF AND PARTICIP],?:,ION IN THE 
CME S&P 500 FUTURES ~~RKET 

A. Operational Performance of the CME's S&P 500 Futures Market 
on October l6-23. 1987 

Commission staff examined the operational performance of the 

S&P 500 futures market between October 16 and 23. In particular, 

staff examined the capability of the CME and its members to 

receive, execute, report, and clear S&P 500 futures orders, 

focusing on orders executed for customers and for clearing firms' 

proprietary (house) accounts, in view of the record volume of 

trades and the unusually high volatility on those dates (in 

particular on October 19 and 20). From an operational perspec-

tive, the order routing, trade execution, and clearing procedures 

employed by member firms and the CME performed well during this 

period. With few exceptions, clearing firms were able to. process 

orders, notwithstanding the high volatility and volume, with 

little or no disruption to their normal order routing and trade 

execution systems, and the CME was able to process and clear 

trades in a reasonabl.y expeditious manner, using special trade 

checking sessions when necessary to accomplish this task. 

Clearing of Trades. Commission staff reviewed the three 

high volume days of October 16, 19, and 20 to assess the CKE's 

ability to process and clear the large volume of contracts traded 

on each of those day.s. On Friday, October 16, the S&P 500 

futures volume was 135,344 contracts. A record 162,022 contracts 

were traded on October 19, and on October 20, 126,562 contracts 

were traded. This compares with average daily volume in the S&P 
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500 of 92,258 and :;1,150 contracts Quring September and October 

l.987, respectively. 

The s·taff found that the percentage of unmatched 

trades, commonly referred t.o as "outtrades," 601 on each of these 

days was above the average S&P 500 futures outtrade rate of 11 

percent for the prior six-month period ending September 30, as 

detailed below. However, the CME, in order to hasten the 

reconciliation of these outtrades, conducted two special trade 

checking sessions Which greatly reduced the number of outtrades 

unresolved pI'ior to the following day's opening. At these 

special trade checking sessions, held Saturday, October 17, and 

in the late evening of Monday, October 19, and lasting into the 

early mor'ning hours of October 20, personnel of member firms and 

member out trade representatives were required to be present to 

reconcile outtrades. 

601 Futures market transactions generally are cleared on the 
same day that a transaction takes place. In contrast, 
securities transactions generally clear five business days 
after the transaction,. However, before a futures trade can 
be accepted for clearance by the CME's clearinghouse, each 
side to the transaction must match as to price, quantity, 
commodity, contract month and year, transaction type 
(buy/sell), transaction date, executing and opposite broker, 
and executing and opposite clearing member. When both sides 
do not agree on one or more of these clearing criteria, both 
sides to that transaction become outtrades and must be 
resolved before the trade can be accepted for clearance. An 
outtrade can result from a keypunch error, as well as from a 
legitimate discrepency between the parties to the trade. 
The clearing method used at the CME is known as a "four-way 
match" system, because the four parties involved in the 
transaction, namely the buying and selling clearing members 
and the buying and selling brokers, all must agree that they 
were the participants to the trade. 
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As a result of the Saturday trade checking session, the 

out trade percentage by transaction in S&P 500 futures for 

October 16 declined from 16.6 percent (11,421 transactions) to 

seven percent (4,908 transactions), well below the six-month 

average. After the evening trade checking session on October 19, 

outtrades for that date were reduced from 14.4 percent (8,464 

transactions) to 8 percent (4,767 transactions), again below the 

average number. On October 20, 13 percent of the day's 

transactions or 4,969 trades were unmatched, slightly above the 

Exchange's average. In this case, however, a special trade 

checking session was deemed unnecessary because the actual number 

of transactions unmatched, 4,969, was within normal levels. 

with the vast majority of outtrades on October 16, 19, and 

20 reconciled and cleared after one day, including those matched 

at the special trade checking sessions, the CME continued to 

reduce routinely the remaining out trades over the following three 

days. Specifically, there were 11,421 trades unmatched on 

October 16; 10,017 of those trades cleared on the following 

business day, October 19, and an additional 1,009 of the trades 

cleared over the following three days. Similarly, on October 19, 

there were 8,464 trades unmatched; 6,865 of those were cleared 

the following day, and 906 were cleared over the following three 

days. Finally, 3,522 of the 4,969 trades unmatched on October 20 

were cleared on October 21, without the necessity of a special 



trao_e checking sessicn, with an additional 480 clearing over the 

subsequent -three days. ill 

The.se figures demcnstra-te that despite the record large 

volume of trades during the time period of October 16-20, the CME 

was able to process and clear those trades in an expeditious 

manner. Although the daily rate of S&P 500 outtrades exceeded 

the Exchange's norm, the CME, its members, and member firms 

diligently "lorked to reduce those outtrade levels. Particularly 

notable are the CME's successful efforts to reconcile the unusu-

ally-large number of initially unmatched trades during a special 

saturday trade checking session on October 17 and during a late 

evening session on October 19. 

Order Routing and Execution. CFTC staff surveyed twen

ty-three FCM-members of the CME which clear a sUbstantial 

percentage of the trades in the S&P 500 pit. 621 These firms 

represent a cross-section of FCMs, including full-service wire 

houses, futures brokerage firms, discount futures brokerage 

firms, firms that handle predominantly institutional business, 

ill CME Rule 527 requires that, whenever possible, out trades be 
resolved prior to the following day's opening. However, in 
those instances when an outtrade cannot be resolved prior to 
the next day's opening, in order to avoid the risk of 
adverse market movement, Rule 527 requires that one of the 
traders to the transaction immediately cover the position by 
making the indicated trade in the market. Any resulting 
loss, if not resolved between the traders, may be brought 
before a CME arbitration panel. -

QlJ The FCMs surveyed represent approximately 64 percent of the 
aggregate adjusted net capital of all FCMs and 67 percent of 
the tot_al customer equities carried by all FCMs. 
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and firms that clear floor trader or "local" business. They were 

requested, among other things, to describe their routine order

routing and execution systems, any changes made to those systems 

due to the market conditions of October 16-23, and whether any 

problems were experienced in the S&P 500 futures market regarding 

order routing and execution of orders. These firms represented 

that for the most part they continued to use their routine 

procedures for order entry, execution, and reporting over this 

time period, and that there were minimal problems with regard to 

order execution. 

Typically, and as was the case during this timefranle, major 

wire houses communicate orders to the CME trading floor: either 

via direct telephone lines to the CME floor or through their 

internal teletype wire system, while futures brokerage firms, 

including discount houses and firms handling large institutional 

accounts, communicate orders to the floor almost exclusively by 

telephone. Generally, customer orders from wire houses are 

received from a firm's branch office over the teletype wire 

system to the floor. For order tickets taken off the wire 

machine, the minute of receipt on the floor is time-stamped 

automatically, as required by Commission regulations. The order 

then is taken by runner to the pit where the executing broker 

fills the order. After being filled, the order ticket is picked 

up from the broker by a runner and brought back to the firm's 

wire desk, where the order again is time-stamped. At the wire 

desk, the order is given to a teletypist for input to (1) the 

originating branch office, where the account executive notifies 
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the customer of the price received, and (2) 1:he firm's back 

office system for submission to clearing. The wire machine also 

automatically records the minute of input. 

In the case 0: customer orders phoned to the floor, the 

order is received and time··stamped by a telephone clerk at the 

firm's order desk and either is hand-signaled (flashed) .§.V or 

hand-delivered to a broker in the pit. The executed order is 

either hand-signaled or hand-delivered back to the telephone 

desk, where it is again time-stamped and a verbal report of trade 

execution is confirmed to the branch office via telephone. These 

telephone communications usually are effected over dedicated 

telephone lines (i.e'., lines connected directly to the CME 

floor) . 

Clearing member proprietary orders from wire houses usually 

are communicated to the floor by telephone, recorded on an order 

ticket, and either are taken to the pit by runners or are flashed 

to the pit. Similarly, customer and proprietary orders from 

futures brokerage firms and firms handling large institutional 

accounts generally are directed by telephone to the CME floor for 

execution, either directly from a branch office or from a central 

back office order desk located in New York or Chicago. These 

orders then either are taken to the pit by runners or are flashed 

to the pit for execution. Most S&P 500 orders are executed by 

.§.V Flashed orders are communicated to the pit by hand-signals 
from a firm's telephone clerk to the executing broker, 
rather than by written order. 
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independent floor brokers, although some major wirfl houses also 

use floor brokers who are employees of t.he firm to execute their 

orders. 

only thr2e of the twenty-three FCMs surveyed found it 

necessary to institute procedural changes in the S&P 500 pit 

during the time period studied, and those changes only slightly 

altered the above-described routine order routing and execution 

systems. These changes all related to the handling of orders 

that are flashed to the pit for execution. Specifically, one 

FCM that predominantly handles institutional business instituted 

three changes in its procedures to accommodate the increased 

volume and flow of orders. First, for internal control purposes, 

all orders larger than 100 contracts were routed through one 

salesperson. Second, to minimize the possibility of any 

misunderstanding, orders of less than 100 contracts were written 

down on order tickets and carried by hand to the pit for 

execution, with only orders of 100 contracts or more flashed to 

the pit. Third, that firm augmented its capacity to have orders 

executed by re~uesting that another member of the CME provide two 

experienced floor brokers to handle customer orders, thereby 

increasing the speed and efficiency with which such orders could 

be executed. 

A second firm, a large wire house, suspended the routine use 

of hand-'signaling of all orders into the pit in an effort, 

similar to the first firm, to avert potential costly 

miscommunicat.i.on. This firm also restricted the use of direct 

phone o~'ders to its S&P 500 desk, requiring all orders to. be 

transmitted by wire or over the firm's dedicated telephone lines 
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to the floor. Therefore, orders could not be telephoned directly 

to the floor using regula:c lines. Both of these changes were 

made to maximize use of available order entry facilities, while 

minimizing operational disorders and possible trading errors. 

Finally, one discount brokerage firm also limited its flashing 

procedures, requiring that all market orders be hand-carried into 

the pit, rather than transmitted via hand-signal. 

Two FCMs, one wire house and one discount brokerage firm, 

reported that some independent floor brokers in the S&P 500 

futures pit were accepting orders on a "not held" basis only. 

That is, because of the extreme volatility in the market at that 

time, these brokers would execute orders only if they were not 

held responsible for execution prices that may have been away 

from where the market was trading at the time the order reached 

the floor. In addition, the same discount firm and a futures 

brokerage firm noted that other independent floor brokers, who 

normally executed their orders, chose not to fill orders due to 

the increased risk and volatility associated with the market, 

particularly on october 19 and 20. These firms, therefore, 

solicited other floor brokers to execute their orders during this 

time period. 

Notwithstanding the unusual market conditions that existed 

at the time, only one of the twenty-three FCMs surveyed, a wire 

house, noted any problems concerning the timeliness of order 

executions or delays in reporting of executions out of the pit. 

That firm, which handles large institutional customers, stated 

that it experienced a delay in receiving executions out of the 
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pit, ·thus retarding the reporting of execution price.s back to its 

customers • .§.1/ 

In sum, responses to the survey indicate that, despite the 

increased volume and, at times, hectic conditions in the S&P 500 

market during this period, the order routing procedures for these 

firms performed well. Although, as can be expected during such 

market conditions, there were some execution prices which were 

questioned by the customers placing those orders, it appears that 

these discrepancies were related to the unusually volatile price 

movement in the pit, rather than the inability of firms to 

process the orders. 

Timeliness of Order Executions. The final aspect of the 

operational performance of the S&P 500 examined was the timeli-

ness of order executions. Commission staff examined the 

execution of customer orders of a major wire house known to 

execute a large number of trades for retail customers. staff 

examined the time frames involved in executing that firm's 

customer orders in the S&P 500 futures pit on October 19, the day 

.§.1/ In this connection, CFTC staff also requested customer 
complaint information from the twenty-three surveyed FCMs 
and rec"eived responsive complaint data from twenty-one 
firms. These FCMs reported a total of seventy-three 
customer complaints. Of these, forty-seven relate to poor 
executi·on, seven to delays in receiving verbal confirmation 
of fills, and ten to margin calls or liquidations. The 
remaining thirteen complaints were categorized as "others." 
This can be compared to press reports of Congressional 
testimony that 9,000 oral and 700 written complaints were 
received relating to the securities and securities option 
markets for the same period. 
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The execution timeframes were derived by calculating the number 

of minu·tes and/or seconds bet~veen the entry times stamped on the 

firm's order tickets as they were received on the CME floor and 

the time of execution assigned by the CME's Compu.terized Trade 

Reconstruction system. 66/ 

Q2J In addition to the record volume that day, the S&P 500 
traded in a "fast market" condition for virtually the entire 
trading session. A fast market exists when transactions in 
a pit take place with such rapidity that price reporters in 
the pit cannot record each price change, as is normally the 
case. On October 19, a fast market existed in the S&P 500 
from 8:30 a.m. (the opening time) to 11:24 a.m.; from 12:29 
p.m. to 1:3'0 p.m.; and from 1:35 p.m. to the close at 3:15 
p. m. (All times are central daylight time (COT).) 

£§j The CME placec CTR into effect in July 1987 in response to 
the enhanced audit trail requirements approved by the 
Commission in 1986. The CTR system imputes a trade 
execution time based on several known variables. These 
variables include: order ticket entry timestamp, 30-minute 
bracket period designation, trade price, trading card 
sequence number, and time and sales reports. Although the 
operation of the CTR system has not been reviewed formally 
by Commission staff, based upon the market conditions of 
October 19, such as the uniqueness of prices due to the 
downtrending market, it appears that the CTR times generated 
were sufficiently precise for that date to sequence 
transactions effectively. 

CFTC staff did not itself examine underlying order tick.ets 
to determine order entry times. Order entry times were 
those submitted to the CME by the clearing firm under the 
CME's CTR system. Therefore, for purposes of this limited 
review, staff could not distinguish market orders, which 
require inunediate execution, from contingent orders, such as 
stop orders and limit orders, which usually do not call for 
immediate execution. without such a distinction, it is 
difficult to determine with complete reliability whether 
orders were executed expeditiously. However, with this 
caveat in mind, it is still possible to characterize trade 
execution timeframes based upon reasonable assumptions, such 

(Footnote continued) 
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The analysis feund that a significalJ.t number of' erders, 611 

(44.5 percent) ef the firm's 1,374 total SEeP 500 custemer erders, 

were executed within ene minute ef receipt en the fleor. 

Further, 15.7 percent o.f the erders were executed within two. 

minutes ef receipt, 7.6 percent within three minutes, 4.5 percent 

within feur minutes, and 2.8 percent within five minutes. During 
• 

o.ne particular timeframe, between 12:28 and 12:31 p.m. COT, there 

were 24 erders which were executed after ene heur of receipt. 

This represented ene-third ef the 75 erders (5.5 percent ef the 

to.tal erders executed) which were filled an heur o.r lenger after 

receipt en the fleer. Hewever, in all likeliheod, many of these 

erders were step er limit erders placed earlier in the day and 

were triggered fer executien by the decline ef the December SEeP 

500 futures co.ntract frem 250 to. 235 ever that time. Finally, as 

is typical, a number ef erders executed during the closing perio.d 

(the last thirty seco.nds o.f trading) were executed leng after 

erder entry. This is because "market en clese" erders typically 

are submitted earlier in the trading sessien and are held in the 

breker's deck until the clesing perio.d when they beceme execut-

able. 

In sum, the vast majerity o.f this firm's custemer erders, 

given the marke.t cenditiens which prevailed thro.ugheut the day, 

appear to. have been executed premptly. Indeed, 75 percent ef the 

(Foo.tnete Co.ntinued) 
as assuming that erders with wide time frames are centingent 
orders that, when placed, were away from the then-current 
market. 
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firm's orders were executed within five minutes of receipt on the 

floor, with nearly one half of the firm's total orders executed 

within one minute of receipt. 

Conclusion. commission staff found that, notwithstanding 

the high volume and unusual price volatility associated with the 

S&P 500 market over the time period examined, the CME and its 

member firms' operational procedures performed well. with few 

exceptions, member firms were able to process orders with little 

or no disruption to their routine order routing and trade execu-

tion systems. Moreover, the CME, although experiencing a higher 

than usual number of outtrades due to large volume and price 

volatility, was able to resolve the vast majority of those 

outtrades by the opening of the following day's trading. This 

resulted, in large part, from successful efforts to reconcile 

outtrades at special Saturday and evening trade checking 

sessions. 

B. participati'on 'in the CME S&P 500 Futures Market on October 
16, 19, and 20, 1987 

Commission staff reviewed trading data for October 16, 19, 

and 20 to evaluate the extent to which members who traded for 

their own accounts were active in the CME S&P 500 futures 

contract and the extent to which brokers were available to 

execute customer orders in that contract. As discussed below, 

this review of trading indicates that, although the participation 

by brokers and members who traded for their own accounts declined 
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somewhat, there still was substantial participation by these 

groups. 

Various data from the CFTC' s database system for Oct.ober 16, 

19, and 20, were reviewed and analyzed using October 16 as a base 

day from which to make comparisons to the two more volatile days 

of October 19 and 20 .. The data reviewed include the number of 

members who traded for their own accounts, trading by "primary" 

brokers (described below), the volume of customer trade.s, the 

number of members who executed any trades during the relevant 

days, and the trading volume of the 30 most active members. 

Members Trading for Their Own Accounts. To assess the 

participation of members trading for their own accounts, 

including trading by locals, who trade solely for their own 

accounts, the staff reviewed data on the number of CME me.hers 

who traded for their own accounts (customer type indicator (CTI) 

1 trades) 67/ on October 16, 19, and 20. Each of the days 

examined was divided into 3D-minute time periods, beginning with 

the 8:30 a.m. CDT start of trading in the S&P 500 futures 

contract. The figures shown below for each of the 3D-minute time 

.... __ ._--

§1/ Commission Regulation 1.35(e) requires exchanges to 
determine and record with respect to each side (buy and 
sell) of every trade whether the person executing the trade 
was trading: 

(1) for his own account (CTI 1); 
(2) for his clearing member's house account (CTI 2); 
(3) for another member present on the exchange floor, or 

an account controlled by such other member (CTI 3); or 
(4) for any other type of customer (CTI 4). 
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periods list the number of members who actually executed CTI 1 

trades and do not include members who may have been present in 

the S&P 500 pit, but for one reason or another chose not to 

execute any CTI 1 trades. 

Number of CME Members Executing CTI 1 Trades in S&P 500 Futures 

Time Period October 16 October 19 October 20 

8:30- 9:00 275 230 187 
9:00- 9:30 242 202 140 
9:30-10:00 221 174 131 

10:00-10:30 205 189 136 
10:30-11:00 194 168 106 
11:00-11:30 141 141 81 
11:30-12:00 126 155 68/ 
12:00-12:30 179 156 93 
12:30- 1:00 193 167 111 
1:00- 1:30 187 152 86 
1:30- 2:00 159 146 89 
2:00- 2:30 160 155 95 
2:30- 3:00 157 142 97 
3:00- 3:15 106 101 71 

As indicated above, the number of CME members executing CTI 

1 trades on October 16 ranged from 106 to 275 per 30-minute time 

period, with an average of 182 per period. The October 19 range 

was from 101 to 230, with a 163-member average. Finally, the 

number of members executing CTI 1 trades on October 20 ranged 

from 71 to 187 per 30-minute period, with an average of 114 

members during each period that trading was conducted. These 

data indicate that although the average number of members 

~ Note that trading was suspended from 11:19 a.m. to 
12:05 p.m. COT. 
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executing CTI 1 trades decreased on each of the three days 

examined, there remained a sUbstantial number of members in the 

pit who participated in the market by executing trades for their 

own accounts. ~ 

The percentage of trades that were CTI 1 trades during each 

30-minute period of trading on october 16, 19, and 20 also was 

reviewed in relation to overall market activity. The result.s of 

this review are shown below. 

Percentage of CTI 1 Trades in S&P 500 Futures 

Time Period october 16 October 19 October 20 

8:30- 9:00 38.8 34.0 24.8 
9:00- 9:30 42.1 35.3 24.1 
9:30-10:00 37.4 31.5 20.5 

10:00-10:30 34.1 33.2 22.8 
10:30-11:00 35.7 34.4 20.5 
11:00-11:30 33.9 30.2 27.1 
11:30-12:00 35.3 30.3 70/ 
12:00-12:30 36.6 29.8 29.0 
12:30- 1:00 37.1 30.7 20.9 
1:00- 1:30 30.8 29.5 24.1 
1:30- 2:00 36.6 28.7 19.6 
2:00- 2:30 34.1 33.0 25.4 
2:30- 3:00 29.3 26.8 26.0 
3:00- 3:15 31.4 23.3 28.0 

69/ Despite reports that certain members were restricted from 
trading their own accounts on October 20 due to increased 
financial requirements imposed by their clearing firms, the 
data show that a substantial number of members traded for 
their own accounts. 

1Q/ Note that trading was suspended from 11:19 a.m. to 
12:05 p.m. CDT. 
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As reflected above, the number of CTI 1 trades as a percent of 

total trades for the three days examined declined each day, from 

35.3 percent on October 16, to 31.3 percent on October 19, and to 

23.6 percent on october 20. 

Although these data show a general decrease in the percen-

tage of CTI 1 trades during the three days examined, a review of 

CTI 1 net buy and sell transactions indicates that members 

executing CTI 1 trades absorbed buying and selling pressure from 

the market in many instances. 111 For example, on October 19, in 

six of the ten 30-minute time periods during which the S&P 500 

futures price decreased, there were net CTI 1 buy transactions, 

including three of the four 30-minute periods during which the 

S&P 500 futures price declined the most on that day. ll/ This 

111 Notably, unlike specialists in securities markets, futures 
exchange members who trade for their own accounts have no 
obligation to trade for their own account to offset customer 
buying and selling pressure. 

ll/ Commission data indicate that members executing CTI 1 trades 
were net buyers and members executing CTI 4 trades net 
sellers during the following 30-minute periods on October 19 
in which the S&P 500 futures price decreased: 

Time Period 

8:30-9:00 
9:00-9:30 

11:00-11:30 
11:30-12:00 
12:00-12:30 
12:30-1:00 

Decrease in S&P 500 Futures Price 

20.25 
9.00 
3.00 
0.50 

12.50 
12.00 

The periods of 8:30 - 9:00 a.m., 12:00 - 12:30 p.m., 12:30-
1:00 p.m., and 2:30 - 3:00 p.m. CDT (a decline of 15.00) 
were the periods on October 19 when the S&P 500 futures 
index fell the most. 
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indicates that members executing trades for their own accounts 

were absorbing selling pressure in the falling market. This 

conclusion is supported by data in the Brady Commission Report, 

which stated that en October 19, CTI 1 rlet buyers absorbed 47 

percent of customer (CTI 4) net futures sales. 73J Conversely, 

in three of the four 3D-minute periods on October 19 during which 

the S&P 500 futures price increased, there were net CTI 1 sell 

transactions, which absorbed buying pressures in the market. 

For October 20, CME members executing CTI 1 trades were net 

buyers in three of the five 3D-minute periods when the S&P 500 

futures price declined prior to the suspension of trading. 74/ 

However, during the opening 3D-minute period, when the market 

rose, there were net CTI 1 sell trades. During the last four 

3D-minute trading periods on October 20, CTI 1 net trading 

activity reinforced the dominant market trend, with net CTI 1 

buying during the market rise and net CTI 1 selling when the 

market declined slightly at the end of the day. 

Trading By "primary" Brokers. To assess the availability of 

floor brokers to execute customer orders, data were obtained on 

the number of "primary" pit brokers executing customer trades on 

October 16, 19, and 20. For this purpose, the term primary 

12/ See The Brady commission Report, Study VI, "Performance of 
the Equity Market During the October Market Break and 
Regulatory overview," p. VI-66. 

211 Ibid., p. VI-67. 
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broker does not connote a particular minimum volume or percentage 

of customer (CTI 4) trades executed, but instead is based on a 

functional determination of which brokers filled most of an 

individual clearing member's orders. 75/ 

Staff examined each of the eighty CME member firms that 

cleared trades on the three days under review. six firms did not 

clear any CTI 4 trades on any of these days. Of the remaining 

seventy-four firms, the number of primary brokers executing CTI 4 

trades that cleared through these firms, plus the daily CTI 4 

volume, are as follows: 

CME Primary Brokers and CTI 4 Volume 

October 16 october 19 October 20 

Number of CTI 4 Number of CTI 4 Number of CTI 4 
Primary Contract Primary Contract Primary Contract 
Brokers Volume Brokers Volume Brokers Volume 

115 69,192 170 89,550 132 75,747 

75/ Each broker who executed more than an incidental amount of 
orders for a clearing member was deemed a primary broker. 
However, because the size of clearing firms vary, so too did 
the relative notion of a primary broker. For example, for a 
small clearing firm, a primary broker may be one who 
executes at least 200 contracts per day. However, for a 
large clearing firm, where primary brokers may execute 5,000 
contracts or more per day, a broker executing only 200 
contracts for such a firm would not be considered a primary 
broker. 

Another feature of the S&P 500 pit is that it is common for 
"broker groups," associations of brokers organized pursuant 
to CME rules, to execute customer orders for large firms. 
Under such arrangements, one broker in the group may 
receive all the large orders, another the smaller orders, 
another all the orders for deferred month contracts, and yet 
another all the spread orders. In contrast, customer orders 
from smaller clearing firms tend to be executed by the 
firms' own employees or by smaller independent brokers. 
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These data show the increase in primarj brokers on October 19, 

when CTI 4 volume also increased, and the decrease in primary 

brokers on October 20, when CTI 4 volume also decreased. 

Of the sixty-six clearing firms t.hat cleared CTI 4 trades on 

October 16, fifty-eight had CTI 4 trades executed by primary 

brokers. 2§j On October 19, seventy-two firms cleared CTI 4 

trades, with seventy of these firms clearing CTI 4 trades 

executed by primary brokers. Finally, primary brokers executed 

customer trades at sixty-five of the sixty-nine firms which 

executed CTI .:, trades on October 20. Of the fifty-eight firms 

noted above which had customer trades executed by primary brokers 

on October 16, all firms had at least one primary brokeI· filling 

orders on October 19, and only one of the fifty-eight firms had 

no primary broker filling orders on October 20. These data 

illustrate that there continued to be primary brokers available 

to execute customer orders from CME clearing members on October 

19 and 20, consistent with the normal flow of customer orders, 

despite the extreme market volatility on those two days. Indeed, 

compared to October 16, twelve and seven additional clearing 

firms cleared trades by primary brokers on october 19 and 20, 

respectively. 

2§j . For those eight firms that cleared C'rI 4 trades on 
October 16 that were not executed by primary brokers, the 
CTI 4 trades were spread among a number of floor brokers 
such that no one of these particular brokers could be 
characterized as a primary broker. 
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Volume of Customer Trades. using the CFTC's database, 

commission staff analyzed the volume and size of CTI 4 trades for 

October 16, 19, and 20. Initially, the volume of CTI 4 trades 

was compared to total S&P 500 futures volume as follows: 

10/16 
10/19 
10/20 

CTI 4 Volume as a Percent of 
Total S&P 500 Futures Volume 

48.93 
55.27 
59.85 

As can be seen, the CTI 4 percentages of total volume increased 

both on October 19 and 20, which tends to refute a concern that 

there may have been a material disruption in the execution of 

customer orders in the market. 

As part of this analysis, the number of trades by smaller 

customers also was reviewed. Because smaller trades generally 

are for smaller customers and the execution of larger trades 

generally are for larger customers, smaller trades were quanti-

fied to assess whether smaller customers were getting their 

orders filled. 771 The following categories were established for 

111 Although this assumption does not fit every trade, trading 
patterns generally support this notion. For example, 
individual small customers generally trade in small 
quantities, as opposed to large institutional customers 
whose orders often involve large quantities. When bid or 
offered, large orders generally first will be filled 
opposite other large orders or locals able and willing to 
trade large quantities. Even for large orders that are 
filled opposite a number of other participants, the in 
individual trades that fill large orders tend to be lapgs 
size. 
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purposes of analysis: five contracts or less; six to ten con-

tracts; eleven to twenty-five C'ont.racts; twenty-six to forty-nine 

contracts; and fifty contracts or more. Within each category, 

the number of transactions bought and sold also was calcu-

lated. ~ The number of transactions in each category are shown 

below: 

Number of CTI 4 Transactions 

Transaction Size (contracts) 
5 or Less 6-10 11-25 26-49 50 or More 

Date Buy Sell .ID!Y Sell Buy Sell Buy Sell Buy Sell 
10/16 10,397 9,780 1,483 1,716 752 912 209 247 167 197 
10/19 7,689 7,368 1,432 1,551 885 995 332 364 428 420 
10/20 4,218 4,771 884 941 617 667 219 255 392 394 

Considered another way, the percentage of CTI 4 buy and sell 

transactions within the various transaction-size categories com-

pared to total CTI 4 buy and sell transactions yields the 

following: 

Percentage of CTI 4 Transactions within Size Categories 

Transaction Size (contracts) 

5 or Less 6-10 11-25 26-49 50 or More 
Date Buy Sell Buy Sell Buy Sell Buy Sell Buy Sell 
10/16 80 76 11 13 6 7 2 2 1 2 
10/19 '71 70 13 14 8 9 3 3 4 4 
10/20 67 68 14 13 10 9 3 4 6 6 

~ Buy-side and sell-side figures often vary because of split 
fills, ~, a 15-1ot trade being filled opposite two 
members, one getting five lots and the other ten lots. In 
addition, buys and sells will not be equal in quantity 
because these figures include only CTI 4 trades and thus do 
not consider those CTI 1, 2, and 3 trades filled opposite 
CTI 4 trades. 
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The figures reveal that the percentage of CTI 4 transactions 

involving five contracts or less did not drop below 67 percent, 

indicating that a high percentage of smaller customer trades 

continued to be executed on October 19 and 20. In addition, a 

breakdown of CTI 4 trades on each of the three days by the 

3D-minute time periods in which the trades occurred indicates 

that CTI 4 trading generally was distributed similarly in corre

sponding 3D-minute time periods throughout the day. 

Member Trading. In addition to reviewing the number of 

members who executed CTI 1 trades, the total number of members 

who executed S&P 500 futures trades also was determined. These 

data show that 553 CME members executed trades in the S&P 500 pit 

on October 16, with an average of 282 members trading per 30-

minute period. That number decreased only slightly to 526 

members (263 members per 3D-minute period) on October 19, the 

record volume day, and more significantly to 438 members (197 

members per 3D-minute period) on October 20. However, the volume 

of contracts traded on October 20 was down 7 percent from Octo

ber 16, and the number of transactions decreased by approximately 

53 percent. These figures indicate that a significant number of 

members participated in trading on both October 19 and 20. 

As shown below, Commission staff also reviewed trading by 

the 30 members who traded the largest quantities on October 16 to 
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determine if these members similarly were active on October 19 

and 20. 121 

Trading by the 30 Members Most Active on October 16 

Average 
Aggregate Percent of Aggregate Transaction 

Date Volume Total Volume Transactions Size 

10/16 58,228 43 7,431 7.84 
10/19 88,684 55 6,921 12.81 
10/20 63,635 50 4,845 13.13 

As these figures indicate, the 30 members who executed the 

largest volume of trades on October 16 continued to be active in 

the market on October 19 and 20. 

Conclusion. '1'he data regarding trading on October 19 and 20 

indicate that there was broad participation in S&P 500 futures by 

all major market groups, including members trading for their own 

accounts and brokers who executed customer orders. In addition, 

CME members trading for their own accounts absorbed customer 

selling pressure on both days at times when the market was 

falling. Although volatile market conditions may have deterred 

some customers and members from trading, it appears that there 

generally continued to be broad participation from all segments 

of the market. 

121 Of these thirty members, seven traded predominantly for 
their own accounts (CTI 1 trades), twenty-one traded 
predominantly for customer accounts (CTI 4 trades), and two 
traded predominantly for house accounts (CTI 2 trades) or 
for members present on the CME floor (CTI 3 trades). 
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V. TRADE PRACTICE SURVEILLANCE 

Although the Commission has in place an ongoing, comprehen-

sive trade practice surveillance program, commission staff 

particularly monitored and examined trading activity during the 

week of October 19 in order to determine whether any trading 

abuses or market manipulations occurred. The particular investi-

gat ions conducted by Commission staff are described below follow-

ing a general overview of the Commission's trade practice 

surveillance program. 

Generally, the purpose of the Commission's trade practice 

surveillance program is to detect, deter, and provide a basis for 

prosecuting trade practices which can lessen the competitiveness 

of futures trading or by which floor brokers or futures commis

sion merchants take advantage of customers. ~ The Commission's 

trade practice surveillance program has several elements, 

including: (1) the collection of trading data; (2) trade 

practice investigations (TPIs), the direct analyses of particular 

market segments, transactions, or participants to detect trading 

abuses; and (3) random floor surveillance to detect and deter 

violative trading practices, to keep apprised of routine and 

801 The particulars of the CFTC's trade practice surveillance 
program are set forth as they relate to the two largest 
stock index futures markets in Chicago and the activity of 
the commission's Chicago regional staff, although such 
programs are in place for all markets. 
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variant trading practices and procedures, and o'therwise to obtain 

information from exchange members and exchange or firm personnel. 

This program supplements similar trade practice surveillance 

programs required to be maintained by each futures exchange and 

is the focal point of CFTC oversight of exchange trade practices. 

Based on this monitoring, commission staff regularly refers 

suspicious trading activity to the exchanges and also may refer 

such activity to the Commission's Division of Enforcement. CFTC 

staff also regularly issues public rule enforcement reviews of 

exchange trade practice surveillance programs, which evaluate, 

among other things, the adequacy of exchange activities in this 

area, including exchange follow-up on Commission staff referrals 

and other recommendations. 

A. Trade Practice Investigations 

TPIs are conducted by Commission staff on a regular basis on 

all contracts. To accomplish this task, the Commission has 

assembled a database of computer-readable trade information for 

every trade cleared through each clearing firm of an exchange for 

all days and markets. H1/ That database is updated monthly (or 

more frequently, when necessary) and includes for each trade 

essentially all data found on original trading documents, such as 

H1/ Exchanges' time and sales data, which reflect trade prices 
and times at which they occurred, also are obtained in 
computer-readable and hard copy form on an as-needed basis. 
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the contract, Jnonth, price, quantity, buying and selling meJRbers, 

• 
buying and selling clearing meJRbers, the customer type indicator, 

and the minute of trade execution. ~ 

This computerized data enables staff to identify in the 

first instance potentially improper trade practices and to 

analyze suspicious trading patterns expeditiously and efficiently 

without engaging in the time-consuming task of requesting, 

gathering, and analyzing the original documents. Later in the 

investigative process or when the data are ambiguous or in 

conflict, original trading records may be requested. However, by 

identifying in the first instance specific conduct, these data 

permit focused document requests that address particular trans-

actions. As a result, the more limited set of documents can be 

obtained from FCMs and traders and analyzed by Commission staff 

more quickly than if a much larger number of the original trading 

documents were collected to reconstruct trading. This substan

tially decreases the burden on market participants of gathering 

and producing documents, and on Commission staff of analyzing 

voluminous documents relating to large, undifferentiated segments 

of market activity. 

commission staff analyze these data with the assistance of 

both personal and mainframe computers. Through the use of more 

than thirty programs designed to isolate for further review 

~ These and other data are required to be generated and 
maintained by exchanges pursuant to Commission regulations. 
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suspicious trades or patterns of trades, staff is able to conduct 

thorough analyses more quickly. For example, if there is concern 

regarding preferential trading between certain members or groups 

of members, staff initially may request a report showing all of 

the trades made by a specific individual with another member or 

group of members for any period of time, from a period of minutes 

to a month or even longer. If a patte:t"n of suspicious activity 

is identified for a particular individual or time period, a more 

focused and detailed report may be obtained. The types of 

activity which such analyses are designed to detect include, 

among other trading violations: trading ahead (when a broker 

trades for his own account while holding executable customer 

orders); ~ wash trading (entering into or purporting to enter 

into transactions for the purpose of giving the appearance that 

purchases and sales are being or have been made but without 

actually taking a position in the market); bucketing (directly or 

indirectly taking the opposite side of a customer's order into 

the handling broker's own account or into an account in which he 

has an interest, not in accordance with exchange rules); and 

other noncompetitively executed transactions. commission staff 

also investigates possible instances of market manipulation. 

~ A time-sequenced listing of all trades of a dual trader (a 
member who executes customer orders and also trades for his 
own account) can be generated during a selected time frame to 
determine whether that broker traded at a better price for 
his own account than he did for a customer and thereby 
traded ahead of his customer in violation of the Commodity 
Exchange Act and exchange rules. 
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In addition to detecting trading abuses, CFTC staff 

evaluates markets and market events by determining the nature of 

trading or trade participation at particular times. ~ Such 

market studies were begun in the stock index futures contracts 

during the week of October 19 relative to trading activity during 

that week. 

The Commission's and the exchanges' ability to conduct 

effective trade surveillance has been enhanced greatly with the 

recent implementation of improved exchange audit trail systems, 

under which one-minute execution times must be provided for each 

trade. The Commission amended Regulation 1.35(g) in January 1986 

to require such one-minute execution times in lieu of the pre-

viously required half-hour bracket designations. The exchanges 

implemented systems to comply with this requirement by July 1987. 

The addition of the one-minute execution times facilitates 

automated sequencing of transactions for an entire market or any 

subset thereof. ~ 

In addition, data available from the Commission's large-

trader reporting system and other Commission files are available 

84/ See section V.B, infra. 

85/ The Brady Commission Report noted the significance of trade 
timing data in assessing the nature and cause of a market 
crisis, determining who bought and sold, diagnosing 
developing problems, and uncovering potentially damaging 
abuses. The Brady Commission found that the futures 
clearinghouse and 'large-trader information systems permit 
such assessments, but that the stock exchanges have no 
system which details trades and trading times by customer. 
Brady Commission Report, p. 67. 
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to Commission staff, ~ Such additional data may provide direct 

or supporting evidence of a possible violation. Finally, Commis

sion staff also conducts interviews to obtain additional informa-

tion relevant to investigations. 

The staff initiates TPIs for any of several reasons. 

As described above, TPIs very often are initiated as a matter 

of routine coverage of the futures and option contracts traded on 

commodity exchanges. TPIs also may be initiated as a result of: 

(1) increased volatility; (2) monitoring prices and specific 

market information provided by wir"e services; (3) allegations or 

information provided to staff anonymously or by an identified 

market source or found in the news media; (4) market rumors; or 

(5) referrals of suspicious activity uncovered in market 

surveillance activity. In the case of more extensive investi-

gations, CFTC staff may issue a report setting forth its 

findings. 87/ 

Under the Commodity Exchange Act and Commission regulations, 

exchanges are required to develop and maintain compliance staffs 

and effective trade practice surveillance programs to fulfill 

86/ See Interim Report, pp. 25-26, and section VI, infra, for a 
description of the Commission's large-trader reporting 
system and database. 

~ See Report of the Division of Trading and Markets: Volume 
Investors corporation (July 1985); Division of Trading and 
Markets, Silver Market of 1970/1980. Actions of the Chicago 
Board of Trade and the Commodity Exchange. Inc. 
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their self-regulatory responsibilities. 881 The exchanges 

conduct floor surveillance and perform TPls using the data 

generated by the clearing organizations and their own computer 

capabilities. These exchange programs are expected to constitute 

the first-line of regulation and are subject to commission 

oversight through the rule enforcement review program, TPl:s, and 

other less formal oversight mechanisms, such as floor surveil-

lance. 

B. The Week of October 19. 19B7 

Commission staff initially was alerted on october 14 to the 

potential for increased stock index volatility when several staff 

members present on the trading floor observed the activity in the 

S&P 500 market. By the afternoon of October 19, Commission staff 

maintained a nearly continual presence on the trading floors of 

both the CME S&P 500 and CBT MMI markets, which included observ-

ing trading and speaking to members and exchange personnel on the 

BBI Commission Regulation 1.51 requires that each contract 
market use due diligence in maintaining a continuing 
affirmative action program to secure compliance with 
provisions of the Act, Commission regulations, and exchange 
rules and bylaws. With respect to trade practice 
surveillance, such programs must include surveillance of 
trading on the floor of the exchange, investigation of 
complaints received from customers concerning the handling 
of their accounts or orders, investigation of all other 
alleged or apparent violations, and such other surveillance 
as is necessary to enforce the Act, Commission regulations, 
and exchange rules and bylaws. 
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floor. On October 21, staff requested s'tock index futures 

trading data for the period from October 12 forward. Upon 

receipt of these data, the staff immediately initiated a series 

of computer-assisted TPls to detect possible violative activity 

and to perform background market analyses of trading and pit 

participation. 

s'taff also monitored exchange investigations into trading 

during this period. The CME initiated eight S&P 500 futures 

investigations, four because of customer or clearing firm com

plaints, three internally generated, and one because of a 

member's complaint. The investigation arising from the member's 

complaint has been completed, referred to a disciplinary 

committee, and closed with the finding that no violation of 

exchange rules had occurred. The customer or firm complaints 

generally question the prices they received on their filled 

orders. The other investigations involve allegations of non

competitive trading, wash trading, or the disclosure of customer 

orders. One investigation is, in part, an inquiry into the 

opening of trading on October 22. (The staff's investigation of 

that activity is discussed below.) 

The CBT initiated six investigations in MMI futures, opened 

another investigation following a customer's complaint, and 

conducted a study of MMI futures trading for that period of time 

on October 20 when trading in stock index futures was halted at 

other exchanges. The six investigations are routine analyses of 

the opening trading period or other active trading periods during 

the week of October 19-23, one of which was closed with a finding 
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of no apparent Exchange rule violations. The customer complaint 

involves a question regarding the price movement of the MMI near 

the close of trading on October 21. 

Commission staff also initiated TPIs to detect possible 

trade practice violations from October 12 th~ough 23, with 

particular emphasis on October 16 through 22. Initial computer 

reports sorted the data in a manner conducive to detecting 

possible violative activity, and supplementary reports were 

generated where necessary to focus the analysis. To date, 

Commission staff has not identified any pattern of futures or 

options on futures trading which indicates possible violative 

activity or warrants referral to the Commission's Division of 

Enforcement or the exchanges for further investigation. 

Of the TPIs initiated by Commission staff, three are 

described below. First, CFTC staff conducted an investigation of 

an.unusual price movement in the CBT's MMI futures contract on 

October 20 when other stock index futures markets temporarily 

closed. The investigation focused on trading between 11:00 a.m. 

and 12:30 p.m. CDT to detennine whether the MMI contract's price 

movement was caused by any violative activity. The investigation 

found no reasonable indication of price manipulation of the MMI 

futures contract. 891 

891 Analysis of Trading in the Chicago Board of Trade's Maior 
Market Index Futures Contract on October 20, 1987. The 
Division of Trading and Markets published this report 
because of public interest in the october 20 MMI market 

(Footnote continued) 
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Second, because of reports heard by Commission staff during 

CME floor surveillance on the morning of october 22 and of 

concerns expressed elsewhere, Commission staff investigated the 

activities of a particular clearing firm, traders clearing 

through that firm who executed large sell orders during that 

morning, and the impact of those orders on the price of the 

December 1987 S&P 500 futures contract. CFTC staff analyzed all 

trades executed between 8:30 and 10:00 a.m. CDT, particularly the 

opening five minutes of trading and trading through that clearing 

firm. 

The December S&P 500 futures contract settled at approxi-

mately 258 on October 21 but opened at 8:30 a.m. on October 22 at 

202. The price dropped to 195 (the low of the day) in the next 

minute, rose to 200, again dropped to 195 within another minute, 

and then began rising until it reached 235 at 8:38 a.m. 

Approximately two minutes before the opening bell, a customer of 

the clearing member in question submitted a 1200-contract sell 

order at a limit price of 200. 

At 8:34 a.m., after most of the first order had been sold, a 

second, identical 1,200-contract sell order from the same 

customer was delivered to the same brolcer v/ho executed the prior 

order. However, because of a misunderstanding when the second 

order was transmitted to the broker, the broker inadvertently 

(Footnote continued) 
move. ·The Division's findings were supported in the Brady 
Commission Report. See the Brady Commission Report, 
pp. VI-68 - VI-69. 
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oversold 651 contracts. This resulted in a total sale of 3,051 

contracts. Consistent with industry practice, the oversold 

contracts were taken into the clearing firm's error account, 

resulting in a significant monetary loss to that firm. The 2,400 

contracts sold for the customer were executed in forty-two 

transactions opposite twenty other brokers/traders clearing 

through twenty-four firms. The 651 contracts filled in error 

were executed in eleven other transactions, opposite eight 

brokers/traders clearing through six firms. 90/ 

The Commission's large-trader reporting system showed that 

the customer in question assumed a 2,400-contract long position 

in the S&P 500 contract on October 21. After selling the 2,400 

contracts on October 22, the customer had no reportable 

position. 91/ The sell trades on October 22 liquidated the open 

long position from October 21 and represented a loss of at least 

$50 million. commission staff did not pursue this investigation 

further because, absent other information, the pattern of trading 

did not appear to warrant further investigation. ~ The 

90/ Within the longer time period analyzed on October 22, the 
clearing firm in question also entered and filled four large 
sell orders for a pension fund customer between 9:34 and 
10:45 a.m. A total of 2,478 contracts were sold at 
successively higher prices ranging from 230 to 241. 

~ The Commission's reportable level for the CME S&P 500 
futures contract is 300 contracts. 

~ The CME Compliance staff also initiated an investigation 
into this matter. Although the CME has not closed its 
investigation, Commission staff review of the Exchange's 

(Footnote continued) 
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liquidation of a large long position established on the previous 

day (October 21) at a sUbstantial loss through multiple trans-

actions involving many different opposite members and accounts, 

all at one price, is inconsistent with the selling of futures for 

the purpose of lowering the market price. 

Another area of trading reviewed by CFTC staff was six 

exchange of futures for physicals (EFP) transactions executed 

from Oct,ober 19 through 23. ~ Following its own recently 

completed and extensive study of EFPs in all markets, including 

(Footnote continued) 
investigation indicates that information developed by the 
Exchange generally is consistent with the findings of 
Commission staff. 

~ EFPs are an exception to the competitive execution 
requirements of the Act and the Commission's regulations 
when permitted pursuant to exchange rules which have been 
approved by the commission. A stock index EFP is a 
transaction in which one party buys the cash (stocks) and 
simultaneously sells futures contracts, while the other 
party sells the cash and simultaneously buys futures 
contracts. The price of the futures contract, the quantity 
of the futures and cash positions, and other terms are 
privately negotiated by the parties rather than being 
competitively executed in the pit. 

stock index EFPs usually are priced at a differential based 
on the current price of the stock at a premium or discount 
to the fair value of the stock index futures contract. The 
structure of the EFP makes it a very efficient vehicle to 
facilitate combined cash/futures transactions, such as stock 
index arbitrage. The cash component of the transaction 
involves a basket of stocks whose weighted prices are 
correlated cloSelY with the value of the index. In the S&P 
500 futures contract, for example, the cash leg of EFPs 
generally consists of about 480 of the 500 stocks in 
appropriate proportions. The remaining stocks, usually 
those least capitalized and having the least influence in 
the index, are omitted due to liquidity or operational 
barriers. 
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the stock index futures, 94/ Commission staff gathered and 

analyzed data related to the six EFP transactions and interviewed 

traders who had arranged or executed those trades. 

The six EFP transactions reviewed were as follows: 

(1) On October 19, clearing firm A's house account 
exchanged 1,000 futures contracts in two EFPs, 
selling 400 contracts opposite a clearing firm A 
pension fund customer account and 600 contracts 
opposite clearing firm B's hcuse account. 

(2) On October 22, 4,400 futures contracts were 
exchanged between clearing firm C's house account 
and clearing firm D's house account. Clearing 
firm C bought the futures and sold the cash. 

(3) On October 23, clearing firm D, on behalf of a 
pension fund customer account managed by an insti
tutional manager, exchanged 1,435 futures 
contracts in three EFPs, selling the contracts 
opposite three clearing firm E customer accounts 
managed by that instituti.onal manager, for 820 
contracts, 410 contracts and 205 contracts. 

Review by Commission staff indicated that the EFPs involved 

the actual exchange of securities and futures and, further, that 

there was no question as to the bona fides of these transactions. 

The EFP between clearing firm A and clearing firm B (1 above) was 

similar to a number of other transactions entered into by those 

firms opposite each other between February and October 19, 1987. 

That EFP, as well as the remaining EFPs, was effected to transfer 

combined cash/futures positions. Three of the transactions 

involved customer accounts on both sides (3 above), two involved 

94/ Division of Trading and Markets, Report on Exchanges of 
Futures for Physicals (October 1, 1987) hereinafter EFP 
Report. 
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house accounts on both sides (1 and 2 above), and one involved a 

house acco'unt opposite a customer account (1 above). 

Generally, these transactions involved accounts that had an 

established long futures/short stock position. Such a position 

"locks in" a profit based on the differential between the futures 

and cash prices when the position is assumed because the futures 

contract settles at the price of the cash index. However. when 

futures prices fall greatly, as they did during the week. of 

October 19, significant margins are required on the long futures 

position. The cost of maintaining such a position was magnified 

by increases in CME margin requirements during the week these 

EFPs were executed. To avoid additional margin calls, the 

position could be liquidated via an EFP if a counterparty could 

be found for the transaction. 

EFPs provide an efficient means to effect such a liquidation 

because the party seeking to avoid further margin obligations 

liquidates its futures position, while the other establishes a 

new futures position via an EFP. Accordingly, the EFPs reviewed 

by CFTC staff were consistent with the parties' prior business 

practices and/or stock index EFP practices as described in the 

EFP Report. 95/ 

95/ IQig., pp. 91-108. 
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C. Conclusion 

The trade practice ,surveillance systems in place at the 

Commission have the demonstrated capacity to review large amounts 

of trading data on an expedited schedule. In particular, the 

CFTC's computer-assisted trade database and recently required 

one-minute trade execution times permit effective and prompt 

evaluations of such data for a variety of purposes. Commission 

staff conducted floor and computer-assisted surveillance, TPIs, 

and market studies of trading activity during the week of 

October 19. Included were three trade practice investigations 

that focused on trading related to two large market price moves 

and EFPs. This trade practice surveillance activity did not 

identify any pattern of futures or options on futures trading 

which indicates violative activity. 
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VI. ASSESSMENT OF REGULATORY AND SELF-REGULATORY PROGRAMS 

A. The Commission's Market Surveillance Program 

The Commission routinely conducts direct, daily market 

surveillance of all futures and option markets under its 

jurisdiction. The Commission receives, each day for each futures 

market, data detailing the total market activity, the aggregate 

positions and trading for each clearing member (separately for 

proprietary and customer accounts), and the positions of 

individual traders in excess of specified reporting levels. 

Those data are transmitted to the Commission via telecommunica

tions or magnetic tape by exchanges, futures commission mer

chants, clearing members, and foreign brokers and are available 

for analysis on a next-day basis. 

Preliminary computer processing subjects the data to an 

array of edit and cross checks among various data items for 

consistency. Displays of likely errors and inconsistencies allow 

Commission staff readily to identify and correct likely reporting 

errors. In addition, using specified identification items, 

individual trader's positions are combined for all reporting 

brokerage firms. A variety of computer analyses of large data 

are available, providing intra- and inter-commodity comparisons 

of traders by size of positions, trading activity, and deliveries 

on the underlying contract. Additionally, software systems 

cOlwine option and futures data, immediately pinpointing those 

traders who may have exceeded Federal or exchange-set speculative 
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positions limits. Other software systems are available for 

retrieving and analyzing historical data for single traders or 

groups of related traders. 

computer software also is available that provides analyses 

of prices and price relationships, open contracts, and trading 

volume, including comparisons with similar periods of time during 

previous months or yeax's. These various data are useful both for 

detecting unusual trading patterns or price relationships that 

might indicate sources of potential market problems and for 

providing insights into changing market conditions. Analysts 

frequently contact major traders to discuss new trading strate

gies and to resolve potential market congestion. In addition, 

the Commission has broad inspection powers that permit immediate 

access to records of firms' and individuals' trading activities 

in futures and related option and cash markets. 

Futures exchanges' market surveillance programs also rely 

heavily on large-trader reporting systems. Exchange surveillance 

programs periodically are reviewed by the commission to deter

mine, among other things, whether exchanges are obtaining and 

analyzing accurate and comprehensive data, whether traders' 

positions are identified properly and aggregated on the basis of 

common control or financial interest for speculative limits 

enforcement and general surveillance, and whether exchange 

analysts are receiving the information in a timely and usable 
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manruer .. 95/ Th{f~ (:Ol'HOJ.SS:tO!1 generally has found that: exchanges' 

large-tr.ader !:'ep()rtin~J .~;yst€.ms meet: CF'T.'C sta.ndards, and cOIr.mi.s-

sion staff has provided, via its rule enforcement program, 

suggestions to each exchange for improving its systems. 

CFTC and exchange surveillance of the four principal stock 

index fut.tlres and thei.r associat:ed c.ption mar.ket:s was i.ntensified 

in early Oct~()ber 1987 as markets beca.me more volatile. Emphasis 

was placed cn the S&P 500 futures contr"ct because it has much 

larger volumf;: and o~en interest than the other stock index 

futures. The expirat.ion of the CBT' s Octobe.!:' Ml'U future on 

October 16, 1987, ~ias monitored closely as well. 

The results of the ongoing monitoring, analysis, and trade 

contacts were provided to the COllImission and other regulatory 

agencies throughout +.:he October peri()d. As detailed in the 

Interim Report, the Commissicn's staff maintained particularly 

close contact and cooperation with staffs of the relevant futures 

exchanges, the SEC, and the Board of Governors of the Federal 

Reserve System (Federal Reserve Board). SEC staff, in particu

lar, was provided detailed futures position data and, along with 

staff of t:he Federal Reserve Board, attended Commission surveil-

lance briefings. 21/ 

96/ The results of such reviews ~'outinely are published by the 
Commission I s sta.ff. see, for example, Follow--up Rule 
Enforcem.ent Review of the Chi.caga M~rcantile Exchiilnge, 
Division of ~;:rading and Markets, June 30, 1987. 

ll/ See Inte:dm Repl.'rt, QR. cit., pp. 2~)-29. 
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Cor~lpai·d.ble d~ta :t:'E:gc:..L"dinq NYSE activ.i. ty hy firms active ill 

stock inde.x futur'es I' how"evE-i', 'Iiiere not .:-,·v-ailable. on a. t:im.aly 

basi.s as events unfolded. Detailed securities transaction data 

Kerc not obtai ned by Cf'1'C or SEC st.affs unt . .:i.l late November when 

firms responded to the previously discussed SEC/CF'TC survey. 

\vhiJ.e Section rII of t.his report is based in lareJE part on those 

survey data I t.he collection of those dat,a waC:. \~ery labor 

intensive and difficult to standardize, and there was little 

opportunity to verify the accuracy or consistency of all of the 

survey information. At present, it is the defic.iency in the 

rapid and accurate identification of timed stock transactions, by 

beneficial O'<mership, that is the principal weakness in imple-

menting a comprehensive data system spann' .. ng stock and stock 

index futures transactions. 

Coromission staff believes a more routine and efficient means 

of compiling individual account data, for example oro arbitrage-

related stock transactions, is needed. ~...§..I In this context, 

commission staff is analyzing alternative means and already has 

taken certain steps to improve the routine collection of futu~S 

market information to capture more specific stock index futures 

data by trading strategy . Such data will be pa.rticularly useful 

.i n conj uncti on with i.Tnproved availabil i ty of cash market data. 

In particlilar: Commission staff has improved the timeliness of 

.. 
-'}I;l/ See also the SEC's report regaralng trading on September ,. 

and 12 I 1986, Qi2. c 1. t.. Execut i ''v~/a Surnma.1:"Y ~ 
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obtaining pr'ofUes of market participant.s by formalizing and 

automating what had been a manual method. o:f c~lassifying certain 

commercial t:raders I posi tiom, in st:oc.k index futures. In this 

context, the st:aff has flagged, in the account: identification 

system, broker/dealers, whose futures trading is often associated 

with index arbitrage, and inst.itutional investors, whose futures 

trading is oft.en associat.ed with portfolio insurance or other 

hedging strategies. Computer analyses of large-trader data using 

these profiles enable the staff to evaluate rapidly the aggregate 

size of certain types of trading strategies and, by reviewing the 

cumulative daily net position changes, to estimate the volume of 

those activities on specific dates. 

The Commission's large-trader reporting system presently 

classifies traders, and from those trader olassificationFl 

assumptions can be made about the trading strategies being 

employed. Nevertheless, a better way is needed to classify 

market activity by particular strategies since some traders 

employ multiple strategies. For example, traders engaged in 

index arbitrage could be required to conduct all such activity 

through separately identified futures trading accounts. That 

trading could then be reconstructed rapidly on an execution-time 

basis through the futures exchanges' current audit trail systems. 

Similar procedures could be used to isolate other trading 

strategies of regulatory interest. commission staff presently is 

explol."ing t:he most f;ffecti ve means of obtaining, on a routine 

basis, sllch deta.i.led data on the magnitude of stock index futures 

trading classified by principal trading strategies. 
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B. Daily Price Limits 

Daily price fluctuation limits have a long history on 

futures exchanges. Such rules prohibit trading at prices a 

specified level above or below the previous day's settlement 

price. The most often cited rationale for price limits is that 

they constrain the daily financial exposure of futures commission 

merchants and clearing members by providing a ceiling on the 

amount of margin calls due as a result of any day's trading. In 

addition, proponents of price limits believe they may serve to 

keep the markets from overreacting to major market news or 

rumors, particularly during periods of significant uncertainty. 

The thought is that during such periods the market may telnporari

ly move too far in one direction before reestablishing a less 

extreme equilibrium and that price limits will prevent partici

pants from being "whipsawed" out of the market, for financial 

reasons, by the interim fluctuations. This latter argument 

typically is used with respect to futures markets that play a 

central role in pricing cash commodities, such as in the grains, 

and where the futures market is the major price-reference point. 

The disadvantages of price limits are also quite straight

forward in that they prevent the market from "clearing" on days 

they are in effect, i.e., some traders will be unable to 

liquidate t.heir positions, and new orders will go unfilled 

because the equilibrating price lies outside the daily price 

limit. This, for instance, makes it difficult or impossible to 

liquidate or establish hedging positions at those times when 
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firms particularly may wish to do so. 9'i/ In addition. of 

course. daily price limits direct:ly impede 'the price discovery 

process and can result in intermark,et distort:ions--and corre-

sponding risks"'-when cOinpara~"le limits do not exist for related 

markets. 

Al though price 1 imi ts .lere at one 'time uniformly in effect 

on every acti.vely traded fu'tures contract, .lQQj there were none 

in effect for any of the actively traded stock index futures 

contracts on Octob",r 19, 1987. A trend toward liberalization or 

abandonment of price limits by futures exchanges began in the 

early and mid-1970's in response to volatile conditions in the 

grain markets. In response to episodes of suc,cessive "lock-

limit days" that occurred at that time, exchanges first increased 

the levels o'f their price limits and then adopted rules for 

"variable" or "expanding" limits. Under such rules, the level of 

a price limit is increased automatically one ell' more times (and 

sometimes removed'a1together) after a prespecified number of 

limit-move 'days, and the original levels are automatically 

restored once the limit moves have ceased. The rationale behind 

.2..2./ In this regaL'd, it has been argued that the fear of being 
"locked in" is an impediment to full commercial 
participation and liquidi'ty in futures markets. It also has 
been suggested that the threat of being locked in may 
precipitat;e further limit moves on successive days as 
traders scramble to get cut of the market. 

1001 In May 198D, the Commission designated the first, futures 
contracts to trade without daily price limits. These were 
t.he New York Fu'!:ures Exchange's foreign currency contracts. 
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such variable limits is to provide the short-run advantages of 

price limits but to allow the market to adjust in a more orderly 

yet timely fashion to the new equilibrium in the event of 

continued, unidirectional pressure. 

Another trend in the liberalization of daily price limits 

has been their removal from the trading in the nearby (~, next 

to expire) month and, in some cases, the two most nearby con-

tracts. Often used in ,conjunction with variable limits, the 

rationale of this provision is to assure that there is always at 

least one segment of the market (i.e., the lead month) available 

for trading. Even if trading in the more distant months is 

impeded by limits, traders can trade in the lead month, on a 

proxy basis, as a means of covering existing positions or 

establishing new ones. 1011 

As initially designated by the Commission in 1982, several 

of the stock index futures contracts included price fluctuation 

limit rules and others did not. However, in many of those cases 

where price limits were initially in effect, amendments to remov.e 

them were subsequently approved. For instance, the CME S&P 500 

futures contract had a maximum daily price fluctuation limit at 

1011 In this regard, there generally are no limits on the values 
for spread transactions, i.e., transactions executed as the 
difference between a buy and a sell in different trading 
months. Under the conditions noted above, a spread . 
transaction with one leg in the lead month may be executed 
as a means of rolling a more deferred position into the lead 
month where it can be liquidated in the absence of price 
limits. 
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the time of its designation in ]I.pril 1982. The Commission subse-

quently approved an increase in those limits and, in January 

1983, their deletion. 102/ 

On October 23, the CNE, NYFE, and KCBT, by emergency 

actions, put into, effect price fluctuation limits for their 

actively traded stock index contracts. The fourth exchange with 

stock index futures trading activity, the CBT, did not implement 

limits on an emergency basis. Subsequently, however, the 

commission has approved permanent limits for the CBT's, CME's, 

and KCBT' s actively tra,ded stock index contracts (Appendix C, 

Exhibit 1). In each case, the exchanges' rules contain an 

expansion factor that increases the initial limit by amounts of 

between 30 and 50 percent after two days of limit moves. In 

addition, the limits do not apply on the last day of trading in 

an expiring contract. 

Analysis of the recently approved price limits in terms of 

the 1986 and 1987 daily close-to-close prices of the nearby 

contracts in the three stock index futures contracts indicates 

that the limits would have been reached only on october 19, 1987. 

On that date the base limit level constituted from 37 to 74 

percent of the close-to-close range for the spot future. For 

instance, the closing settlement price for the S&P 500 December 

The CME also has removed all price limits from the 
Exchange's foreign currency futures (approved by the 
Commission in February 1985) and all other actively traded 
financial futures (approved by the Commission in December 
1985) . 
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future dropped nearly 81 points bah/eerl Friday, october 16, and 

Monday, October 19, "hile the recently approved price liInit is 30 

points (37 percent). lOY There "e:r.e, hm·,ever, other time 

periods when the intraday movement in some stock index futures 

markets exceeded the levels of t.he recentl.y approved price 

limits, and there also were days when price changes app:t'oaching 

those levels were experienced. In submitting permanent price 

limits rules, two of the exchanges noted that they were continu-

ing to consider alternative a.pprOacl.1ES or indicated that matters 

were still under revie~l. 194/ Further, in a January 19, 1988, 

letter to the commission concerning price limits for its NYSE 

composite stock index futures contract, the NYFE stated that it 

was considering other alternatives. 

The price limits imposed by the exchanges appear to strike a 

balance between the competing benefits and costs noted above. 

The magnitudes of the stock index futures limits now in place are 

outside the range of daily price movements typically experienced 

in the underlying index, yet these lirllits would have been reached 

during the trading day on October 19 in the case of each of the 

103/ The base (non-expanded) limit levels for the other two 
actively traded stock index futures contracts with the 
October 16 to 19 change in closing prices in parenthesis 
are: CST MMI, 40 points (l08.50) and RCST VIA, 35 points 
(46.90) • 

104/ Provisions of the Commodity Exchange Act. pertaining to 
exchange emergency actions contain a 90-day limitation on 
the effective period of such rules. As noted, three of the 
exchanges inlplemented their emergency price rules on 
October 23, 1987, and permanent :rules were approved by the 
Commission on January 21, 1988. 
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three stock index futures contracts that currently have price 

limits. 1051 

One further observation is warranted. The discussion and 

analyses in previous sections of this report indicate that, when 

futures contracts are not accurately reflecting cash market 

prices, firms are likely to execute desired trades directly in 

the cash market. Accordingly, if the price fluctuation limits 

for stock index futures are reached, one effect may be to place 

additional pressures on the liquidity in the stock market. 

C. Interagency Coordination 

In today's complex, interrelated financial system the need 

for continued coordination among the Federal authorities 

responsible for regulating various segments of the system is 

undeniable. A significant failure in one segment can have 

serious repercussions for the other segments. Moreover, since 

1051 In addition to price limits for the above-mentioned futures 
contracts, the CME also amended the terms of its option on 
the S&P 500 futures contract to provide that that contract 
will cease trading in the event that the underlying futures 
contract reaches its limits. These rules, which were 
approved by the Commission on January 21, 1988, on a 
permanent basis, also had been previously adopted as 
emergency rules. The option on the KCBT's VLA future is 
currently dormant within the meaning of Commission Rule 5.2, 
which provides that the option cannot be relisted without an 
opportunity for review by the CFTC. The CBT is not 
designated to trade an option on the MMI future, although 
the American stock Exchange does trade an option on that 
index. 
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the threat of a financial failure could take place in any 

segment, all regulatory authorities need to be alert continuously 

to surrounding economic events. 

The importance of interagency coordination became increas

ingly apparent to the commission in the aftermath of the silver 

market crisis of 1979-80. Immediately following that situation, 

the Commission began to seek more formal liaison and 

information-sharing relationships with other financial market 

regulators. The Commission established regular interagency 

financial futures surveillance meetings involving staff represen

tatives of the Commission, the Federal Reserve Board, the New 

York Federal Reserve Bank, and the Departnlent of the Treasury. 

When stock index futures began trading in 1982, the Commission 

also invited Securities and Exchange Commission staff to partici

pate in those quarterly surveillance meetings. At those 

meetings, which precede the expirations of the major 

fixed-income, foreign currency and stock index futures contracts, 

confidential surveillance information about those markets is 

exchanged. Designated staff members at each of the agencies also 

have been authorized to share confidential surveillance informa

tion more routinely when the need arises. 

In recognition of the concerns of banking regulators, in 

1982 the Commission also initiated a monthly report in which the 

reportable futures positions of all banks and savings and loan 

institutions are provided by CFTC staff to the appropriate 

regulatory authorities. The recipients of these data include the 

New York Federal Reserve Bank, the Federal Reserve Board, the 
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Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Deposit IKlsurance 

corporat~ion, and the FederaJ. Home r~oan Bank Board. 

with these j_nteragency liaison arrangements in place, when 

the events of mid·-October u.nfolded, t:he Cormnission immediately 

began sharing extelrlsive information with appropriate Federal 

counterparts, particularly t.he SEC and the Federal Reserve Board. 

Futures and securities exchanges also maintained close communica

tions among themselves and with the CFTC, SEC, and Federal 

Reserve Board. The generally excellent infonnation sharing and 

coordination among the futures and securities industry regulatory 

and self-regulatory organizations helped to confine the financial 

strai.ns resulting from the October stock price decline and to 

avoid a broader, DlOre serious financial crisis. 

There is one area, however, in which interindustry coordina

tion could have been be·tter during this peri.od. That involves 

the closing of trading in individual stocks on the NYSE, 

especially on October 19 and 20, and, in particular, the 

confusion concerning the reported imminent closing of the entire 

NYSE at mid-day on Tuesday, October 20. Futures exchanges were 

not able to obtain accurate information from the NYSE about the 

number of stocks ·that were closed or had never opened. Conse

quently, the futures exchanges could not determine the exact 

extent ·to which trading was occurring in the stocks underlying 

the indices on which their respective futures contracts are 

based. Better sharing of accurate, timely info~~ation and 

coordinated interex.;::hange responses to the situation at the NYSE 
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clearly were needed; the unnecer::.sary closing of any financial 

market should be avoided \vherever possibl.e. 

The staff believes that the overall regulatory system worked 

effectively to help prevent a broader crisis. staff evaluation 

of the events of rr,id-Oc'tober t.as :lot !'evealed a basis for any 

major structural change in those systems. Complacency, however, 

is not in order. The strains placed on the nation's fillancial 

system as a resul't of the collapse of stock prices were suffi

ciently severe tb warran't continuing efforts to identify further 

areas in which the market surveillance and financial control 

systems of futures and securities exchanges can be strengthened 

and to expand existing channels of coordination. In essence, 

additional emergency preparedness planning from an interindustry 

perspective is needed. 

D. Financial Sel f-Regulatory Proa,rams 

As discussed previously, the staff's assessment of the 

operation of financial self-regulatory systems during the Ootober 

stock market decline is contained in the Division of Trading and 

Markets' Financial Follow-up Report issued January 6, 1988. That 

report included recommendations with respect to aspects of 

financial self-regulatory systems that should be given further 

study to assure that they provide sUfficient protection in 

periods of high market volati.lity. In particular, Commission 

staff made the following recommendations: 
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Clarification of legal relationships between clearing 

organizations and clearing banks. Based upon a review of the 

operation of futures clearing systems during the October 19-23 

period, commission staff concluded that the clearing and banking 

systems for the settlement of variation margin operated effec

tively in making daily and intraday margin settlements, which at 

the CME and CBT totaled nearly twice the number normally made in 

less volatile markets. However, to assure that variation margin 

transfers in volatile markets are not impeded by a lack of 

clearly defined relationships among key participants in the 

settlement process, the staff recommended that the legal 

relationships between clearing organizations and settlement banks 

be clarified to ensure that they adequately establish the 

finality of settlement bank confirmations of variation margin 

payments. 

Availability of the Fedwire in exigent market conditions. 

On October 19 and October 20, 1987, banks of the Federal Reserve 

system accommodated the increased margin flows generated by 

frequent intraday margin calls by keeping the Fedwire open later 

than usual. A number of market participants have cited potential 

benefits that might have accrued from early opening of the 

Fedwire during that period. The staff recommended that mechan

isms for expanding the capacity of the system to transfer funds 

in periods of extreme volatility, for example, a special 

procedure for opening the Fedwire early or extending its hours, 

be explored. 
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Settlement banks' access to financial data. The ability of 

set'tlement banks to evaluate the creditworthiness of holders of 

clearing firm accounts could be enhanced by measures to assure 

that such banks receive prompt notice of variation margin obliga

tions and have access to data concerning other variation settle

ments with respect to their customer clearing member firms. The 

specific measures identified by the staff that could facilitate 

bank credit determinations and verifications of the availability 

of funds to satisfy variation obligations include: providing 

notice to settlement banks of clearing firm obligations on the 

evening preceding the daily morning settlement; fostering 

interbank communication concerning the aggregate variation 

payments and collects for individual clearing firms; and, with 

the consent of clearing firms, sharing actual clearing member 

position data among the banks with whicll the member maintains a 

banking relationship. 

Intraday margin calls. commission staff also recommended 

that the use of intraday margin settlements (both pays and 

collects) on a daily basis or with increased frequency be 

considered as a potential means to enhance the ability of the 

settlement system to function smoothly in times of extreme 

volatility. 

FCM collection of customer margins. A staff survey of 

twenty-three FCMs concerning customer defaults and liquidations 

of customer positions in the S&P 500 futures contract elicited 

data on a sample basis reflecting that liquidations resulting in 

customer deficits represented a very low percentage of those 
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FCMs' adjusted net capital and total customer equities. Those 

data ale" indicated a disproportionate illcidenee of' such liqui.da-

tions in accounts attributable to foreign-based traders. The 

staff therefore recon~ended that FCMs review their procedures to 

assure tha't they obtain adequate security from foreign customers 

to protect a',J"ainst aben"ant price fluctua.tions and attendant high 

margin calls. 

Financial adequacy of margin levels.. While Commission 

staff's review indicated that applicable margin requirements 

afforded adequate financial security during t.he October 19-23 

period, the staff recommended that the futures SROs review the 

adequacy of clearing and customer margin levels t:o protect 

against aberrant price spikes and extreme volatility. In 

particular, the staff recommended that consideration be given to 

the addition of a percentage "cushion" to margin levels derived 

from moving averages of historical volatility to establish 

greater protection against unexpected price spikes and that 

margin systems be reviewed to assure that they adequately address 

the increased risks created by undiversified or concentrated 

positions. 106/ 

Enhancement of financial surveillance data systems. Commis-

sion staff is exploring several ways in Which existing data, 

106/ While the st.aff' s recommendations focused on futures over
sight issues, the staff also recommended that the futures 
SROs carefully review the adequacy of option margin levels 
to assure their sufficiency in volat.ile markets. 
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particularly the large-trader and exchange clearing member posi

tion data currently collected and used by the Commission and 

futures exchanges for market and financial surveillance, could be 

refined to conduct more effective financial surveillance. The 

staff is developing new formats to aggregate and analyze existing 

data to generate additional financial surveillance information of 

use to, but not generally immediately available to, the futures 

SROs. Such data al.so would be useful to the SEC and the 

securities SROs for dually-registered firms and could be made 

available in appropriate cases to foreign regulators. 

The futures clearing organizations and the SRO audit and 

financial surveillance staffs now routinely conduct daily finan

cial surveillance over their member FCMs. In this connection, 

they use large-trader, margin and debit/deficit data for posi

tions held in their markets, and pay and collect (daily margin 

settlement) data for all markets that currently participate in 

the Board of Trade Clearing corporation's data-sharing system, 

which provides data concerning clearing firms' pays and collects 

and risk projections based upon such data. Those data indicate 

circumstances where a firm's financial position may be in 

jeopardy, thereby facilitating identification of those firms that 

merit intensified surveillance, including on-site audit work or 

other intervention. 

Use of Intermarket Trade Data for Financial Surveillance. 

Commission staff continues to believe that aggregated intermarket 

position data should be shared among regulators and 

self-regulators for fully effective financial surveillance of 
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firms' position concentrations in related markets. In the past, 

the SROs have resisted attempting routinely 1;,0 cellle,:'!.: and share 

these data directly because elf the sensitivity of position data 

generally and because of confidentiality concerns. As discussed 

below, the staff is pursuing several avenues to augment the 

availability of such intermarket data. In this connection, CFTC 

staff believes that the Commission's existing laJ:'ge-trader and 

clearing member data base may permit the commission to act as the 

repository for aggregate position data for financial surveillance 

purposes. Aggregate data could be made available to exchanges 

and other regulators during periods of volatile markets to 

identify concentrations of similar or related posit.ions in 

futures held by customers and/or by clearing firms on multiple 

exchanges that may pose a possible financial threat to a clearing 

firm. Such intermarlcet position data "lould be useful not only to 

the futures SROs but, where firms or customers also are involved 

in the securities markets, to the SEC and the securities SROs. 

Additionally, once established, such a program could provide a 

model for routine compilation of data to permit ongoing, daily 

assessments of full intermarket exposures, including domestic and 

foreign securities as well as futures positions. commission 

staff is taking steps to determine what systems changes or 

refinements would be necessary to produce aggregate intermarket 

position data for financial surveillance purposes for those 

markets regulated by the CFTC. 

continuous Input of Trade Data. The Financial Follow-up 

Report discussed the feasibility of continuously inputting trade 
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da·ta from the trading floor and recommended making such dat.a 

available on an on-line basis to financial surveillance personnel 

to facilitate financial surveillanr.::e of margins and open 

positions on a more current basis. At present, the most recent 

trading data available to financial surveillance personnel at 

most SROs is as of the close of business of the prior trading 

day. Enhancing computer systems to render such data available on 

a more current basis, consistent with exchange trade-data collec

tion schedules, could enhance self-regulatory financial and 

clearance systems in several ways. For example, the availability 

of on-line information to· financial surveillance personnel at 

SROs would assist t.hem in identifying large traders with 

significant accumulated losses on positions established during a 

particular trading day. In addition, the continuous availability 

of such data may enhance the effectiveness of existing SRO 

systems for the identification and resolution of outtrades. 

Development of central computerized financial data base. To 

facilitate financial surveillance and analysis of FCM financial 

positions, financial information should be maintained routinely 

on a computerized data base that would be accessible to the 

commission as well as to all SRO financial surveillance staff. 

The Commission currently maintains financial information filed by. 

FCMs in hard copy and computerizes a limited amount of such data. 

The staff is reviewing potential measures that may be taken by 

the Commission and futures SROs to establish a centralized data 

base for FCM financial data. 
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What constitutes front.running under particular market 

circumstances is no't always clear. ll.Qj Although provisions of 

t.he federal securities laws and the Commodity Exchange Act may be 

applicable to particular instances of front,running, 111/ no 

provision in either sta'tut,ory scheme specifically addresses 

front:r'unning. Similarly, the rules of s"curities, securities 

option, and futures exchanges do not specifically addl:'ess inter-

market frontrunning. 

Securities and securities option exchanges have sought to 

address frontrunning through issuance of circulars pursuant to 

exchange rules that generally prohibit acts in violation of "just 

(Footnote Continued) 
customer and propriet.ary accounts on December 19, 1986. The 
firm in that case was a member of the securities exchange in 
question, had a discretionary order to trade securities for 
the customer (which it held during the day and did not 
disclose despite a request by the securities exchange that 
market-on-close orders be disclc)sed), and also traded 
securities for its propriet,ary account on the close. Given 
these facts, such activity should be cognizable under 
securities laws. 

Notably, no allegations of frontrunning involving trading in 
stock index futures or options on futures during October 
1987 have been brought to the attention of Commission staff. 

110/ The SEC hap stated that "[t)he line which separates 
appropriate hedging and other legitiInate activity and 
frontrunning is not always clear." Chicago Board options 
Exchange Rule Proposal, Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 
Release No. 14156 (N6v 9, 1977). 

ll1J See, ~, Securities Exchange Act of 1934 §§10(b), and 
14(e); SEC Rule 10b-5; Commodity Exchange Act §4b (1986); 
and commodity Exchange Act !J9(b) (1983). To date, the 
staff's research has not identified any cases brought by the 
SEC under the foregoing securities statutes and rule 
charging frontrunning as described above. 
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circumstances, the CFTC st.aff is cont:inuing t.CJ consider this 

issue. In that regard, Cr"rc staff believes that it is necessary 

to establish standards for identifying potential intermarket. 

frontrunning trading patterns an.d a mechanism for the timely and 

effective communication of marke·t surveillance data related to 

possible frontrunning activity among' all exchanges with common 

self- regulatory interests. ~r.'he Intermarket surveillance Group 

(ISG) , of which all securities and secU):-ities opt.ion exchanges 

are l11.embers, appears to be an appropriate forum for facilitating 

the communication of such market surveillance data. The ISG has 

considered frontrunning issues in the past, and futures exchanges 

that trade stock index contracts have participat.ed as observers 

in an ISG SUbcommittee. Currently, t:he ISG is considering the 

manner in which futures exchanges could be included more formally 

in its deliberations. The Commission believes that some manner 

of formal recognition of the futures exchanges by the ISG would 

contribute significantly to addressing common surveillance 

concerns of all exchanges. Lastly, CFTC staff also is consider

ing whether it is advisable to recommend a regulation establish

ing a minimum futures industry standard for the prohibition of 

front running activity involving transactions on futures 

exchanges. 
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Values of the indices and the bases were not reported in 

Appendix B, Exhibits 1-18, if the capitalization-weighted time of 

the prices was outside the range of that interval. 1/ For 

example, if the capitalization-weighted transaction time in the 

9:35-9:40 a.m. interval was 9:34 (assigning closing values from 

the prior day a 9:00 a.m. time), then that interval was dropped 

from the exhibits. 

11 As noted in Section II of this report, one of the criteria 
for inclusion in the proxy index was that a stock trade in 
at least ninety percent (rather than all) of the five-minute. 
intervals during the day. 
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APPENDIX C 

Trading Analysis Data 



WEIG!lTm; OF "l11E 
INDEX 

aNl'RI'CT V1IIIJE 

FUW= M:Wn!S 

1l.'Cl\L nOON"; 
HOURS 

SPEr..UIA'UVP. MA'f{GI1'lS 
(as of 1/20/B9) 

D1'~rr..y PRICE LI!-U'L'S 

~~.QQ 

Ow. 

500 Hajor: StodUi 
- 400 Jndust.rials 

40 Ut.i.lities 
20 Transp::>rtat.ion 

Ccxrpanies 
40 Financial 

Ox,panies 

C.:tpi t:"-1lizatitm 

$500 x Index 

- t-'\arch, J'L.lrC, sept. 
!'lee. 

'1'hiI:d r'riday of 
COntract I-Dnth 

8 : 30al1l to 3, 15pm 

5 ;000 o:mtructs 

Initial - $15.000 
Mal.rLt.smnoe - $10;000 

30.00 poillts 
(Expond to 4.5.00') 

NYSl~ 

~'!!t'l'l', 

NWF. 

] i 500 + NY51'~ stocr-.s 

CapitalizatJon 

$500 x Index 

- r-'1arch, June, sept. 
Dec. 

Third Friday 0::
Contract. Honth 

9:30mn to 4;]5pfL 

5,000 contracts 

$6,000 
$4,000 

MATOR ro'li'\RKF.l' 
-iMiiXfi--
~ 

Total of 7.0 "blue chips", t,700 + St..ocks 
17 of wl'lj c:h are incluOerl 
in D.,': Ind,ust.rial J\VE:!rage 

C'.eaRl':!tric a\"eragc 
Price of prire relat:h"e5 

$250 X Jnoex $500 x Inck!x 

1\] 1 trOnth!'. 

Third Friday of 
COntr".ct l.t)nth 

8:15am t.o 3:15pm 

a; 000 contr.ac1:s 

$16,000 
!;ilO ,QC("! 

40.00 points 
(J':l<pi:nd to 60.00') 

Mc1rch, JUI~ .. Sept., 
Dec. 

'l'hird F:dd-:ty of 
Contract. t-'onth 

5,000 Contracts 

$i,~('jO 

$7,500 

35 .. 00 points 
(T~PN!d to 50.00*) 

oft In each case too daily liInit.f; ~...JI.-parul to the Ql"p.")Unt indicab:..tQ after t;,-lO s\lcessive clays of linli.t. n·,,·Yes .in the aams direction. 
Th~sc limits do not apply to the lust b:ailing any of the expi:ring future. 

** Under. tsw=oorary- (,xr~l"-gency rL1WS llZ. .... 1e enective by the N'il?.E dc! Oct:d·~r 21, 19137 pri.cc liIl\j-;·_~; of 7.5.00 point..s (::Ind. (,J~dndi.nJ 
to 35.00 points a ftc:c "b--1q days of ] imit rroves) ·".,'ere l.n{JO.:::ed on this contract. The effl~cl:.ivc nate of that alli.:"!i~gell.cy nci:::.i(lrI 
e:. ... pir.2d on JanWli:)' n, 19R8, ho~j·ev~t", anel was not replaoed by p..""!'D."MJlimt. l:ules. 



S&P 500 - OPEN CONTRACTS HELD BY COMMERCIAL LARGE 'l'RADF".RS 
ASA PERCENT OF TIlE OPEN INTEREST 

COMMERCIAL 

OPEN BROKER/ INSTITU'J'IONAL OTHER TOTAL 
DATE INTEREST DEALERS INVESTORS COMMERCIALS COmlERCIAL 

LONG SHORT LONG SHORT LONG SHORT LONG SHORr 

10/12 123,064 16,3 4.0 38.7 44.2 9.1 12.9 64.1 61.1 
10/13 119,880 17.0 4.7 38.5 45.9 9.4 12.6 64.9 63.2 

~ 10/14 127,582 17.7 3.4 37.7 45.8 9.9 13.0 65.3 62.2 
10/15 133,696 18.3 3.7 36.4 47.5 10.3 14.6 65.0 65.8 H 

CJ 
10/16 146,653 18.0 3.8 35.3 52.4 11.3 14.0 64.6 70.2 H 

o-'J 

n 
10/19 172,178 18.7 2.9 35.2 56.9 15.6 12.2 69.5 72.0 I 

N 

10/20 174,184 23.5 3.0 36.6 63.1 14.7 10.6 74.8 76.7 
10/21 169,934 23.4 3.6 38.9 60.6 10.3 7.4 72.6 71.6 
10/22 158,774 26.1 4.2 39.6 60.2 11.3 9.0 77.0 73.4 
10/23 156,650 25.9 1.9 40.0 58.6 10.9 10.0 76.8 70,5 

10/26 158,715 23.8 1.9 37.7 56.8 9.5 9.9 71. 0 68.6 



ous !}A'[ I: VOI.UMI::: \r: .. H_,Jt.lF- Sllor~ 1 HDIJGi'tT SOL~l 
BOU(;,'''iT SOLD SALES II ~ Pr:r~CE.'H fl :-.. :'l:RCE,',-

e:: tUSL: 'J:.J i. oJ,',~::: ~)F NV~[ \'QI..U',lE 

lO/lll/fl7 ?, 190.763 26.094,438 -5,005.400 1 ,0 ! :.:1.4 

2 1()/l~:;/87 7 I 365, 2(iG 16, 5fi5, 921 ·'3 I U2:.\, '68 2.0 (i. " 
~, 10/16/97 4, i':~G.40n J7 .f:I~I". 7~,)G -'~). :~".~;, ~,i';' 1 ,4 1 .:1 

4 IOIl~l/87 3.077,979 37.545,724 -B.Ol i .7.G9 0.5 6. 1 

,; 10/rO/EP 1 297,BOO 2, 242, ~)!i 1 - , • 2!>U , tl!) J 0.2 Cl.4 

,; IO/:?l/a7 650,700 4, 7HO, 7~:C -2,.101 • r~ ', .. l, G. 1 1 .D 

, i012UU7 HG,DuJ :'::.558,ib~ ''123. 1 ~'i 2 ... ,',,1 C, 7 

(l IU/23/67 B·'9, 200 6,~!,:, • • i~G 0 0.4 C. :1 

9 10/26/07 0 C 0 0 () 

.,t.1E'f..:lCt.N S"!'OCr< t:XUtAN(,,;! r,l\:D/Ci< (.i'/U~ ';,,;[ C() ..... l~Tl:.i~ S.T~)(,\ ':I'A~~SC.;:-i'!~i'b f,rJ::, !1\\:I,,~,I~'Li) ~F Tr·IL\, \,;"I~r: IFf·1i;rrLD AS PM-!; 01 :\,1_ 
..\:~Br -RAG~: ()i~ SI.lW';'I: 'T lO'J ~ ru.~)r:: i'XI,Cl:T:-,::! ~;r~!Mr,r;:l v ~')'\j T"'IF _'H'S'· Ai~:·; .'~ ~:::~: "J,",TT':[ ~,if.,~~,~[l. 

n 
1 

W 



STOCK MARKEl" TRANSACTIONS i{[J'ORTF"O AS INDEX I\HaIn~ACf" !\.'1~ SuASTI~'Ul ~C"J 01\ ·!'~·tE NYSF" RV H,l.I~ rl(}UR TIME Ir-..-:-fHvr,L 
(N.JMi:i!:.~ Ci- SI"IIR[~) 

---------. ------ .. ---------------------------- .. ------------. JATE =10/:4/87 ---------------------------.------------.--- .. -- ...... __ .. _____ _ 

OBS TIME INTERVAL VOLUME:: VOlUME 51-tORT ElOLJGl-tl SOl.iJ 
DOuGHi SO:. D SALtS AS PEHCCNT AS PERC[f-.! r 

OF NvSE VOI.~H.E Olc NVSf-' VOLUr.11:.: 

09:30-09:59 D 4,045,t'iQO -H7B.OOO 0.0 16.0 

2 10:00-10:29 9,900 951,293 -248.0iJO 0.1 5.9 

J 10:30- 10:ti9 0 1,532,000 -60/,900 0.0 11.:1 

4 ~':00-11 :29 4U,U()O 572,100 -;l48,OOO 0.3 4.5 

5 1 I :30-1 I :59 0 1,200,000 .- ~ ,7.0D, 000 0.0 10. I 

6 12:00-12:29 li6,200 a a 0.6 0.,0 

7 12:30-1'2:59 80,000 2,HH2,055 <i02,500 0.6 2' .0 

B I 3: DO-l~~: 29 312,300 4, 154, 19~ a 1.6 7.1.0 

9 13:30-I~i:59 a 1, I 9t1, 600 -2411,000 D.O 1 ~ . 2 

10 14:00-14:29 0 , .27 1. 100 -643,000 0.0 6.9 

" 14:30-14:59 8'1,000 3,777, 100 -3B2,OUO 0.4 19.0 

12 15:00-15:29 AO,OOD I ,207, 100 a O.G 8." 

13 15:30-16: 15 1,07B,363 3,04B,300 -24B.OOD 4.6 1:2.9 

14 LJNCLASSIFtEO 440,000 2,160,000 0 0 0 

_._------- ----------- -- -------_.--

DATE 2,190,76:i 28,094,438 -5,OD5,400 

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE ANDIOR OVER THE COUNTER STOCK TRANSACTIONS ARE INCLUDED IF THEY WERE REPORTED AS PART OF AN 
ARBITRAGE OR SuBSTITION TRADE EXECUTED PRIMARILV ON THE NVSE AND A DERIVATIVE MARKET. 

UNCLASSIFIED TRADES WERE REPORTED WITHOUT SPECIfIC lIMES. 



~r~~r. M~.~rU:.T 'IV .. NSACilONS RI::POR',ED AS 1I\;D~X Ai{Bili~AGE AN;) SUOSTll"UTlDN ON HH.': NV:'i..:. i:lV IIALf hOUR l1ME 1I\lTL:.l{VAL 
(NUMI:3Ei' OF SllAi~ [.: ')) 

DRS lIME J!\&TEi-/VAl 

i5 09::.~n-09:h9 

, G lU: 00"10: 2~ 

'7 , 0: 30 10:59 

~ fj ., , :uiJ-\ , : L ~l 

,~ , , : 3li-'1 , : ~)9 
20 'L:(;:;"~2:2G 

"2 ; 1 2: :30· 1 L: 5~ 

L ~~ 13: GO '13: 2tj 

2~~ 13::jC-13:~.9 

"2 -~ '4:\jQ-14:1.3 

2S , .c, : :~O . 1":;: 5~) 

26 15: 00 -':!i: 29 

2 'f 15:30-1G: \:.) 

7.i:3 L,f\,CLASSH"lfiJ 

VOLUME 
BOUGI IT 

18B.900 

1.~·j8b.050 

iH:)i'i,3GO 

~24.7(jO 

tillt..OllC 

1 • 1 ~17 • 3()O 

o 

Hi' ,~WQ 

2U.OO:\ 

7~.}, 700 

96,uQu 

l40,GJO 

7,36~;.LOO 

DATE ~'O/~~/U7 ----

VOl.ur.'E 
SOLD 

2.219,l!::.iU 

2"l2.DOG 

:n.r. .3[;0 

233.700 

4.980,4tH.: 

6bJ.OOC. 

SHor~ r 
SA!...E5 

-1.950,079 

-4fJU,OOU 

-250,DOO 

o 

o 

D 

D 

"l,iJ"/3,O!l9 

u 

-3.g23,168 

BOlJC.rlT 
AS PERCENT 

OF NV:;!:. VOLUME 

0.4 

&.5 

2.R 

:J.b 

::l.::l 

5.6 

o .lJ 

~.O 

2.4 

C. :.i. 

0.7 

0.3 

o 

SOLD 
AS PEiKENT 

Or NVSE VOLUME 

12.5 

7.B 

0.(1 

, .2 

O.G 

o. (] 

0.8 

2.6 

7.5 

J. C: 

:j.2 

2. \ 

16.U 

() 

AMEkJ:;M, STUCK l:.XCHM:(iE AN:J/OH. D'·.'Ea 'jlll: C()~JfC'i:Y STOtt\, Tf.<.i"lNS,J,CII()r-;.'.) Ar~1::. Ij\lCL_lm~D jf' THE'" .",L.RI. !lb)ORfE!) AS PM·!";' or AN 
ARBITi-l";"SE CR SlJE3STilION ri~,),l)c [."",[Cur:.:;.) Pi1U-1IH":I:.v (i!~ 1 Hi". :'-;'ISc. MHJ .\ lH:I~!Vl\TjVr: MARK!:.,'. 



STOCK t,~ARK[-:- '1 rU,N$,\C T IONS r~ [POflT[1) A 5 I NDr.· x .A.IHi T ir~Ac.[ ~\Nl) S:.., :3~~ 1 ! it.!: I O~ {'I1'>; -; ~ 'L .... " Sf: av HALl t·iOlJl.t TIME 1 ~- [r.:VAL 
(NUM~~!I 01' S~AqCS) 

DATE =10/16/81 _ .. ---

OBS TIME IN"iErNAL VOLU!l!.E VC:...UM[ SHGI1T E3Qu(;.:-.·;- SOI_D 
80\JGi-fJ SeLlI SALES AS p!:::~ C!::r.-r AS PEf.I(E"Nl 

Or- NYS'E h:"_uME OF N"Sf VOI.LJ~!:: 

29 09:30-09:59 224,000 1I,3::J3,L22 -1,930,289 D.a 10,9 

30 '10;OO-10:2~) 0 1,8B2,QOO -400,000 o. c· 7.7 

31 10:30-10:59 84,000 349,900 (l 8 .... ; 1.4 

32 11 :00-11 :2B 99,100 t'" 516, Dill -650.GOO O,r. 1 "l. U 

33 1 1 : :10- 1 1 : ~)U (',6(),3')0 1"1 ,(iC;) () 2.:- U.l 

34 12:DU-12::l9 229,000 178,5UO 0 1.5 1.1 

3" 12: 3U'· '. '2: ~g [) B7~,G:JU C 0.[. ~ . ~l 

36 13:00 13:29 40,000 3,3U8,12~J -1.073.i79 0,2 Hi. 0 

37 13:30-·13:59 44,noo 3,577,910 a 0.1 12.:J 

38 :~:OO-1Jl:'29 ti26.00D 447,100 -212.900 1 ,~ 1.5 

39 14:30"14:59 60,000 2, 21"",4!:iO 0 0 .... 10.6 

40 15:00-15:29 164.000 4, ~:;26, 579 -1.073,178 :: . " 19.0 

41 15:30-10: 1~i 2,260,D08 '1,:l41.37~~ 1) 4.2: 21.0 

42 UNC~.ASS I r- I [D ::120,000 24:J,(jOO 0 ij 0 

--------- _ .. ---_.'--- .. _------

UATE" 4,736,400 37 ,H57. 7~lO -5, :{4~), ~')47 

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE ANDIOR OvER 1HE COUNllR STOC~ TRANSACTIONS ARE INCLUD~D IF lHEY WER~ REPORTED AS PART OF AN 
ARBITRAGE OR SlJAST1TION TRADE EX~CUTED PRIMARILY ON THE ~VSE ANn ~ DER[VATIVE MAR~~T. 

UNCLASSIFIED TRADES WERE HEPQR'I'ED WIlt'10LlT SPf:CIfiC TlMeS. 



srOCK MAHKi.: r f!tANSACT IONS HLPOfn 1:0 AS fNDt:.X ARBl PU,Gt AND SUBS r: rUrl ON O~ n"lt: NVSE tfv \lI'lU' I-lOlJ~ T ~ME J..!'oI1"EHvt>.L 
(NCltaER 01: SHARES) 

--- .. ----.--------- .... -- --.--- ...... ----- .... ------ ........ - ... ---- .... --.- JA~~ ~10/19/61 ----- .. ----- ......... ---.- ... ------------------------------.- .. -----

OB, lIME INTERVAL VOLUME \/0 •. ·"ME.. SHOHT BO\.JGII-;· SOI_D 
nOUGHT sa, .. !) SALES AS PERCl~NT AS PERCENT 

OF NVSf: VOLUME OF WiSE VOLUME 

43 09: 30 .. ·09: SH 0 e,152.579 - 2 I '.)4~), f;79 C,O i 2 .. 0 

40 10:00-10:29 0 7 • ..;.5E I ,:'ClC -','72,000 0.0 15.9 

45 10:30· .. 10:59 390.000 1 , '{"36 I 500 0 0.7 3.1 

46 ":00-11:29 2.040,979 0 0 3 .. 3 n,o 

41 , 1 :30-11 :59 '88.000 , ,92B,4Grj n n ,1'1 4.0 

4A 12:UO-12::29 165,000 3.:::I9b.e.=:'J -g97 , "'"lU 0.4 B.4 

49 12:30-12:59 a 2.!J87,.t;.1Ci -ti47 I 3:10 0.0 f:i .. 3 

!)D 13:00-13:29 84,01]0 4,854 , buC -.. ) ,050,OD(} O.L 13.2 

0' 13:3,j-13:t,9 0 0, 6·~j!::" E"j ·"787 ,1 uo 0.u "f.9 

~2 14;OO-14:~9 0 5~c,c2:G -::14"7,120 O .. iJ J .6 

5~ 14:30-14:59 1lJO , Ono 1 I 6b.., . '5£~i -8f!.6,OOU 0.3 5. I 

54 1~:OO-15:29 0 2,09b,020 -347,720 0.0 4.5 

55 15:3U-lo: 15 0 1.049,300 -22,000 0.0 1.6 

56 UNCLASSIFIED 120,000 2GG,DC0 0 0 0 

--------- ---------- _._---_. __ ..... -

DATF. 3,U77,979 :31 ,1j4S. 7~4 -9,017,269 

AME~ICAN STOCK ~XC~i~NGE AND/on O~fR ·r~IE cou~r!:R S·~~C~ TRA~SA(:·(lCNS AR\; INCLUUED l~ l!i~V ~~R[ H~P0RTEO AS PART o~ AN 
ARBITI~AGE OR S~OSTiTION TRADl [XEC~iLD rRl~~i~IlY c~ THE ~VSl AND A OEqrVATIVE MARKET, 

UNCI..ASSII:IED nU .. O[$ \'Ili;:Rr I:j,.Ei··10R1TD wI·n111~!' S~l:":"'!FI::: TIMES. 



srOCK MAiU.F.T -:g ... S:,C·~IO~S 1~r-:porr'G) ,\5 ItWEX flRlJ!m .. \()!: li~D SdtlSrl::JTION ,},\ TI' ~''''Sl th' ',r,:....i· hC:UR ';wt: J:-.IT:...lh·,\L 
(NLJM81:.i~ or SH,\f~[~-i) 

-.-------------------- .. ----------.-------.-------------.- DATE =10/20/81 ---- .. -----.---.-- ... ---- .. 

OBS l~\o1L J tH[f~vAL VO;"lW[~ 

tJOI..::';)"· 

~7 (;9:30-09:59 040.000 

58 1 0: 00-1 0: 29 0 

59 ' ~ : :10 - 1 0 : 59 D 

60 1 ~ : 00-1 1 : 29 " 
()1 :~;30-~1;59 0 

62 12:00· '2: 2H a 

63 12: 30·· 1 2 : 59 a 

6' 13:UD-13:29 a 

65 13:3f)-13:S9 1 , 129, BOO 

66 :4:{.l~-~f;::?9 0 

67 14:30-14:59 12B,DOO 

66 15: no- 1:)::?~ " 
6~) 1~,:3D-16: 15 0 

70 vNCLASSlfIEi.l 0 

_._-------
DATE 1.297,BOD 

VOLUME-. Shni~ ~ 

SO,-O SALES 

165,8{)0 "165, ROD 

:n9,BOO -96,noo 

"',li2, .100 "4132,40(i 

gO,ono ··(lo,aon 

4·~5,B5' -~liS,U51 

0 a 

0 a 

0 a 

'l U 

0 n 

0 a 

0 a 

1:;H\, ODD 0 

551, IOU " -- .-. __ .... - ---_ ... --.' 
7.,7.41,95 1 -' ,2.50,(151 

BO'JG,r 
AS r ... t.;.;~C[Ni 

(j~ f\,vSE I/;::;_L~',\t: 

Q. ' 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

C.O 

a 

a 

o 

J.7 

0.4 

u 

G.D 

a 

SOLD 
AS rf'I(CEN~ 

Of- N~'Si:: VUL,JMt:. 

O.!:i 

o.a 

c. , 

o 

o 

o 

0.0 

(] 

0.0 

() 

0.3 

o 

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE ANn/o; O~[R TH~ C()U~r~ii S10~K 'I(ANSACli()~S Ai~~ I~CI.JDED IF lH~Y w~RE I~EPOR1~U AS PART Of AN 
ARBITRAGE OR SUBSTITrON TQADE EXECUTED PHI~ARILY ON Tt1E NVSE ANU A ~ERIVArl\E MARKET. 

UNCLASSIFIED TRADES WERE REPORTtO WITHOUT SPECIfIC lIMES. 



STOCK MAHK!::."':" T;"'f,r.::'A\:''TIO'''"S t(CPO~T[D AS !~:J[X AiHHTI1,\GE Af',Iu SUi3ST!TUTiO~ ON TltE NVSE BV '''''''1...1'= rH)UH TIME P .... TE.HVAL 
i N:";M~~R OF :)j-'ARfS) 

-.----- ... ---- .. ---.-.-------------.-.. ---.-------. --------. -.------ DAlE ~1017~/a7 ------.------ .. ---

OBS lIME INTErWAL. VOl_liME vOLur.'E SHORT BOUGHT SOLD 
BOdGHT SOL:> SALES AS PERCENT A S PERCENT 

OF NVSE VDLurJ,r:. G'" NvSE VOL'.JMF.. 

"11 GSI::;'iJ· 0·,) ;!::.~ 0 L,H!:i6,70n -54"1 , t.'OU 0,0 5,9 

7:L ~O: 00 -10: 29 0 0 0 0 

"l3 'Q;:W- 10:59 G 420,(;00 -:lSO,DOn 0.0 1.0 

7< ; :00-1 1 : 2~) 0 U " " o 

"15 , :::so -, 1 ;5~ U :.!;jJ l50 -230, 1 '} ~J G.O lI,n 

75 ·4: ..... U- i.t.; i.~ w " " U o 

." ~2:')O-1~:59 Q i9.2.ClOCr i92,OUO 0.0 0.1 

78 ~ 3 : liO- 13:29 Q !) G 0 c 

7'j i j; 30· 13:59 U 4':'~.),a5C -445, a~i\) ij . l) , . B 

l; ~.) ~4:0(j-l/i:29 0 24G,Uufr -·740 ,OOU U . ;,~ 1 _ iJ 

81 14:30- 14:!;)SI \j C; 0 0 G 

82 :5:00-15:29 0 3Ei,OO!J -96,ODI1 D,D D. :l 

83 '.~):30-16~ 1S 650 .7(;0 0 0 1 " 0.0 

0" J~.C:";\S.'SI.FIE~) C, :~OQ, urJ,"} -3~-'n. ~r~D d 

------ - .-------- _.- --------
OAT£: b,:)O, '/00 4. "HO, HJD -"2., :J:J i ,l!uO 

.'M[RICAI'! STOCI< r:X(t.,I""'GE ~~D/OR OVER -;·H[ CC,UhT;::I{ S~OCv, n1At';~",CnCJN5 M-i.C It-.:C~.UL)i:l) IF T!-IE.V ·,'it.;~!:. q[POI-HEO AS P;'":.<:-'- OF I\i'! 

Atl:S1HIAG.[ (j!~ Sui:lS;·l :·lGj\j ·"P-I.AOf: E:>'".ECi)TUJ !·'i1!MAlnL·' ;;~ ·i\·I~ N"S~. AN[) ~\ DCHIV"'il\,C r.~H.~r..Ei·. 



SlO[~ MAHX~r TRA~SA{:TIONS R~rOR1ED AS INDEX A~B1TRAGE AN[J SlJBSTITufrON ON T~~ NVSE BY HALF ~O~R TIME INTERVAL 
(N~MBER OF ShARES) 

-- .• ----.-- •. ---- •. -.- •. ------- •.. --------- .• ---. ----- •. - .•.• ---- .. --- DI\""iE =10/22/87 --.---.---- .. - .. -----.-- .. - .. --.- .. -----.----.-- .. ---- .--- ..• -. -. _ .. __ 

085 TIME INTERVAL VOLUME VOLUME SHORT BQLJG~iT SOLD 
BOUGHT SOLD SALES AS PERCI:.NT AS PtRCE:NT 

Or- r-;vSE VO:_UME Of NvS( 'JOi..UM( 

8" 09:30-09:59 0 723,152 -723.152 0.0 , .9 

86 10:00-10:29 0 1.1'33,100 () 0.0 2. 

87 IO:30·-10:!j~) 0 [) 0 [) 0 

88 II : 00- I 1 : 29 U [) [) 0 0 

BH 11 :30-11 :59 0 (I Ii [) 0 

90 12:00-12:29 0 () 0 IJ U 

9 \ 12:30-12:59 0 737.4DU 0 D.O 3.4 

9, 13:00·'13:29 0 0 0 0 0 

93 I~ :3G-13:59 0 0 C 0 a 

94 lil:OO ·Hl::t.9 (, " IJ () D 

90 14:30-14:59 SO.OOO 0 U o. :1 O.U 

9ij. 15: 00· 15: 29 0 " (I () 0 

97 15:30-16: 15 (j 0 0 0 [) 

O.\Tr:: 80,000 2.5aa.6~)2 -723.152 

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE AND/OR OVER TH[ COUN1·[R SiOCK lRANSACllONS ARE IN(:L!JD~U If T~IEV WEltE RE~OR'·ED AS PART OF AN 
ARBITRAGE OR suBSTITION TRAUE EXECU~ED PRIMARll.V GN THE t~VSE AND A n[RIVA~·JVE ~ARKE1. 

IJNCLASS,l F 1. c-D 11-l:ADE:S 'wE.Rc REPOR·l ED 'Ill TrlOlJT SP!:.\..: H- leT I MI:.S. 
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W <'J 

(Xl 
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AMt:RICM' STG~:i-\ EX':~ .. ~1\Gr ANGlO:' (j\lU~ TMC C\.HHji!.l~ ST(lCi, 1i(ANSAC'{(:'~j:-; Id(f: it~":':U:OE[J II' f'IEY ,',tHE HEr·m(~!:.[j K:, P;.i:I~' ,;;': i,:~ 

J\iWIlI-l.Ac,r UH Sl!l1SiI~'10N iIlAUt=. t:)(,(:C:Ulb} L)RlfM!~~i...." ON '7r\:: N'l'S:: A "H',; ,":. : .. n:::'\l\',;-:iVt=. ~.lllin\!:':. 



-.".-. _.' -

.--- .. -.------ .. ------.--- .. -------- .. -------- .. ---- ._-- --------.-- ~~7F ~:~)!2GiH7 

QllS i 1 MI~ II~rER·./AL V"Ji.d~,\:: vOl ur ..... e:. St,Or{ i UGUGI·-t so:... ;.: 
nc· .• ':',· . SOLD 5.1\1 t-.S .'IS ;:-'£:RC rH AS P::~C!,I''': 

Or : 1"1 S i:. I;, ..... !r.~c ~;'I~ !'.'{S!~ · .. ·,;l.uMi· 

109 09: :lO-Q9: 59 0 0 0 (j 

r 10 lO:OD-'lO:2g a a 0 :J o 

r 1 ! 10:30' 10: ~){l D :) 0 (-

1 12 -1 , :00 -, r :1'8 0 C a 0 

1 13 -, , : 3n· , ! : ~iC) 0 0 (1 0 o 
, 14 1 2 : 00 - 1 :? : 29 0 C 0 0 o 
, 15 12:3;) . 1 2: S~) 0 (J " (j 

, I ~i 13:00 13:79 0 0 U IJ Q 

, , I 13: :~n-13; 5~) " 0 ,0 0 o 
, , B '4:0(1 '4:79 1I D 0 n o 
, '9 1'l:3(J-14:~i!::) {; 

'"' 
0 0 o 

--_._-_. ---- -- --- --- -- -'- - • -'0 ••• _ 

DATE () 0 0 

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE A~D/OR OVE~ 'HE COUNTER STO(:K TRANSAC1'IONS ARE TNCLUUEU !f THEY W~RE ~EPOR1'~D AS PAHT or AN 
ARBITRAGE Of.l SUB$TITIQN mADE EXECUTED PRIMAfULY ON TI-IE NVSE AND A DERIVA,II/E MARI·a;,.. 

UNCLASSIFIED TRADES wERE REPorHED wITHOUT SPECIFIC TIMES. 



DL·R.iVf.llVl:. MJ'.'<K~T =::SLCURlilt~:' OiJlIONS ------ .. --- .. ----.- ... ---- .. ----.-----.----.---- .• -- .. -'.---

OBS DA"TE v t, :"U[ VO~l!""'i:: VVC..V't.f. SHOHT SAt ES Fl.fil>r~CS aOUG!,r ~·_.-:-:Jl1i:5 SOl_D 
t30~.!C.rlT SQi_G 

10/1£1IEs"I 13"2 _9 B9,500 I ,"3£1,4;'~D U 2 •. 7B~ 1u'5 

2 iG/l~/tjl Hl 1. 7 ~,174,7U'J 8 1 b,U::JU 12fi,O~Q ~14 7, 7U~ 

3 10/16/8-' 344.3 1(J9.~OG !J, "ftH:i,075 0 G.~33 2,354 

10/1£110'1 36 . :~ 0 (1;0,.0100 U 315 0 

" 
10/'2:~/87 1 .1 io,OOC 0 C 0 ~j!:l 

'-.. __ , ---_. . - _ .. - - . .. _. - - - - [)ERI\:AT!vE r.·A.ih·.E~ --'::f.1E S & 0 ~O(; . ..... --- ... - .. .._--_.------_._-

oe~ DAll.: V!\llir VOl lJMi:: 'iIJLW.-H:: StIGR'!- SALt: S FUl'lJRi::S UOUGt1T F:J'r'JRES SO!.D 
~OLiGI,l SO~ .. ;) 

6 ~O/ If,IB7 1 1 (j"/ . i'~ 1 ,20" ,263 23, 19(j, 438 -A, 9~)D. ~H)O 7 I 1 2':.;; 3H"1 

10/IS/i3"/ G2i"1 .9 Z,5ti6.7(1iJ 'J,::)L:~).C:CI3 1 .6~J';:,,:;no 3-,::! 1 I:' ., i.i il 

" lQ/lu/U7 1 1'11[.. "/ 8 .. 7. ::1(1(1 :tii,217,Q11l -2,1::I:i,t>Or: 1,E15 2BB 

\1 1()/19/87 139 1 .n ~)~)H, 300 3' ,814. 3C,~i _ . ., , 19"/, G~)U 8,7 •. ''tt3 nl7 

10 10/20/87 63,4 0 1 ,-'0:;. 15~ '-928. 2~j 1 SAg Q 

11 10121/07 1!l0.0 570,700 :~ ,~b7.. 7m.) -I,4'1::!,uon 1 ,39£1 184 

>2 10/:.12187 14.0 0 1 ,g71,~'IBO -i06,OBO 54~i 0 

, 3 , l)/2::1/S-' £11.3 683,20r. ~'J2':l , 10(1 0 HU 2:n 

Atv~[Hlr.AN ST(KIo: [XCI-jf,f'lul' ANOiO!-< OVr;:H THe CCiu!';'!(n sroc", T!'~A{~SACllQNS I,HI: INCLtJDEIJ iF HK'", Wt::Rf: ;.I::::P:~RTt:O AS PArn OF Ml 
ARBITRAGE OR SL8S~J1tJT;C~ TR~QE EK[CI;TEO ~~!MARl~V 0~ ~~\I: ~VS[ AND A [)[RJv~Tl~~ ~ARK[T_ 
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-----------.------------------------------------- DERlvATI~E MARKE~ =KCBl VAL~l LiN~ ----- .. -------- ...... ----- .. ------- .-.----- .. --------

oes DA1 E • :. ~ ;1!: \J:)L UME Va ... ut.'i: Sl-1rmi SAl ES F.;T\}iH S UOU:iHl rl]·' t:Il [. S ~·.OLn 

OQ',}G'ii SCi •. J 

" 10/14/81 2.8 0 Sli,5GO -!)£',5IjU 5 0 

15 lO/lS/A7 ~n .4 0 2,23!~,8~Fi -',lIl6,~)(::iR :l33 n 

16 10/1S/A7 50.n n 3,21?,f)I17 -1,/12,(")117 390 0 

17 lO119/B7 G~.' 1,12·',679 2,290;),1/9 -I,7!)8,''{:;' lU5 ll1D 

10 10/20/81 2h,Q I. 1:l9, BOO :65,800 - Hl~i, 80/) 10 ~ 9(S 

19 IO/L?/87 12.0 () 51}, :.,7/ -fiI7,:;7L ?B n 

GBS DATE. ·oIAL :E VO:UMf" 0/0 LUrJ'·f. 51·IOR,. SALES FU"7ufU=S B()uGt-tT hn lJRt:.S S(}L.D 
BOUGH~ SOU:~ 

20 10/14/87 '8G.9 894,000 , ,45("; ,oor) 0 867 559 

21 IO/15/H7 2.-: J. , , ,6(, 1 ,HOC ),~ii7,8:J:~ n r·)fiO QBO 

22 10/16/1::17 2Ell .0 :~, 139,90(1 2,4C:1,7GC' () 1, J63 1',274 

:1.3 'O/I!:i/Ei7 .. 9/ . ., , ,3~)2, GJO :;-, t3 1 5, fi:.J.J -L2,008 1 • 57~1 fi1;( 

24 IU/LOIWI :2:}. :5 1 (Hi , e .:'D J:.; .. ::'i.::':; ., :J(i. ODD '18 !:;n 

25 1(l/21/iH be'.O su,ooc 825,CC.~; -H2B,OULi ~) 1 0 50 

26 10/22107 5.0 flO,OOO 0 (j G 50 

27 10/23/87 3 i .5 180,000 32G,noo 0 200 113 

AMF..I~!CAN STOCK tXCHANGE AND/OR OVER. rilE COU"ITCH. S""!·OC~ TRAt-.SACl IONS AI~E INCLUDED rr 11~E:Y v,UlE I~EPOllrED AS PAn~ OF A:--" 
:,; .. i!:-~:,'.,:;,: .. c:;~ s.:nS·'l·:-J·::':";'. -'.;,:';'.': :::A::';':L.:~~:; PI'i:.:':""~._\ i~i •..... i.,S:. ;"'",.;.;.., ~i:;':Jt.rIvf MAr~KE"!". 

STOCK VALUE IS IN MILLION DOLLARS, STOCK VOLUME IN NUMB[~ OF SH~llES ANn FU1·LJR~S VOLlJUE IN NUMBE~ O~ CONTRACTS. 



"_ ,,_n, _ , " 

,:~ ~j s DA~'E VAUJ[ ':":i~. J'/,E :-)1 1\;'<' ~ St.u:.~, !:'..J-,·v',c:; ijOd::::'rl~· F'J~'\!i~i.:~'i ";;Ut.D 
SOl ~j 

28 10114/87 42,9 G 1 ,059 lUO 0 £;60 0 

L} ID/1!)/~7 J 1,4 176, :1 () lj 0 36:J ;} 

3"-~ 10/1618} 8.8 7.36 ,0 1 0 G 10~ " 

AME:.1-11CAf't 5TGl'.i< EXOIAi'lGt: loNG/OIl v\l[)l TI~[ C::;U~it.:.H STQU''; r-'(M'SAClle.I\:S ARE lr-<CL:.JDED 1~ Tr.L'J ,'d':R£ i~[:)Ci1iTD· AS P;d~~' Of: ;,~. 

AR!Jl"'!HA(,!:: Cq Sl.IilSTlfU'i;GN nU,{)i;:: Exf.:':"':TED PR~r,~';I'~!!...V ~:'" ,dE NVSf.. ;,t,,::) ~\ ~)~\{iv".':"'!:'vl ~:.MH(,!:'l 
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AMERI(:AN STOC~ EXChAN~E A~n!QH OjFl~ "liE tJLN·~E!~ ~TJ:K 
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Ot~S 
. : 'J,~ : f'.Ii , ,'( • .".\ I 'j ,\ :_L ~ 

rOr.t.L 1 lU::i ~ 

17 i..,~ 

\! t.,: ,'.::-~ 

1~ G9:JO-J~:59 21 ,u 

1':.1 \ij:UO-HJ:2~ 3,:':: 

" \ ; OC' :29 :s , 'J 

6, 7 

2~ 12;3U-12:59 B.c. 

23 J3:[lO-13:29 1 J. 3 

24 ~3:3G-13:S9 ' .. u 

25 14:30-14:59 ,:.! ,9 

2~ ~5:00-1~:29 9.0 

27 ',~:3U--li~: \5 ~6, 2 

2U UNCLASSiFIED 0:.1, v 
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\'OL~.J!,\:-
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207 ,'2'63 
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23 "e-0, ';;H: -" • OJ ~l (; 0"1' , .... 'j., 1 1 25 3iH 
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:.;. o 
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SC,l 'J 

',n':l,9oJO u 1:::l:::l U 
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0 <; D :36 

31 ,9Oll 0 13 SCI 

1134, ClOG 0 1J3 fi 

4\) • :200 0 ::i:::! u 

~)C).aJD c 34 5": 

4D.OU\j 0 25 :-)(,] 

128.0UO G 81 53 

680 ,COG 0 426 27;) 

---------
1 ,450.000 0 857 !j ~)j:.i 

A~t,'2HICAN S-:OCI', EXr..:Hf\i'l::;'~' AND/OR c\'[:r~ ,tiE CO'Jt~iE~~ STOCt', TiU,~.;SAC~I:JI"S I\i'([ Ii~CLUL)r:.D II' lHEV ','jt'IH':: ~LPOj't":'~l) t.S ;,;f,i~! C;.: A!, 
lI.R8ITiUI,I":'[ OR Sl;!J::;T!"',,;~ :Jt~ ~'~"Dr-. !:.XEC',nt:.D Pi~l~",Af~I:...Y D:-; ~~'H_ xV's!::. MW f, U(::~i'J;"'~I'JL ,',~.\,-(i<t::l, 



:.'! I; ! . t, T l .·I()I .... '~ :. ,,,:!::. I'· , •.•. ,' .. 

:·'L - ':.I~-l,.~!·· :.:~·:~:\·;,·1· .. ! ·.1':-.;:;."~·~ 

Oli~ \ ,)~ .. '.'::: ,I,:!. ,).k 
R~) " . .",' ,-' '~(" ' 

'C.B () 1 I ,,' ':: 

30 1":; :)iJ-·14;"2=0 . () , n ; ~i :} 

31 ;{L'.) u ?f! Ll 

i~): :]0- ".): 2':;t :"j GO 

TOTAL 1 . O~j~). \ ';0 n ~.~\(~ () 

DAT[ -IO/15/H? Of~I~nTIVE M~llK~: :SLCU~lIT!ES OPi'IONS 

'Jf, L l:I: V()~ ur,l:": VOLU'Ji[ SHORr s:-. u:: I.; ;:,.JT U~H'. S ~Ji:}LJGH;' F .ITlJl~ES 50:_D 
E.lCd'::;:·!~ SOi..D 

33 Oil:3()-·ay:~s l(J.G 6(I.Ci~ll 12b,nuu '-1 ~(j ,OUD ~ •• j () 

34 10:00··18:29 22. 1 1 ,210,'-l:jJ 0 0 [; 9~i4 

35 10:30-10:59 19. ~) 349. ~)()~) 0 0 D 1 .32Ei 

36 1 !:OO-11:29 17.7 316. !.WO 0 0 " 59;1 

37 " ~ ;;30-·11 :5!1 17. G :ilG,t50f) (J () (] 59B 

38 :::OO"12:~~ i', . ~i 50. "~j:) ~.l a 0 590 

39 lJ:OO-iJ:2~ 5,6 ~:1, :"j\~;: (; {) (] 1 c'r 

40 13:30-1J:5~ :;'3. 1 4:.10,250 3U,OllLl 0 D 1 14~ 

41 14:00-14:29 18.6 325.'200 0 0. 0 ; .360 

42 15:3U-16::5 1 • B 30,OC:0 n c 0 l) 

43 UNCLASSIFIED 50.0 0 (loGO, Doc () 0 1 ,025 

-----_._-- - ------ --------

AMERICAN SlOCI~ (XCI;ANGf:. AND/OR OVEI~ THE COUNTER srOCK rrU,NSACT!DN5 ARE INCLUDED Ir: Til[V WE"I:: i~EPOi1TED AS r>Mn ur AN 
ARCITRAGF OR SLJRS,TJTU1YQN TRA~E EX!::CLJTED PRIMARILV ON THE NVS,E A"JD A [)~~IHVA'ilvE MAi~KET, 

STOCK VALUE IS IN MIll ION CGLL.ARS, S'~OCK VOLUME IN NUMBlR Or- St-iAr~ES AND I'UiURES VOLUME IN NUMBEH OF CONTRACTS. 
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AM[RICAN STOCK EXCHANGE AND/OR OVER. THE COuNr[R STOCK lRI\NSACTIONS ARE If~(i..:":DEO 11"' I!~EY '1JERE IH.pornt:D A~ PA;~'r Or' AN 
ARBTH~AGt OR sua$TITUTlON fRADE:. EXECuTEO PRIMARILV ON TI1E N.VSt: Ar~D A Di:KiJP.rlvE M.Ai~r.I:T. 

SlOCK VALlJf IS iN MILLION DOLLARS, STOCK VOLUME l~ NUMBER o~ SHARES AND F~l'WRES VOLllME l~ NUMBER OF CON'·~ACTS. 
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AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE ANU,~R oveR lHE ~Q~)NTER S10CK TRA~SAcrlU~~ ~~E jN:~UOE~ :~ -~EV w~R[ REPORIED AS j>AI!: OF ~N 

ARBITRAGE OR SlJBSTTTUT!ON iRt,:::H::: I:::XEClJi!:D PR~~'AHlLY ON H-:f. f\jVS~ Af'.;D A DFR!'v,\lIV[ IJ!,r.,i:,"-,:=:-. 

STOCK VALUE IS IN MILLION DO~LARS, STOCK iOLlJME IN NUM8ER OF SHARES AND r~Tl!RES vG!._~~ IN NU~BER OF CONTRACTS, 
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AMERICAN STOCK E.XCI1P.hCiE. A.ND/OR OVER THE: COUtHE".R SlOCK HMtlSACTIONS ARE HICLUDEO IF n·tl:'.' \',ERE: iH::pon-:-ED AS ~P.RT OF AN 
ARBI TF!.A(j,r~ OR SUBS r nUT I ON TRADE. i::XECUTED PR IMMli LY ON THE NYSE AND A DER IVAi IVI::. MARKE'·. 

STOCK VALUE IS IN MILI.ION DOLLARS. STOCK VOI.UME IN NUMBER OF SHARES AND fUTURES VOLUME IN NU~BER OF CONTRACTS. 



.--------.----------------.---- OAT~ =10119.'87 DER!V~T:vE MARKET ~SECU~!~iES OP~IC~S --------.------.------.-----------.--------

GBS lIMi1 It'T[RVIl.L V:"LUE \iQ';..UM!::. VGLUt.'E SHorn- SAd:'S r-UT'...r~E~ :::Wu::'t-IT FUTl.:RES SOLD 
tlOiJGh r ~(JLU 

115 13:3U-13:59 1.3 U 29.1(}0 Il lljG 0 

116 15:30-'0: 15 35.0 () StU. :~OO 1) 215 1) 

-------
rOTA!. 36.3 0 616,40U 0 315 0 

-----------_._._-.- ---------------------- DA-:-E ::.ID/19/87 DEiUV,ATIvE MARKET ",cr.~E s & P 500 - -- _. - - -- ._---------_._------_.- -----------------
OBS TIME. INTERVAL VALUE: VOU.JME \/OLU~.lE SI-ti)rn SALES FL;TiJiH.:$ IJCUGI1'r fljTUHES SOLD 

B0UGtiT SOLO 

117 09,30-09,59 197 _ 3 0 4,364,400 -751,500 1,347 0 

116 10:00-10:29 323_9 0 7,45U.DOO -',172,000 2. "2.77 0 

119 10:3U-l0:59 72.4 0 ,,736,500 0 543 0 

120 1\;00-,1:29 1 B _ 4 433.3ClO 0 0 n i 37 

121 \\ :30-\ i :59 68.6 0 , ,728.400 0 '330 0 

1'22 12 ; 00 - I L : 29 153.4 165.000 3,350,850 -'997. "120 982 50 

123 12:30-12:59 101.4 0 2.327,430 -847,330 724 0 

124 13:00-13:2.9 201.4 0 4,690,600 -1.050.000 1,516 0 

125 13:30-13:59 120.4 0 3,091).BOO -797. tOO 992 0 

126 14:00-14:29 22.8 0 479,820. -347.720 101 0 

127 14:30-14:59 56.8 0 1,387,525 -886,000 441 0 

128 15:00-\5:29 53_0 0 1,195,020 -347,720 293 0 

------- ---------- ----------
TOTAl.. 1391.8 598.300 31.B14.345 -7,197,090 9.746 187 

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE P.,NO/OR OVER THE COUNTER STOCK TRANSACTIONS ARE INCLUDED IF THEY wERE KEPORTED AS PART OF AN 
ARBiTRAGE OR SUBSTITUTION TRADE EXECUTED PRIMARILV ON THE WISE AND A. DERIVATIVE MARKET. 

STOCK VALUE IS IN MILLION DOLLARS, STOCK VOLUME IN NUMBER OF SHA.RES AND FuTURES VOLUME IN NUMBER OF CGNl~ACTS. 



STOCK MAr~KET IRA"4SACIICNS R::'POfHED .'l.S II\IDEX ARBITRAGE .o.ND S..;eS·TIT,)IION ON Tt~E: N\SE [p .. ~ER!"J"Tlv=!:iV HALF rout{ :!~[ INTCRlAL 

---------------------------------------- DAff =10/19/87 DE'l~VATJVE ~AqKlT =KrST ~ALII~ !~F ----- ______________ .. ____________________ _ 

OBS TIME INTERVAL VALUE VOLUME VOLUME SHORT SALES FUTURES 90L;GHT FUTURES SOLD 
BOUGHT SOL!) 

129 08:30-09:59 21.0 a ' ,,798, 179 -·1 ,,798. 179 lCS C 

130 11 : 00- 1 1 : 29 1 B. 0 1,127,679 a 0 0 140 

131 15:00-15:29 10.2 U 501,000 0 a 0 

--------- --------- ----------
TOTAL 55.2 1,127,679 2,299,179 -1 , 79B, 179 105 140 

DATE =10/19/97 DERIVATIVE MARKET =C8T MAJOR MARKET INDEX -------------------------------------

aBS TIME INTERvAL VALUE VOLUME VOLUME SHORT SAL~S. FuTURES aOUGHT FUTURES S(J"LD 
BOUGHT SOLD 

132 10:30-10:59 26.2 380,000 U 0 Q 1 B 1 

133 1 1 : 00-1 1 : 29 32,8 480,000 U 0 0 242 

13' 11 : 30- 1 1 : 59 26,3 188,000 200,000 0 130 121 

135 12: 00- 1 2: 29 2.9 0 40,000 0 25 a 

136 12:30-12:59 17.2 a 260,000 a 166 0 

137 13:00-13:29 21.4 84,000 164,000 a 100 53 

138 13:30-13:59 38.1 0 489,800 a 273 0 

139 14;00-14:29 B.7 0 120.000 0 76 0 

140 14:30-14:59 40.7 100,000 480,000 0 241 0 

141 15:00-15:29 29.0 a 400,000 a 250 0 

142 15:30-16: 15 33.2 a 462,000 -22,000 2B9 a 

143 UNCLASSIFIED 21.0 120,000 200,000 a 125 75 

--------- ---------- ----------
TOTAL 297.5 1,352,000 2,815.800 -22,000 1,679 672 

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE ANDIOR OVER THE COUNTER STOCK TRANSACTIONS ARE INCLUDED IF THEV WERE REPORTED AS PART OF AN 
ARBITRAGE OR SUBSTITUTION TRADE EXECUTED PRIMARILV ON THE NVSE AND A DERIVATIVE MARKET, 

STOCK VALUE IS IN MILLION DOLLARS, STOCK VOLUME IN NUMBER or- SHARES AND FuTURES VOLUME IN NUMBER OF CONTRACTS, 



----------------------------------------- DATE =10/20/87 DERIVAT]vE MARKET ~CME S & p 500 ------------------------------------------

OB$ TIME INTERVAL VALUE VOLUME VOLUME SHORT SAL.ES FUT!...!RES BOUGHT FUTURES SOLD 
BOUGHT SOLD 

144 10;00-10:29 9.5 0 2B3,8JJ 0 60 0 

145 10:30-10:59 16.4 0 482,.:100 -462,400 140 ° 
146 11 ;30-11 ;59 17 .0 0 445,951 -445,1551 14i) 0 

147 lINCLASS,IFIED 20.5 Q 551.100 11 l!:lo9 0 

--------- --------
"TOTAL 63.4 0 1,763,151 -9:28.251 549 0 

---------------------------------------- DATl =10/20/B7 DERIvATIVE M~RKET ;KCBT ~ALUE LiNE -----------------------------------------

oss, TIME lUTERVAl VALUE VOLUME VOLuME. SHORT SAL-ES !='oJT"JHES BOUGHT fUTURES SO:"D 
BOUGHT SOLD 

148 09:30-09:59 8 0 165.eoo -165.800 10 0 

149 13:30-13:59 18 1.129.BOO 0 0 0 196 

--------- ------- --------
TOTAL 26 1.129,800 16S,BOO -165.800 10 196 

AMERICAN 5TOCI/; EXCHANGE MID/OR OVEU THE COUNTER STOClt TRANSACTIONS ARE INCi....UDEC Ii- THEV WERE REPORTED ;'S ~;'""'i 0F At~ 
ARBITRAGE. OR S.UBSTI TUTION TRA'J=' EXECUTED PRIMARILY ON THE NV5E ~ND A DERIVATIvE. MA;:\;(ET. 

STO[Io'. VALUE IS IN MILLION DOLLARS, STOCK VOLUM= "IN NU~1:9ER OF" SHARt:S A.ND FUTURES vO:""UM[ IN NUMBER OF CONTR,.\CTS. 



------------------------------------- DATE =10/20/87 DE~IVATIVf·MARKET ~CBT MAJOR MAR~ET INDEX -- .. --.-------------- .... ---------------

085 TIME INTERVAL VALUE VOLUME VOLUME SHORT SALES FUTURES BOUGHT FUTURES. SOLD 
BOUC~: SO!..D 

150 09:30-09;59 3.[; 40,000 0 a a a 

151 10:00-10:29 4.6 0 96,000 -96.000 60 0 

152 I I :00-1 I ;29 5.1 0 90,000 -60,000 38 0 

153 14:30-14:59 7.2 128,000 0 a 0 80 

154 15:30-16: 15 '.6 0 128.000 0 80 0 

--------- --------- ----------
TOTAL 27.5 169,000 314,000 -156,000 178 AO 

----------------------------------------- ~ATE =10/21/87 DERI~ATIVE MARKET =CME S & P 500 -- •.. -- .. --' .. -------------------------------

OBS TIME INTERVAL Jf· ... uE VOLUME VOLUME S~ORT SALES FUTURES oOJGIH FUTURES SOL.U 
BOUGHT SOLD 

155 09:30-09:59 108.8 a 2,1:156,700 -547,800 l,U04 0 

156 10:30-10:59 20. ~ 0 42U.OOC -250,000 160 0 

157 1 I ; 30-11 : 59 11.1 0 230.150 -230.150 90 a 

Isfl 13:30-13:59 16 .5 0 445,BSO -445,850 140 0 

159 15:30-16: 15 23 .5 570,700 0 0 0 184 

------- --------- ----------
TOTAL 160.0 570,700 3,952,700 -1,473,800 1,394 184 

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE AND/OR OvER THE COUNTER STOCK TRANSACTIONS ARE INCLUDED IF THE v WERE REPORTED AS PART OF AN 
ARBITRAGE OR SUBSTITuTION TRADE EXECUTED PRIMARILY ON THE NVSE AND A DERIVATIVE MARKET. 

S'rOCK VALUE IS IN MILLION OOLLARS, STOCK VOLUME IN NUMBER OF SHARES AND FUTURES VOLUME IN NUMBER OF CONTRACTS. 



------------------------------------ ~ATE =10/21/87 OERIVA~lVE MA~KE~ ~CB'· MAJOR ~~R~ET I~~EX -------------------------------------

DBS "';lMl::. 1 :Hi::"R'VAL VALUE VOLuME VOLUMt SrlOR"T SALt:'::. Firr\.HiE~ BOuGhT rlnUnF5 SOLD 
BOUGHT S.OLD 

160 12:30·-12:59 13.0 a 192,000 -~fd2.uOO 12u 0 

161 14:QO-\4:2H 16.0 a 240,UOO -2"'0,000 1 ~·.iO a 

162 15:00-15:~9 6.5 a 96,000 -96,00l1 60 0 

163 15:30-16: 1~ S.o BO.OOO U il U ~o 

lu4 UNCLASSlt=lED 19.5 a 3UO,OOO -300.UOO ;BU ,) 

------- --------- ----------
TOTAL 00_0 80.000 828. ODD -82~.OOO '18 5U 

-------.---------------------.-------- OATE ~10/22/U7 DERIVATIVE MAR~ET ~CME S & p 500 ----------.---.-- .. ---------------------- .. -- .. 

UBS rIME INTE.RVAL VALUE VOLUME VOL.lJME 5t·iORT SALES l'tj";URE$ SOLD 
BOUGHr SOLD 

lfl5 G8:::S0-U'i::J:59 5.0 0 1u6.0BO -106,OBO o 

166 lO:OO-10:'l9 41.9 a 1,133.100 Q 334 a 

167 12:30-12:59 27. I a 732,400 0 210 o 

--------- --------
TOTAL 74.0 0 1 ,971 ,560 -106,080 545 iJ 

___________________ ._. ___________ • ___ • ___ DATE ~'O/22JB7 DERIVATIVE MARKC~ ~KCeT VALUE LINE .. ----- .. ---.. --.--------- .. --.-------. ---- .. --

O"S TlME INTERVAL 

16B 09;30-09:59 

VALUE 

12 

VOLUME 
BOUGHT 

o 

VOLUME 
SOLD 

617,072 

SHORT SAl..ES 

-617 .072 

fUTURES 8UuGI-\T fUTURES 5CLD 

28 o 

"~EI:nCAN STOC:~ EXCHANGE ANDIOR OVER THE COUtlTER STeCK THAN$ACTlCN$ ARE INCLUDE:J IF nlEV WEi{E r~EPOfnE!l AS P/.I.RT OF :~N 
.~;:B:ij~AGE OR S'JBSTIT:..JTION TRADE EXECUTEO PRl"';.RIL .... ON THE NVSE. Arm ;., DERl·JATIVE MAI~KCT. 

S-':-:CK VALUE lS IU· MI!..L.ION DCL!..Afl.S. s,·aCK <.JCLUM£ !:r'': NUMBER OF S,:-',A"RES· A.ND Fl.iTUr..ES IJOLU:.1E !N NUt.mER Of CO~TIH\crs. 



-----------.--------------------------. DA~~ =10/27/87 DERIVATIVE ~A~~[T =Cd[ ~AJOR MARK~T r~J~X -------------------------------------

oas TIME INTEnvol"-_ VALUE 

169 14:30-14:59 5 

VOLUME: 
BOUGt!T 

AO,GOO 

VOLUME 
SOLD 

n 

SHORT SALES F·lJTURt$ BOuGH r FlJT'.RE S SOl.D 

--------------------------------------- ~ATE =10/23/87 DERIVATIVE MARKET :SECURIT!E5 O~'TIO~S ------.---------- ... ---------------------

OBS TIME INTERVAL 

170 10:30-10:59 

VAL.UE 

1.1 

VOLUME 
BOUGHT 

16,000 

VOL.UME 
SOL.D 

o 

SHOR r SAL.ES 

o 

·FUTlJRE::S BOUGH r FuTURES ~QL.D 

o 58 

----------------------------------------- DATE =10/23/87 DERIVATIVE MARKET :CME S & P 500 ------------------------------------------

OBS r IMt:. INTE:.RVAL. VALue VOl.UME \/OL.UME S!·!OR·r SA!...[S Fu:tJRI:.S BOUGHT ru, ,;R!::. S sou:; 
BOUGHT SOL:) 

17i lO;3(J-l0:59 4.7 104,000 0 0 (j 36 

172 12 : 00 - I 2 : 29 12.3 324,200 0 0 0 99 

173 12:30-12:59 12.0 255,000 D " 0 laO 

174 '5:00-~5:29 12,3 0 325, 1 DO 0 99 C 

------- -----_ .. 

TOTAL ~ 1.3 683,200 325,100 0 99 237 

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE ANDIOR OVER THE COUNTER STOCK TRANSACTIONS ARE INCLUDED If THEY \\'ERE REPORTED AS PART Of AN 
ARBITRAGE OR SUBSTITUTION TRADE EXECUTED PRIMARILV ON THE :-.IVSE AND A DERIVAT!VE MARKET. 

STOCK VALUE IS IN MILLION DOLLARS, STOCK VOLUME IN NUMBER OF SHARES A~D FUTURES VOLUME IN NUMBER OF CONTRACTS. 



.. ;\~. L.d:.:. v (iu . .:r.li: \,:\}ll;r.~[ SliGHT SALES j'u'l uR!::S UO\lG~1 : 
COUGh. ~'>~)I..D 

, 'f!:) 1 G: 30- i l): 5~ : , .5 HHI.OOO i) (; 0 

J J : 30·· J ~ ~ ~!J i5.0 [) 240,O(JO 0 '50 o 

14:00-1/.:2.9 b.O 0 80.000 0 50 

----_._---- -- .. _----_._- ------.--- --
:'31 .5 ISli,nOO 320.000 0 200 113 

AME.q~ CA!~ S:OCK t:.XCH",Nc;.E Jl.ND/Of~ CvE~ TI-![; CVUi~Ti..:R ST(iCr~ 1 RA:(SAC71.:Ji\i!i.o .:..RE l:-"(:\..i.;DE:.~) .,. T~·it:.'I' .~'i:i~~, r(E.:~GiHi:.D ;,::; ;);,;:;; '" :.,.-. 
ARB!'·~I\\.i:: O!~ Su8ST[H(f!QN TI~A[,'E t.XECuT(;:O pRl~!.t\Rn_~· ON Ti"lS NYS£ AND ,\ GU'\!'ikTIVC :;,;'If~i\C"';·. 



ass 

, 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

H 

9 

STOCK ',o,f-,RKET TRAN5.t.:':-:-:ONS REPORTED AS INDE.X ARBIH~AGi:. AND Sl!1::I5TI ;·,.;T[C'j ~IR D1H!::.R PFW(~r~AMS aN HtE NVSE B'v" DAi·E 
(NlJMBEH O~ SHARES) 

D~.-;-E ARO + SUB ARB . S'JB OTHER OThER TOTAL TOTA'- TOTAL TOTAL BOUG.HT TOTAL SOLD 
BOUGI-IT SULD PROGRiVI1S PROGRAM~; BOUGH r so ... ~ SHor~i AS " % OF NVSE AS A " OF 

BOUGHT SOLD ::,A .... ES vO~.LlMi.:. "·Cl.IJME 

\~J/14/e7 2,19C,'~63 28.G9a..~38 G28.492 577.-4!iO 2,8~9,255 26,671,Sba ··~..l,005.4GO 1,3 13.7 

ie/·.SiB7 7,365,200 1G,5E:,~,921 4,251,006 4,,2(;.,1369 1 j ,G16,ZOG 2LJ, 6!:J";, 7SJ -3,923, ~60 4.4 7. t3 

~:::/H./G7 4,736,400 37.B~7,750 2.219.2.27 ~2, 147 ,322 6,955,627 50.005.072 '·5,345.547 2.0 14.5 

10/'9/87 3.Q77.979 37.64'5,724 16a.68G 51.7t;".90:~ 3. 24\:.), B59 89,29[". u:7 -12,269.3b9 G.!:> 14.7 

'8/28/37 1,297,1:).00 2,242,951 1.010,60U 11.085,892 2,308,"00 \3,~i28.843 -3.B67,751 0.4 2.2 

HJ/21/87 650.700 4.780,700 2,415,220 1\ ,O.:i.ll.77B 3,005.920 15,825.475 -2,301,aGO D.7 3.5 

' .... d2UH1 8(1.000 2.588.652 21.375.00LJ 5.310.790 21.455.000 7.P.99.442 -1,1.23.152 5.4 2.0 

'G/23/b"J B79.200 645.IOCt 10,266.680 8.199.11 ::I 11,147.880 6,B"'''.:'::13 0 4.5 3.6 

10126/81 0 0 2.622,100 7.281,319 2.622,100 7.2Bl.319 a 0.9 2.4 

'''M'E.P.ICAN S10rv.. EXCHANGE A.tlD/OH OVER THE COUNTEH STOCK TRANSACTIONS AKE INCL~;~::~'" :iF Tl-lEV ;,-;i':Ht;. Ri:.POIlTE.O AS PAlH or lit'! 
AfiS:THAGE. O~ SUBST!l'..!T:(:'N TRADE. EXI::.CUll::.O PRIMA~lLY ON THE NVS[ AND A ;)ER1",l,~':\;t:. MIIi~r\E·~. 

NVSE 

~ 
>-i 
tJj 
>-i 
0-3 

0 
I 

v" 



STOCK MARKET TRANSACT! ONS REPORTED AS INDEX ARBITRAGE AND SUBSTITuTION OR OTHER PROGRAMS ON HI[ NV5E. OV hALF 110UR 7lMt: t NT ~r{VAL 
lNUMSt:R OF 'SMARi:.S) 

---------------------------------------------------------- DATE =10114/67 -------------.---------------------------------------------
UBS 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

" 
9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

DATE 

TIME INTERVAL ARB + SuB An. + SUB OTHER OTHER TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTA~ BOUGHT TOTA.~ SOLD 
SOUGHT SOLO PRCGRP.M5 PROGRAMS BOUGHT SOLD SI10RT AS A " OF ~YSE AS ., .. OF 

BOUGH""!" SO:.D SALES JG~UME V(}:...UME 

09:30-09:59 0 4,045,600 25,800 65,100 25,800 4, I la, 700 -878,000 0.1 16.4 

10:00-10:29 9,900 951,293 0 0 9,900 95 I ,293 -248,OOU G.l 5 .• 

10:30-10:59 0 1,532,000 0 0 0 1 ,532,000 -607,HOO 0.0 11.3 

11 :00-11 ;29 4.0,000 572.100 54 0 40,054 572,100 -248,000 0.3 4.5 

11 :30-11 :59 0 1,200,000 0 0 0 1,200,000 -1,200,000 c..0 10. I 

12:00-12:29 66,200 0 0 0 66.200 0 0 0.6 0.0 

12: 30-12: 59 80.000 2,982,055 190,000 10,000 270,000 2,992,05S -302,500 ' .9 21,1 

13:00-13:29 312.300 4,154,190 0 0 312,300 4,154,190 0 ; .6 2 T .8 

13:30-13:59 0 1,198,600 0 0 0 1,198,600 -248,000 0.0 11.2 

14:00-14:29 0 1,271,100 0 0 0 1,271,100 -643,000 0.0 6.9 

14:30-14:59 84,000 3,777,100 54 10,000 84,054 3,787,100 -382,000 0.4 19.8 

15:00-15:29 80,000 I ,202, 100 54 172, 100 80,054 1.374,200 0 0.6 9.7 

15:30-16: 15 1,078.363 3.048,300 207,530 320,250 1,285.893 3,30B,550 -24B,OOO 5.5 14.4 

UNCLASSIFIED 440,000 2,160,000 205, 000 0 645,000 2, 160.000 0 0 0 

--------- ---------- ------- ------- --------- ---------- ----------

2,190,763 28,094,438 628,492 577,450 2,819,255 28 I 671 ,888 -5,005,400 

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE AND/OR OVER THE COUNTER STOCK TRANSACTIONS ARE INCLUDED IF THEY WERE REPORTED AS PART OF AN 
ARBITRAGE OR SUBSTnUTION TRADE EXECUTED PRIMARILY ON THE NVSE AND A DERIVATIVE MARKET. 

UNCLASSIFIED TRADES WERE REPORTED WITHOUT SPECIFIC TIMES. 

!'lYSE 



S,'C:;K Mt\Ri'-.\:.T THANS:"C'·!.ONS ~!:P'Jl--:i£'D t.:;. !NDE,<; ARBITRIIGE AND Slja::;--::T·.!"iiON OR O'rlER PIHi-:;'RM:.S G:-. 7r-tE t{',.SE BV l·tAL!'" '-'.GUR -:-1~/,E l'N-T(;n .... ',~. 
(NUMB~~ ~f S~AI{ES) 

-- _ .. -_. _ .. -_._---- ----- ... .... - ._ .. .. - _ .. ... .. _-------_ .. . .. lV, ,::. : :.i / ;~'j/i,7 . - - --- .. - . - - .... -- _ .. - _.- - .. --. - .._ .... _-_._-------

08S :- ~ ,':,~E IN-:-!:q\/;~L }\RB .. SUB Art!:! T SUB OTdEn OTHER iOitoL TO-:- h~ : .... , ... ,- "(liAL. i::3O\,c,n~' TOT L SOLD 
~Ol,Grf;- ::'O,-D PROGRAMS P(H)G~t.,,~:) BDUGI{r SCL.U SrlIJfC AS A % (if :-tY5E AS % ~)t.: NY~E:. 

BOUGH1· SO .... D SA:..E.S VOLUt.'E Gi..l;~,·.E 

! 5 '::9: 30-0!j: S9 ! !:l~1, guD b,liti4,u: : 1 279,Ol.lC f)i:l.3 , .c.;:,,::. , , ,.66 ,9[)G b, I~i /. , 4 ; , - : ,s!:..,;j,'JJ~ 3 . ~1 13.'-i 

~ 6 10:00-1f):29 I ,586,U5n ,. L 1 ~, 1 ~)n 4·' ,5[1'.1 ~i'::J(;, :)~jl' 1 ,(~3:i, S5~) 2 , ~) \ Y , '1 ~i;"J ·-.olDCJ. il(j:i :1. 7 ii.t: 

17 '0:30-10:59 G60, ;'HJ:J 0 76.400 13, 1.0~i 74'2., 700 13,:'WJ l'; ~i. I D. I 

18 , I : 00-11 :29 B24,70G 272,000 i'3,40u 2d=', 'J(JU d~ti, lOG 5~.i ., , U(;:J '-2:-lU,OOU .3.0 2 .S 

"9 I : ~iD" i , :5~ 50G,OOQ J G 40 .J~;::' :)~:c, cec .::j(j,;JOG 0 ~). :i 0,3 

2Q 12:00-12:29 I 137,300 0 154, 100 " 1 .:.:!::;:.:!,VOC " ;"; 0.3 ,~. 0 

:.:!', ~L:30-i2:59 0 128,000 130,700 " 130, 700 i 2i.i ,000 .-J U.B G.d 

2> 13:00-13:29 161 .300 214,300 65,400 0 2£6."7\.iO 214,3(l[) (J 2.8 2,7 

23 13:30-13:S8 482, :?!:10 I ,504,300 () a 482, 2sa , ,5U4,30a -:?50,U:JO 2.~ 7.5 

24 14:00-14:29 875,7;)0 0 2, 161 ,806 ~ SO, 1 ;~ E::; 3,(}37,506 15;], las () :.'2.0 , 1 

~5 14:3U-lil:S':) 20,000 270,OOU 0 c 20, LlOG 27(] ,U(IO " u.2 3 .', , . 
2b 15:00-15:29 79,700 2;J:J.700 1 15,800 5·r5,U·',';;' :U5,5CrO u09.tl4:.i G , . 0 7.4 

27 15:30-16: 15 96,000 4,980,460 146,300 2.09b,242 ~42, 3110 7,U7b,n'}L - ; ,073,J!::I~ O.U 23 .6 

28 tJNc:..r.SSlFIEO "140,000 060,000 G J 740,000 66U,DOO 0 " " 
--------- ---------- --------- --------- - .. -------- ---------- -----_._---

DATl 7 ,305,200 11::\,565,921 4,251 ,006 4, 128.[169 1 1 ,6IG,2DG 20,694,790 -3, -:')2 3. Inti 

A~[RIC~N STOCK ~XC11ANGE ANDIOR ovER T~l[ CQuN1ER STOCK TRANSACTIONS ARE I~CLUDED IF :~~¥ ~ERE R~POR;~U ~S PA~' OF A~: 
AQBITRAGE OR SuBS'lT~llGN TRAD~ EXECUTED PRIMARILY ON 11~E N~~~ AND A OER!v~TIVE NARK~1. 

UN(:LASSIFIEO TRADES ~~RE REPORTED wITliO~T SPECl~IC l·I~ES. 



srOCK MARKfT TRA~SAC~!ONS REPORTED AS iNDEX AR~ITRAGE AND S~BSTI-·~TIO~ JR OTliER PROGRAMS ON !I'[ NVSE av t~ALf: HOUR ~:ME :~T~R~A~ 
(NU~H;l.EH (,i' S.·.At-!::':) 

---------------------------------------------------------- DATE =10116/87 ----------------------------------------------------------

OB5 TIME INTERVAL ARB ~ SUB AR~ ~ SUB 
BOUGHT SOLD 

29 09~30-09:59 224,000 4,303,222 

30 10:00-10:29 0 1,882,900 

31 10;30-10:59 84,000 349,9UO 

32 11:00-11:29 99,100 4,~16,OBI 

33 II :30-11:59 666,300 17,OUO 

34 12:00-12:29 229,000 178,500 

35 12:30-12:59 0 B1~,600 

36 13:00-13:29 40,000 3,3~O,129 

37 13:30-13:59 44,000 3,577,910 

38 14:00-14:29 526,000 447,100 

39 14:30-14:59 80,000 2.214,450 

40 15:00-15:29 1S4,OOO 4,526,579 

41 15:30-16: 15 2.260,000 11,341.379 

42 UNCLASSIFIED 320,000 240,UOO 

43 OTHER 0 0 

OTHER 
PROGRAMS 
BOUGHT 

4~B,OOO 

4Hl,100 

5 1,300 

82,500 

110,9,00 

280.000 

o 

o 

280,000 

120,000 

o 

3·'9.500 

15,927 

o 

o 

OTHER -OTAL TOTAL nHAL TOTAL BOUGHT TUT.l'~1.. SOLD 
PI~OGRAMS BOuGrlT SOLD g,..,UH r AS A % OF NVSE AS A 'IE. .:JF N'(SE 

SOLO SALES VOLLJMf. VOLUME 

2,326.955 642,000 6,630, 117 -l,9~6,289 1.6 16.9 

246.000 4/:31,100 :2, 12fLSU.O -40C,OUU 2.0 8.7 

576,700 i35.300 926,600 0 0.6 3.9 

2Gb,OOO la~ ,6lJO 4,7B2,UBI ·65J,fJOO 0,7 18.0 

o 777,200 17,UOO 0 2.9 o.! 

o 509.000 17B,500 0 3.4 1.2 

780,000 0 l,l~4,600 0 0.0 7.8 

Q 40,oon 3,388,129 -1,(}7:~.179 0.2 19.0 

813,200 324,000 4,391,110 0 l.l 15.2 

1,050.000 646.000 1,497,100 -212.900 2.2 5.1 

1.352,200 80,000 3,~66,650 0 0.4 17.2 

1,10H,967 54J,SOQ 5,635,546 -1 ,073,119 ~.4 24,b 

4,126,100 2,275.927 15.467,479 0 4.2 28.S 

° 320.000 240,OUO 0 0 0 

I ,200 a , ,200 0 0 Q 

DATE 4,736,400 37,857,750 2.219.227 12,14·',322 6,955,627 50,005,072 ··5,345.547 

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE ANDIOR OVER THE COUNTER STOCK TRANSACTIONS ARE INCLUDED IF THEY WERE RE.PORTED AS PART OF AN 
ARBITRAGE OR SUBSTIrUTION TRADE EXECUTED PRIMARILV ON n·tE NVSE AND A DERIVATIvE Mi\RKET. 

UNCLASSIFIED TRADES WERE REPORTED WITHOUT SPECIFIC TIMES. 



::'~:-~Cr\ :MdHd-.'· ;1~M";5;d . .:r~(H.S !'i.::i-':j!lit-D;'::' ;t..;iJl"'X /,4H,'i(t,(,!:: .\\IL"} ::i.",Jd:-:'~~~\.:~·~C'N (r. :~;,'r.t; Di,(h.':;'~U,~.L') n'~ -....,~ :-"~'SL: i.l'- '-I., .... ',::,I~ :;;"',C ',-:1:.I;:i.'_ 
\ i\;:;,1t~i~ \,'1- Sl ;,\,{LS} 

., ..... ----------------------- .... ---------- .------------- .... ----. ~ATE ~iO,·;glb7 -------0--------- .------ ................ ----- .----------- ..... ---------
(,~ ~ 

« 

45 

.!: ~; 

J:.i 

J:.? 

r.s-

5:; 

~~ " 

S,;: 

=:: '~ 

:;.<1 

00 

56 

5: 

Qt.;-:: 

, ! i/,!: !Ni'Ej.,!VA"-. f\RB .,. ~:J!-l ;',iW , S:.Jd on-i!::';.( ()'; I ',~ii 1 U~ i~:_ i'(j r AL i ~:. :..'- .<;, ;..,- :~:, '.; ':) ~ \ " ( ~j : ... SC·;.,w 
BOUGI'1T SCh ... Q Pr.!OGI:(AMS Pi'(OCJ;',,\:.:S 80UGI-,l' SG' ... D S: h)q7 .:..::, " " ::.::: N~·Sr. .~ S- f. % ::H' 

i30UG.~I-;- 50:"D SALCS .... GL...u~,~E. vOL-u·.·:: 

D9 , 3G--:l9 :~9 r. " lG2. !i79 CJ " ,GdO .~UU 'J .If.l::!.. G i'9 " :,;4~) ,i-;-:1~ .. . , 9 , 
.- :00- 10 :29 C: 1 ,450 • G{)e 0 0 G 1 ,456,GO'2 : I 7~ ... OOC' .J.U ' 0 .9 . 
iO , 30 - J Ci: 5!::' 3ac ,OliO " ,7:JG,SOu " 5 " 10 ,sec; ::':W, :::-'D~I 7 0·17 ,3G(j J , , c. 

I " : ;!C' - i : , :,::~,i 2,0.:10 ... 9'19 () Q 4 ,92:5 ,~OG :!. ,O~(~.919 c- , ~1::-5 , ~G[' 'j '" 0 

, :l0- , , , :59 18ii. uDO i , U~i.i , ";C,J ..:j3 , ti4U " 
, ()3 .:.u,.::' 2'3~ ,1.).'.':' '.:i , (. ~;~ JGU <. " c " 6 

2:00 .... 1 

" 
, ~U j 6~ ,Ci,{.: 3 • 3~H:~ ,050 " • , fi 15 ... ~d:: 1ci5,~)~::) ~; 21 , ,u5':.': \)':17 .,':::'::-' .. 2:- , 

, 2: :'1L1-l :!:59 0 '2,51.;7 • 4~1l G 4 334 , ::;D~) C ( ,92 , , ~J3D -il47 ~.H: (j .:-) 7 .0 

1~~:DO-13: 2~) B4 ,000 4 ,!i54, 60.:..1 7.6,O/j0 6, , 09, 500 I '1 :J • UJ(} '10 ,8C4 'i ilO - I ,liS:) ,00.', -...J. 
, 1.'9 ,9 

, 3 , 30 .... 1:1 :59 0 3, bOD JGO :H) ,~U() t; . 96!:.t , H7"",' :36, t,.OL:- ; ,::. , !",.!)il , ~) ~ i -"'J7 1,:':'; '" :.:: :-l , 
',< :o()- ;4: 29 ,} !;:i9i'i. H2U ; U, ijOL: :.15: , ~~J5 10 ,0\)0 , 

... ..:~) ; I:,~ -;j.,p 7 '. ", " C 

I 4:30- 14 : !:l~) lOll. ;)(JO , ,d(i7 , tl25 I) < ;,: :.:- fi . ·;2 , 1nc , iJ(;'J " , O~;::I , tj.ic - ; :5 3~i , ,~.: .:: c , I. 

:5:JO- 15: 2U 0 0 JUb,02D 9 , C:;J IJ , 7Si:. , ,i ~'G 9 ,Ou') " ,"!; 2 ;':,Bu -~c.7 7 ~ll J ;:; C .. 
15: 30-' 16: 19 0 : ,':49, 300 43. 6~O b ,53':' .3110 43 ,040 7 .51::13 ,CiuJ -2, G44 100 C ; , ,J 

vi'lC:"A5SII""!i::O 1 20,UGCi 200 ,000 0 lJ7 ,JGll ~lJ ,Oc-e. 3D7 ,GuO 0 0 C; 

----_._-_ .... ---------- ------- .... _.- .... --- _._- _ .... _------ - -- ....... _---- - --------_., 

3 ,077 ... ~) 7',,1 3, ,545 724 J6Ei £)BU 5 : , ""4.; ,9l)3 3 746 ,6S9 F,'J 290,627 -; 2 2sa. 36G 

~~ERtCAN STOCK EXCHANGE AND/OR ()VER T~IE I:O\JNTER sro~~ ~RA~S~Cl~a~$ t.~E I~CLUO[D If T~E~ ~f~~ li[ila~~~~ ~s CA!I~ (~F ~r, 
~RBITI{AGl OR SUBST~TUTION TRADE Ex~CUT~U PRIMAijll.~ 0~ 1~C ~vSE AN~ ~ Ue~lvAi:V[ ~AR~ST, 

UNCl...ASSli~~rl) li'AlH:.S ~ .. ERi: T{[POlnl::.!) \ .. rTIIOlr; S::"ECli'rc r~M~ .. :;;. 

,. .. -



~TOC~ MARKLT TRANSACT[ONS REPOR-~O AS I~JEX AHUr7~A~E AND ~J~STITU710N OR nrl,ER rROGRA~S O~ ~~E NVSE Bi ~~:= ~OJq -:ME I~TERVAL 

\'~~R~R \]F SH~RES) 

OtiS 

58 

59 

60 

61 

f,2 

&3 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

7C 

71 

[)ATE 

... ---------------- DA7E ~;O. ~Citi: ---------.-

TIME tNTF.RV.''IL ARE! + SUA f,RA + St .. A OTH~j~ ()Trl::~ 70TAt r D -.~ L TOT.' .. TUTAL ~i :", G,-i f 1 n r,~ L SOLD 
BOUGHT SOLD PROGr~AMS ?HOGr~.AMS AOuGl-1 r SC:.D SrlDiF AS A , ~~, "Iv5F i\ ~. t, " Q~: BOUGHT SO: n S~L~S vel. " 'Jf}!...:JME 

09:30-09:59 40,nou 16S,8no a 2, :l!':.S, 97~~ 010,I10U :.?, ~j 11 ,77 :i -'/33,500 J. .J.. a 

10:00-10:29 (j a79,BO(J £.9:J,7UD o::::5.0G(l .i. !),~ , "{nu 1 , (Jr..; • i3iW -q!),nnn 'J . .c 1 .4 

10:30-10:59 a 48£,400 0 !SOC,OOO 0 9iU ,~Oi..l -9U2,4t)lJ U.\.J I .5 

1 1 : DO- l I , 29 D :jL, ncu u ~wo, 1)00 0 g~;o. Ud\.) 9GU, L;UU :J . ::J .6 

1 1 : 3[)'-1 1 :59 0 445,B51 a iJ 0 -14~ .051 . .:1il!.'., d':> 1 Co. - (j . !J 

12;00-12:29 0 a a u 0 ,) u 0. - t}, U 

12: 30-12: 5~) 0 G 316,900 U 3,6,900 U D 0.7 G.O 

13:00-'13:29 0 0 0 G50,C:JCo 0 ri5e .1lOG 650, (j!...i.J ;j. ,:, 1 .6 

13:30-13:59 1 179,000 0 0 3-'15,570 I 129,HOC 3'ii..\,270 :J :"l. 7 , 
14: OO··l~; 29 C C· U (J 11 0 (j '~j • (; oj. ~) 

14:3U-14:5& 120.CWG [j 0 :3. Un:I, 7..::0 , 28, GO;) 3,OC"':.o. 140 0 ~; , /, 0 .0 

15:00-15:29 0 11 0 3<'\8,87U e ]~11,878 0 G J ~) 

15; ::lD-16: 15 U 128.DOO 4110. Da(i E,5:::,DJI.j -'lOr::. JOr.: ~nB ,uG:.J IJ G. '. , .3 

UNCLAS5~FIED G 551 iUa U , 
, ~j ~~ : . 43~1 0 :l,002,53"G 'J " (j 

------_ .. - --------- -----_._- _. _ . ... ---- --------- ... __ ._----- ---_ .. - _._--

1,297,800 2,242,951 1.010,600 ",085,692 2,30B.40() 13.328.B4~ -3,867,751 

AMERICAN STOCK EXC~iANGE ANDIOR OVER THE COUNTEI~ SIOCK TRANSACTIONS ARE INCLUDED IF "!"HEV WERE REPORTF.O AS PAIH ::::r I,N 
ARBITRAGE OR SUO$7ITU1ION TQADE EXECUTED PRIMAR!I.V ON TI!E NV$E AND A DERIVATIVE MARKET. 

UNCI.AS5IFIED TRADES WERE REPORTfD WITHOUT SPECIFIC TIMES, 

NVSE 

n'd 
I~ '-', ro 

'" 



Sl'OC~ N!AR)(.E:.l rRAN~ACT~uN:::' rH:.:.l-'or~TED AS iNf)[X Ai{i)i'TRr\G,[ ANQ SUL\ST!lU:IOI'. OR m!~,lR PROuHAMS u ..... ,tl= ~H'5E; BY HkL!~ !!OL\L~ f!Mi:. lNTEKvA .... 
(Nl~B~R OF ShARfS) 

---------------------------.---------.-------------------. - CA~t ~10/21/e1 -----------------.-------------------.-----. ----... ----------

CBS -:ME ;N7ERVAL ARB + SU~ ARB ~ S~8 OTHER OTHER 'lOTI, .... TOT r,L ',CTAL TuTA~ l30iJGHT TUi';, L. SCLD 

72 

73 

7< 

·/5 

70 

77 

7B 

79 

60 

B1 

Bl 

~13 

a< 

65 

OAT[ 

FWdGt-iT SOLD PROGRAfoolS PROGRAMS aOlJGrl7 SOLD SHOI·n AS " % Of I'\VSE AS ." 'Y. Or 
!:lOUGHT SOLD SAtES VOLUME VOLUME 

(;'9: 30-::'9: 59 0 2,8G6,700 '107,320 3,878,678 ,107, '320 ti,73S,370 -547,800 0.9 i4.1 

'(j:ijO-~O:2~ 0 o 0 0 0 u 0 0.0 U.O 

::):38-10:59 [j 4'l.O,DOfj 0 525,3U(') [1 945,300 '"l!5i1,OnO 0.0 2. ::! 

11 :(::':'-1 1 :2S' 0 o 0 2,OOO,liuO J 2,OUO,rJOO 0 U.O 5.0 

~ 1 : 3U- 1 1 : 59 0 23U, I~)O 0 0 U LJO, 1!::J0 -23li, l~)U n.D D.G 

:2:00-12;29 0 u G a 0 a 0 0,0 0.0 

'?:30-12:59 0 192,000 0 0 U 182,00;] -192,000 0.0 0.7 

1:.l:0C-13:29 0 o 0 a a a u 0.0 0.0 

13:3;:)-13:59 0 445,B50 6 .... , DOO a 64,000 4t.5,B5C -44~), u5n U.3 , .8 

1£:: J(:- 1,c,:2n 0 240,000 0 64,000 0 3::'4,000 '"2'1C:,000 C.O '1 • 2 

14:3'J-·14:':.19 0 U 2,:1.::39,200 0 2,239,20Q 0 0.0 "1.8 

15:u·J-15:29 0 96,000 3C,UOO 0 ::-10,OUU 96,000 -'::\o,ODO D. , 0.3 

15:30-16: 15 (i,5Q,700 o 1 ,913,900 192,500 2.564.600 192.500 0 6.1 0.5 

i..iNCLr~SSiF lED 0 300,000 0 2 , 1 :\!:J , 100 0 2, A.,'S, 10n -30G,OOG a 0 

------- -_._---_. --- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----_._---- -

fj50,70U ~,7BO,700 2,415,220 ",04~,778 3,06ti,9:l0 i5,82S,A76 -2,301,BOU 

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE AND/OR OVER THE COtINT[R STOCK Ti~ANSACTIONS ARE JNCL.UDED IF THEY WERt R~i)G~TliD AS PAR; ~r A~ 
ARBI1RAG~ GR SUBSTITUT10N THADE EXECU1'EO PRIMA~lLY ON TI1E NVS[ AND A D~RrVATrVE M~R~fT. 

;,JNCL.AS51 f! ED H{ADES ;,·jE.RE REPOHT[D ..... 1 Tt~OIJT 5il(·.C 1 r::C T! t .. H;.$. 

NYSE 

'0 
() RJ 
'.a Ulf1) 

-..J 



STOCK '-'1.\RKET iRANSACTiONS REP(}~TE.D t.$ iNDEX ,\ROITRAG[ AND SUOSTI-UTiO~ OR eTHeR PRUGRAtv'lS ,)1'1 Tt!E:. NVS[ BY ~tP.lf: rlOLR ~:f.~r. !N-:-C'1\/A_ 
(N(,MBER O!- ~HARES) 

--------------- •.• -- •. ------- .. ----- •.. - .------- •. ------- .. ----- DATE ~IC/~~!Sl ---- .. ------ .. --------- .------ .. _ . ___________ . ____ . _________ _ 

OBS 

8t"") 

81 

8!J 

BS 

90 

91 

92 

93 

9~ 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

DATE 

-:-IMF !f..ITERVAl, AHB + sue f!.R9 ;. sua Ot"HER O~'HEq TOT"~. 7Q'l'"A'_ -C'-i /\'- 7CT ,~"- 30~Gl-iT -(1-,''- SGI.~ 
;;)OUGHT .sOLD PROGBAMS PROGr~:,~/.S :':.{)LH'I-tT S:Jt.:J ~I !OR'r FS " ';-~ or-: :-.iys::: .~s ,\ " :}F 

~OUGt-IT sc.~.:J ~;, f'.t f.5 ... (;! ,;~.;E 1.'':>L'I\~i 

09:30-09:59 0 77:i, ::;2 () r: () 7:13, '!:)2 -7?3, ]':;2 '- .0 ~ .9 

10:00-10:29 [j 1 , 12~~,100 24,400 2,')S6,RDQ 2''',400 :~,[l89,900 -50;}, non 0 .0 7.3 

: i): ::w- 10: t>9 0 " 70,000 L: "1[I,oon 0 D :J .• !J.u 
1 \ : 00- 1 1 : 29 D 0 0 d U 0 o. c· C.O 

I I :30-11:5£ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;J 0.0 0.0 

'2:00-12:28 0 0 " 1 107,700 0 1,1~7,7UO G ':'.0 ~,b 

12:30-12:59 0 732,400 136.500 0 1:JE,50C 7:.32,400 0 0.7 3.5 

;J:OO-13:29 0 0 74,DOO '304,390 "14,000 604,390 0 0.3 2.0 

lJ:30-13:59 0 l1 (] 0 0 0 0 0.0 D. 0 

,..,: 00·· 14: '}~) 0 0 1,86::1,800 0 1 ,863,800 0 0 8.5 o. 0 

14:3C-i4:59 80,000 0 0 C 80,;)00 0 G 0.3 0.0 

15:00-15:29 0 0 7,66 I ,700 0 7, no1 ,700 () 8 33. ,. 0.0 

15:30-16: 15 0 [1 33,500 C. ].3,500 (] u n.l fJ.::l 

i.JNCI.ASSIFIED 0 U 1 I ,511 .100 791 ,900 ' ~ ,5 1 1 , HlO 791 .900 0 0 [) 

--------- -.. - ... ------ _._------- -- .. ------- -_._-_ .. _-- ----------
80.000 2,588,652 21 ,375,000 5,310,790 " ,455,OCO "1,999,4"'2 -1 ,223, i52 

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE AND/on OVEn "/'11: COUN'!"!:R STOCK "T"RANSACTIONS ARE INCLUDED IF T/ii.::.Y t,.o,:ER=: HEPOR1T[) AS PAf.<T OF AN 
ARBI'rRAGE OR SUBSTITUTIO~ TRADE EXEC(JTED PRIMARILY ON THE ~YSE AND A DERIVATIVE MARKET. 

UN.CLASSIFIED rRADES WERE REPORTED WITHOUT SPECIFIC "TIMES. 

.... {::. ;: 

npr 
IcQ 

Ul(1) 

<Xl 



srOCK MA~KE1 ·rRANSA~T:S~S ~Ei)CRT~D AS [ND~X ARBITRA(~E AND S08~·ri~~,~10~ O~ OT~lfR PROGRA~S ON ·r~E ~YS~ BY HAi_f ~OGW r:M~ [N!~~V~I. 
(l'iuMGt:i-i CI- SI1AIH:.Sj 

---------------------------------------------------------- DATE =IU/23/67 --------------------. ----. -----------------------.--------

OBS 

IGG 

IOj 

iOZ 

103 

10': 

IO!) 

106 

, 07 

iOB 

109 

" 10 

1 1 ; 

DATt: 

TIMi:. INT~KVA,- AK~ + sea ARc ., SU~ OTHER OTr.ER 10'A.L IOlt.L. TO'i,',L rOTf.L ~D~JG!-.. r TO"'; .. :.... SOL!) 
DOUGHT SOLD PR.OGRA~.1S PROuRA~.:;: BOUGHT SOLD So-tCR7 "S • % Clf !lYSE AS A ~., OF 

BOUGHT sO\....~ SALE:~ \1 0 LUr.lI::' vOLUM!:". 

09;30··09;59 0 G 0 6.217 ,7C:i 0 6.;~ i7 .7b3 L G. [. -;5.2-

10:00-10:29 ~i 0 0 0 0 () " U.O U.U 

10;30- ;("):59 :juG.COG a 0 (I :JOU,uOu " (; ,.:.n ( • L, 

" , ;00-1 , : 29 0 0 3, 210.480 0 :1, 2 1 G. iJfJ(\ :) D 1 C.~) 'J. ;:. 

1 , :. :W-l 1 ::'9 ,. 0 to Q 0 0 (l D.O (i , ;) 

12;iJO-·12:?9 :124.200 0 2.01~?300 0 2, :J:,6, 5(iO " 0 1:'.4 :~, " 
12:30-i2::-i9 255,000 L n I ,519. ~oo 25S,Don , .5'9, 100 (J , ,. 

.0 9. 

13:00-13:2U a 0 2,012.300 :107,ClGJ 2 ,n 1 2, ::100 307 ,GGO Q B.5 , .3 

13::W-13:5~-l i) 24C,OOO I ,DO~J, 2QO 0 1 ,009,:1.('1) :i'4U,[JOU r; 'j: 5 \). A 

\4:00-14:29 U HU,OOO 7. ,0 10, C,OlJ :~ :~ , ·\(lC L,uie ,40i.l , I :l . ~ :J~) ::'1 :~~.; . 1\ 2.2 

If>:O{;-1!);29 " 3:25, lCIO 0 0 U 32':), lGO (; n 0 

;jNCU\SSIF lED 0 0 0 ; 21 .85G 0 12.1 ,850 0 0 0 

----_._- ----------- --- . __ . - - .. _- -.-.--------. ---------
E79.2~)() 54'5, 100 lG,26t;,68a \1 19':J 1 ~ :! ; ; '47 ,coO 6, Br,t., 213 (; 

AMERICAN S.·l(jl.~ t,>((t,AM~t AND/OR OVER THE COUNTER $TOCI-\ j'HANSACTIONS 1,i'I[ r,·.~:i...UDE:f) IF T,I[Y "'JEi~~ H!;POiITED ,\50 ~·;.Rj (;r M .. 

AR~H:Rt.GE CH Sl~!:3STI"fdT!ON TRALH:. 'i:.XECUTE.D PRIMARI ..... ' .. ~)" ":"rlf I':V$[ .I\ND A DE.iHViloTIVE :UIHKi.:.T. 

~NCLASS!fl[D rl{AO~S WERE HEPORTED ~ITt~UT SPECIFIC TI~ES. 

"lVSE 

'" 7&l 
ViC 

~ 



STOCK MARKET TRANSAC1'10~S R~PORT~[) AS [ND~X AROITHAGE A~0 SUBSri;'UTI')~ (l~ 0T~E~ PRl)~RAMS (J~ .n~ ~vSE Dv HALF rl(}UR TiME !N7ERvA_ 
(~10MBER or SriARES) 

--- .. ----- ... ----- DATe =10/26/H7 

COS ~IME IN'ERVAL ARB + SUB 
80UuriT 

ARB ... SUB 
SOLD 

OTHER .:rJ-tER TOTAL TOTAL TuTI'L 
S~:)r<

S~LCS 

-Q!~L BOUGHT -OTAL SOLD 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

i20 

i 21 

122 

123 

DATE 

PROGRA~"S PiWGHAMS BO,JG:iT SOLD ~S A % OF ~YSE AS A % OF NVSE 
80UGHT 50,-:) vO~~ME ~O~JM[ 

09:30-09:59 a o 2,127,7UO 806,482 2, ~27.70Q 606,4U2 '0 3.8 1 ,5 

10:00-10:29 o o 0 C Q (] C 0.0 D.D 

10:30-10:59 o 0 D (] (j 0.0 " .0 

11;00 ·11 :29 a n 8,500 0 8,508 0 0,0 0 .C 

11 :30-11 :59 o " 0 0 [) ~) 0 0.0 0.0 

12:00-12::l9 o o 0 () U G 0 0.0 U.O 

12:30-12:59 [) (] 233,000 112,8(lU 23:~, 000 : 12, i:\00 a 1 .2 0.6 

1::1:00-13:29 u o 0 0 () " G 0.0 J.O 

13:30-13:59 u a 252,900 0 252,900 0 (, O. 7 D.O 

1-4:00-14:29 G o 0 r: u c (; 0,0 u.U 

14:30-14:59 o (] u [) 0 0 0 0.0 (J.U 

U~ICLASSI;=!ED Q 0 1::,362,087 (] 6,3()2,O37 G 0 0 

o 7,281,319 2,62'2,100 7,261.319 0] 

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE AND/OR OVER Tl-IE COUNTER STOCK THANSACTIONS ARE. lNCLUDED IF THEY ~'VER[ R[PORT~D AS PART Or AN 
ARBITRAGE OR SUBS1Tl"UTlON TRADE EXECUTED PRIMARILV ON T!-iE NVSE AND A DERIVATIVE MARKET, 

UNCLASSIFIED TRADES WERE REPORTED WITHOUT SPECIFIC TIMES, ..... 
o 



OBS 

2 

3 

4 

5 

G 

-, 

STU!:K M~~~~; TRANS~CT!GNS RE?DRTED AS ~G~-~c:_ro I~S:J~~)~CE ON lHE NVSE 8Y VAlE 
~ N.;t,'Br..n ,}:= S-:Ai1ES: 

~jA ; E VAI.UE vOLUME VOLUME PF:HC!::.f'l"i PERCENl ., ,000,000 ~OU\.:.H: SO:""D OF i>OV::'E;. 'JU;.,.dME OF I'I:YS!.:: VOLoJMl 
oO!JGl-lr SO:...[) 

10/i4/2.7 10.0 '9.800 ,oB,700 O. J 1 O.Uo 

10/'5/87 17.6 73.400 :li:D. DllO " .03 O. 1 ; 

lOJlb/h7 231.0 [) S, ~j~5. 40iJ Co. u(J 1. £.7 

lU/1:Ji61 16'j2.U J J9,:-i56,!.l42 !.J. (JD b. ~)~ 

lun(../~7 1'::).5 0 4';:)8,O'iiJ D,ue ( •. ue. 

1(J/21/a'/ 45.0 0 i.~~5,200 a,CoG ~l , LE. 

10123/87 7.0 0 3G7.CJi.:;iJ {i ,IJU oJ. i 2 

AMHnCl,N STOCK EXCHANGE.: }~N[)/cn OVE'H lH[ COot'nEI~ :ii' v ::" lRAN::'/,C1'iON~ .t.F/i': Iro.:":~.,)i..l!::O !i: r~'jcY ~''-~:i~i: J.,(i:'I·:u/;rUJ t,S i-JAr.T ~J':: .\ H(I\U!.: 
tX[CUTC.U PRlfI1AI-1ILV ON THI::. NVSE. 



STOCK tJlAR;(f:': TRANSACTIONS REPorHEO AS PORTFOLIO INSURANCE ON 'hE NY~E BY HA:_'" t1DUB '!)!.E iNTt:.RvA,
(NUMBER OF ShAr~ES) 

DATE ~10/,~,'~17 ----- - ---------------.---. 

()A~ TB.1E JNTF.RvAt.. VALUE vO~_U;,H::: VOLUME BOUCii IT 501 D 
($1,000.000) BOUGh: SDL:j AS DERCENT AS ;Jt:RU::hT 

0:': NVSF VOi.l;Mt: Of NVS!:: VOLUME 

09: 30-09: S~) D.7 19,aCln 0 (].1 

2 15:00-15:29 9_3 0 168,700 0.0 1. ? 

- .. _--_ .. 

DATE 10.0 19,800 icli,700 

---------- ... -.--------------------.. --.------ .--------------- DA1·[ =10/15/87 - .. ----- ... ------.~ 

095 .~ 11M:. 1 N1TINAL VALUe "Ii~lUML VOlla.1E. BOUGHT SOLt.) 
1.:i\ , ,nne,onn) BOIJG;-tl SQ~D Po:' Dr=RCI:.N·: ;..~: PHH':EN-

CF ~VSE VDI..ur.1[ OF NVSE VO!.Ut.H: 

3 ']9:30-09:59 , 3 _ 3 (1 28:~, coo 0.0 D.G 

4 1! :00-· 11 :29 4.3 7:~, .. co n 0 . .3 0.0 

---_._--

DATE '7.6 73,400 2U3.000 

AMERICAN STOCK ExCHANGE AND/OR OVER THE C()IJN1ER STOCK TRANSACTIONS ARE INCllJDED IF rHEV WERE REPORTED AS PA~·r OF A I·RADE 
EXECUTED PRIMARILV ON THE NVSE, 

UNCL;"SSIFIEO TRADES wERE REPORTED WITHOUT SPECIFIC TI~ES. 

n'U 
I~ 

0"1(0 

'" 



STUCK MAHj.(.t'."! Tr\At~SACiIuNS REI-'OHT='D t.S PORrr=OLIO iN5oJHi\!'>ICE Gt: ;·I,!::. I\&V5E BV rlALF l-IOUR T~rJ!E. It~Tt:R'·JAl. 

(NUMBER O~ ShAW~S) 

-------------------------- .. ------------------------------- DA'~ ~lO/lG/H7 -----------.-----------.--- ..... ------ ... --------- .. ----.. -.-----

0115 :-IMf. !NTERVAL VALUE \.I OLll1!,E VOLUME BOUGI·" SOLD 
( $1 ,000,000) BOUGHT SC~.~ AS PERCENT AS PF!=:CE:-.-:-

GF NVSE VO~.:';:.1E. or- I~V ':):-: VJLUME 

C 08 ~ Ju' D~: 'j':.! 4(). b 0 'Jilt:.. 2:::0 0.'::; 1. • ~) 

C 'O:OQ-1(j:2~ 4.6 0 lJ4,OOIJ 0.;) 0.<' 

-f iCi:30-'O:59 26.9 0 57E.,7DO i).0 2.4 

B 11 :00-1'1 :29 " ."/ n 1 ilL., 1)lJiJ a.1] D.t; 

9 ,:j:30-':i:5 IJ ~ 'L .7 c:: 2i..i:l.C~J) () . ~l 1 .D 

10 14:3Q-14~59 30 _0 0 650,CGO 0.0 3. , 

\1 15:00-1:':29 30.0 0 6=,n.oco D_ O L.B 

12 15:3()-1f): 1~ 75.3 0 1 ,7" ,SOD O. 0 3. L 

------ ..... -
DA ;~. 231. () () ~), r::i~S, .. OJ 

MM.':R'CAN STOCK [XC/"iI\NC,[= ANLJ/Oq OVI::I-1 nil:; COL..NTtl~ S"iOCt\ 'J..::"f'l5AC·lOt.:5 Id"~ INCLUDCO IF ~'H['I 't,'r.:t:;[ i-H':p;jh:';c:D AS PAil.~· ~i' to -("'M .• :: 
[X[CUTED PRIMAIHLV 01'0 Till: NVSl:.. 

lJNCL.ASSIFl[l) THAlil5 .... H:.RE Rl:POHll0 wIT!IOlH SPE.CjFIC "7l1.H::S. 



~TOC~ MARKF.T Ti~ANS)"Ci IONS RFPORTI:.LJ AS ~(;"(T;'CLI{) P.;SURAf'.Cr.: ON !~tt: I'. V sr· F:!v Itr.~.F tln\;~ r !~h- lr-;T~~·· .. AL 
(N~MB~R OF SHARES) 

aBS T1ME INTERVAL vALUE. 
($1.000.000) 

13 09:30-09:59 12.4 

,. 10:30-10:59 260.0 

15 I I : 00- 1 1 : 29 219.3 

16 1 1 : 31.)- 1 1 : 59 120.5 

11 12:UO-12:29 205. ~-l 

1 a 12:30-12:59 19B.9 

19 13: 00· 13:29 300.0 

20 13:30-13:59 316.2 

7.1 14:00-14:29 29.6 

22 14: 30"14: 59 20,2 

,3 1S:00-15:/9 90.5 

2-1 15:30-16: 15 76.3 

l.)ATE 1652.0 

DA;!2 '·I()/I!)/B7 

/OLlJMf. VOlUM!::. 
8G:.JG:-t T SOLD 

0 312,800 

0 5.~:ll0.BOU 

[) 4.422, ~)oo 

a 2.S03,900 

D tJ,21!:;i.2rJO 

0 4,::]10.500 

Q 6,OH.i,200 

a 6.878,242 

lJ 741. '/un 

(1 4f)"/, !·;O:·/ 

0 2, 5:J 1. [iOC 

0 '2.157 • .e.[)0 

- - -_. . - ---

0 J~),a55.542 

ROUGHT 
AS PERCE.:.t..;T 

OF NVSE VOLUME 

D.O 

o,n 

0.0 

(l.n 

O.G 

0.0 

~). D 

J.e: 

O.n 

n.D 

0.0 

0.0 

SOI..D 
AS PCR.CENT 

Of NVSt=. VD!"'Ut.~E 

[], E1 

!:l.5 

7.3 

!:i.3 

10,4 

'G.4 

1 S. a 

:::'.0 

3.4 

__________________________________ .. __________________ ----- DA·rE -10/2U/87 - .. ---------.-------------------.- -.--.-.- .. --------.---------- .. 

035 TIME !NTERVAL 

25 08: :W-·O!:):!:r!J 

VAllIE 
(".0DO.OOO) 

19.5 

VOI.UME VOLUME 
BCJGHT :;OL:J 

a 0198. 09~j 

BOUGHT SOLD 
AS PE:::i=:CENi" AS ?FRC~NT 

or· NVSf:. \J Ci ~_ urfl. f::. 0:· 1'<11$:: '-'\)LlJ~:E 

O.G J.1i 

AMERICAN STOCK EXCt-ihNGE AND/OR OVER Tt-IE COUNTER SiGeK Ti'{ANSACT!GNS AHE INCLUDE.C IF THEY wERE r~E;JOIHfD J\$ PAR-:- C~ f.,. Tr~A[)l 
EXECUTED Pl'ilMAR1LY ON Tt-IE NVSE. 

UNCLASSI~IED TRAUES WERE REPORTED WITHOUT SPECIFIC -[MES. 



s-:-o;-; ... t/.J.iljl,Ei '~!~ANSAC\IONS Ri:::j.)CilTED AS PORTi=C •. i.C I!';:~lJHr,t-.;CE. Of\: i"rl~ !'>.lYSE. BY ";.:.i' 'IG\J:.! TI·.·.I:: iNi·E~\JAL. 

(NUMBi-:1i Or- Si1A\~ES) 

-------------------- .. -----.------... - .. --------------.--.----- DArE ~10/21/87 --

QBS 7IME !NTEfdA ... VALUE 
(,.I .000. DOD) 

45 

IJOUjME 
aOUGr-IT 

o 

vOLUME 
50 .... 0 

1. ',55.200 

cOuGHT 
AS PERCENT 

Or- !'IY 51:: V(h.vMt: 

[) 

SOLD 
AS ?ERCENI'" 

0\: N,{SE vOLUME 

o 

---------------- .. --------.--.-.-- .. ------------------------- GAlE =1(J/23/87 -------.------------ .. -. - ... ---------------------------------

005 r:l.1f: U4 rt:Rv,t,l. VAUJE '. ()lLlMc VG'..lJMt: tlClUC.I-l"i SOLO 
($'.000.000) BOL;~\;-;- SOLD "S Pt.RC[N·~ AS PUH,:un 

Or NVSi:. IJ(_~ .. \IME Of' NY SI: VOLUME 

;0 i3;00-1:3:28 "1.0 0 30' ,GUO 0.0 1. J 

AMEfnCAN STOCK EXCHl~t~t',E. t..!-,D/OR O\lU~ T~-I[ COUNiEi-l. STf)C1\ TRANS,. .. CT1r,N~ ;\flE INCLlJUf.D 11"" "r-tf.V ",jERE Rt::PQrn"ED AS PMH OF J\ TRA[)[ 
i:.XfClJTED Pkll'nl,HlLY ON "it,!:' NYSE. 

l)NCLASSIFIED TRA[JES \':ERE Rt;.PUR·IED y.nTltOuT SPECU~!( Tlt.H:S. 

(J~ 
110 ",ro 

lJ1 



P(}~ifC:"'lO '.!'<S\JHANCE A~O OTHER ~H.:j)G! NG IN ~ t-!c-: S & P 50D r',J"iURcS CONTi~A(r OJ\; "fliE Cf.!t:. ~y [),I. orr: 
l'!JMBER OF i'l,TUIH;:$ CONTr~ACl S) 

06S :iATE PORTfOLIC PGFl:Tf~Oi....l 0 OTH'20R On-IER 1'OTAL TOH.L CME ;)&P ~CD PERCEN, ~l~qCENT 

I N$URf.:KE IN$UKANCE HEDGtNG HE~G! t-!03 BOUGHT SOLO VOLUME Or CME ;::F P.4f: 
[30uC.~~T SOL:..l aO:.JGHT SOLD ~C;JGH"i" SG~D 

cl1-10-14 1 i'l , ,81 1 462 ; ,G6J 576 3,4t10 1 14,506 0,:; 3,0 

2 EJ7 -', a -15 452 3,€OG e64 4, 4!~4 , .316 " ,099 127.~O7 ; ,0 6,3 

3 67-10-16 EO Hl.::I4i 2,339 4. lEifi '2, 3~}9 14,!)Og 145,031 1 .6 iQ.O 

• 97-i~1~'19 :':\1 n 25,632 ~,5 :?3 6,~,\C.'[; f, , b:33 32,'132 io3,112 2,~ 20, () 

5 (17,· 1 u" :2,) 6,Dil!:l 2i).6'.i'? , ; ,576 4, G9~J !7 ,665 33, ~):52 ; 1:3, ;Od I!'>. ij 2::';, \j 

6 8"1-10-11 9. IG2 1 1 ,61"1 14,71iJ :1.0&D '24,46J ; 4, 'i57 !j2.009 29.0 : 7 .0 

"/ i},/-1O-2l ~.J93 , ,:'33 I 3.209 2 , rJ~") : ij,602 3,422 4" ,e'll 17,G 1 . I 

d B7-10-23 6."173 5.006 , ,5HB 5,30'1 8.37 i ! ;] , 3 I ~j 3fl,O"-' 21 . .- 27. Q 

9 H7'-10-26 6,9~n 4.661 <: , 7S)2 ~l • !"}.1. i 9.769 ':J. ;':;.)2 0' ,i.l6~ 3C',D 3:2 ,\J 



PORTFOLIO INSURANCE AND OTHER HE~GING IN I'HE S & P SOO FUTUHES CONTRACT ON "~1E CME BY H~LF ~OUR TI~E INTERVAL 
(NU~B~R or FLTURE$ CONTRACTS) 

--------------------------------------------------.-------- :JA Tt: =67-1::J-l~ -------------- .. _----------_ .. _--------
DBS 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

a 

9 

;0 

1 I 

12 

13 

1·' 

DATE 

._---------------_ .. _-
T1Ml: INTEHVAl PORTrO •. lD POH,fOUO OTt,ER OT/·Il.:'H TOTAL- 1 urAL CME s!!.p !:Son IOTAL fJDUGhr TQi.C.L SOLD 

INSURANCf: l.~SURANCE HEDGING I,[DGING BOUGHT SOLO VOL.UME AS % OF CME AS " OF CME 
nOUGHT SOLD BOUGHT SOLD VOLUME VOLUME 

09:30-09:59 " 40 20 ~) I 22 131 14,0; I 0.2 0.9 

10:00-10:29 23 38 15 U 38 38 I I ,B99 0.3 0.3 

10:30-10:59 0 () 0 0 6,54:7 0.0 ,1.0 

1 1 : 00- 1 1 : 29 ! 0 0 5 7f.iS 15 70:) 6,7H2 D.? II .6 

, I ; 30- I 1 : 59 0 . , 0 23 G :3 ... 3,nas 0.0 , .1 

12:00-12:29 n ~ 7 3 , 7 :.15 :? <l 3 • ~')9~) () .n {} . !.~ 

12:30-12:!::I9 0 £,4 a 0 0 4 .. 8,9010 () .0 (l.CI 

13:{)fJ-i3:29 490 298 10 "l99 4!:)O ;2,2f)8 2.4 4.0 

'1:3:3:J-13::)"~) 0 I ! 4 :l00 JI4 8, ! 8"! C.D 3. " 

14:00-ILl:?9 0 69 n 33;) " --IJ7 ~). E::iU4 U.:J ., . :j 

14:30-14:59 24H H() IDa ill :~~8 
, 1 . ',,5 ().7 2.9 

:5:00-15:7.9 0 530 :~ 5 1DO 3~'l 6~O 7.479- 0.5 8 .• 

';5:30-16; 1 ~ 55 57 5 1 S 60 s:' 1 '1 • 111!.! 0.4 0.6 

UNCl..ASSI rr ED 0 142 a c· 0 142 0 0 a 

-------
114 1,611 462 1 ,669 71"16 3,480 ; i4,S06 

TOTAL BOUGI;T or~ SOl.D AS A PERCENT Of CME VOLUME MAY EXCEED :00 SINCE SURVEY DATil REFLECTS ORDER ENTRY TlME 
WHILE eME VOLUME REFLECTS ORDER EXECUTION TIME. 

UNCLASSIFIED TRADES WERE REPORTED WITHOUT SPECIFIC TIMES. 



PQRTr'OL10 INSURANCE i.~D On-Ir:H Ht[):"':~~G. !N ;H[ S So .-: 5U(; I-UTCi-{F.S CONH~ACl (itJ ;'~1[ [Me ei J-:hLi' HOui~ Tg~E lt~ll:l·i'Jt.\ 
(~lUMHrH or ~c·:·<.!j"~:':'~: C0t-..l jt.~!':;S) 

__ R_R·_R. _____ .. _____ R ___ ._.~ __ "" ___ . ______ .R._. ____ R_R __ ._._ .. _""_ LJ.t..Ti::: -'ti7-1U I:::. _.R __ . __ R_. __ .. ________ R, __ ._._RR_. __ R_R._. __ . __ ._ 

0[15 

15 

-,I:) 

17 

16 

1 'S 

2Q 

21 

2L 

23 

2'~ 

25 

~6 

2.7 

2B 

DATE 

T WE ·~)\Ti:.RiJA:"" POR j':-liIRI;) POIHr-OL:C- OT~EI~ urrit:.~ 

I NS .... ;Rs'o.:-iC!::. INSURf.:,;:!::: I-',E:~")G[NG I-tl::.()..-:'[:-.;G 
30UCi!'!,T SOLD BOUGHT SOL;) 

09:30-09:59 S 1 . 267 80 1 .9:1.4 

lO:DD-l(i::.m G no g~") 3£:.8 

iO :3D-IO:59 2 4S4 161 256 

; 1 :i1u-: ; ;29 , ' 1;':-4 (j " ~:w 

1 , :::liJ·-l ; :59 " 2.J4 i1 "2LJG 

IL:n~l-i2:29 ::. oj " "LH~ 

'1"2: 30-12: 59 U v 60 ~i 

',::1 :OO-I:;!: 2~ " U 0 J 

13:30 RI::):50 n i.r.. C lGi..") 

14:00R 14;29 35:3 5 3 \ 7: 

14;30-14:59 [) G 153 0 

15:UO-15:29 0 67 192 " 
15: 30- 11:): ,~ 71 43:-' H2' i 67 

UNCLASSIFIED 0 176 0 0 

"52 3.605 86. 4,49~ 

R·;JTAL T0"1",1.l.. 
t:! 01.. GriT SOL [I 

i:i5 :~ , 'I ~ll 

';':=; 1 , 
'" 

163 -1'50 

2 , 1 .Ltt d 

" c,c ,~ 

U :t.~h! 

bC: ~l 

D C 

" 
, 

1 " 

364 7G 

153 \l 

192 91 

lG3 c2=-

0 1 IG 

1 .316 6,099 

C:,1L ::'&P :"i i~ i...j 
VO:_'._:.~~~ 

19 . 8~;4 

\.!!.. b4.!'. 

I::-J,440 

, l"i -, 

':l, 2:! ~ 

9,4"i\ 

6,ti3~ 

5, 1:2b 

7. i·:::, 9 

7.2] :1 

4,773 

4."ii12 

1::;.43 i 

J 
_____ R_ 

127 ,507 

TCliAL DC, 
A:j % O!--

VaL.ur .. 

t: .• 1 

0 .0 

1 .5 

O. , 
U. ;"1 

0.0 

O. S' 

0 

0.0 

5.3 

3.2 

.c.,a 

0,6 

II 

~t~ r 
~.1!:.: 

~n:/,L S\.J,--U 
AS :;:, Cr C'~'= 

"tUL ",Jr.1!:: 

1.6 

7. \ 

i . a 

:~ . " 

u.l 

o 

, " 

~ • Co 

u.u 

1.9 

3.2 

u 

TOTAL BOUGHT OR SOLO AS ~ PERCEN1' OF CME VOLIJME ~AV EXCEED 100 SINCE SURVEY DATA !IEFLECTS ORD~R E~7~V TI~l 
WHILE CME \iGLlJME REFLECTS ORDER EXECUTION TIME-

UNCLASSIFIED TRADES ~ERE REPORTEJ ~l~HOUT SPECIFIC TIMES. 

(')~ 
I cq 
-J() 

W 



UB$ 

30 

POQT~ULJ{) lNSURAN(:t AND OlntR HEO(~lNG I~ Thf S & P bOa ~urL~E~ CONT~ACI O~ THE C~E BV hA_F rlOI~R 1'!ME I~TERvAL 

(NJMOER or FUT~RES CON7RACTS) 

DA"r ·~7-'C-l~ . __ .. 

fl""E :NTi'.HV';;'" r:ml !"Di- f] ~(;;nrOLIO OTt-1Er~ CTr l[fl TC1AL 
l~~uFa,r,>! c , NSl;I~.t~ICE 1·ii::D(;'l '"'Ie; 1'[ilG!'-.j':'; [3OIJ[.I1T 

130UG;-! SOU) OOUG~n ::'Ol..[) 

09;3~-09:5H 0 915 375 2:34 375 

10:00-10;29 0 408 55 31 2 55 

:(;-:',t,L G.'[ :;~:.:, 
,..., 
"--

SULD '~'G_Jr~L 

1 ~ 49 1 G, OGa 

72(J 1 1 ,487 

-;Ci AL 9Ou~;.,'-!-:-

;:..s % 01 ~:'''E 
V0LL.;r,\~ 

2, 3 

" 5 " 

rQ7At.,. ::l-OLD 
.,5 -;:. or- C~~E 

'. ·:'LL.~J\E 

7,1 

6,3 

~1 lO:3Q"10:S9 30 941 c, :, 1 t'; :~n 759 1 , 1" 0 :J 

32 

3" 

3G 

3li 

39 

<0 

42 

DATE 

il:00-11:29 0 IIn2 438 ,019 ·~:1H , 1.If~ , 1 1 -'98 " 7 

I 1 : JC- 1 1 : 59 3U 768 ~i .:;~) ~) H 1 , I.i·;E ~(), :.!;',' D.il 

0 Sq 1 : ::i3 7!:;-1 0 5C. i) > 

0 i:,:~ ,~CJ 7 :~ /1(; l;:iG /, , ~j L , , J 

'3: :-1:1- 1 3:"}() 8 : ,iJ 1 I IBo ';~)!"l . t~tl : ," 7"} 7 0.". , .-'l 
lJ:3C,-13:59 II j'i ~i'l 179 : 98 , I<~ tiL'1 ,9Soi:.· 1 ,', 

0 1 ,~1 il 35 ~) :.':. :i ~.) 1 , ~i 7:~ 
, 
" , L. i~ 

, O. " 
It'.:JJ-IC,:59 ~) 743 0 1 '8 0 Gii " ,0:': 1 D 0 

1':>:00-15;29 a -'109 454 2 17 4~il! 626 1 1 72'S 4 ,0 

\l , ,GEl I 5' ., ~~ ~ ~s S i / , ,4:;:/ :;;j, 5::~ , .:.) 
LJNL_ASSirlED 0 BHl 0 1 ~lG 0 ~el G 0 

60 ,a 3. 1 2 ,339 4 1 "8 2 "O~ , ~.,~ 1 " ,509 145, 03; 

TOTAL BOUGHT OR SOLD AS A PERCENT OF eME VOL1JME MAY EXCfED 100 SINCE SURVEY DATA RfFLEcrs ORO~R ENTRY TIMf 
WHILE eME VOLUME REFLECTS ORDER EXECUTION TIME. 

UNCLASSIFIED TRADES WERE REPORTED WITHOUT SPECIFIC TIMES. 

12.5 

~1..4 

i il . () 

6.4 

li),i! 

9.8 

5.6 

6.8 



P;":'R~'FOL:C :;1Sl;~A:--;C::' ,!.,;-.li.'j (J;nF.K. 1·!r..~;C.~~~C ir~ ~l'lf: S & Cl '50 1.j •. ,;. \.,;~[S ,::::.::~, ~;':;';,L ~ .:.:,:~ 1'·![. ::r,:!.::. :l. 1'1;,' 
(~\J::~i:H'.!~ 0'" ;:,.'1 ~.'i~(·:) ..::m·(l !~;~C;·::;: 

-------------------------.~- .. -.------------- .... - .. ~------.-. DATE ='87"~G-!9 ----~-----~ .. -.. ~---~-----~-.- .. --- .. ~-.---

CBS 

043 

44 

45 

46 

47 

4" 
49 

50 

51 

:'.7-

53 

:54 

f):i 

5. 

:IME : N~·EJ.;\(tI:.... ;:>CJ;,T.J<- Ie ?c:~ U'CL I;) 
: XS'.:R":---:Ci..:: i N::'l~t':i\.hKE 

I3CUGri"T S()~ D 

;)9:30-09:59 Ij ., ,G:'::r, 

lJ:OD-i(i::l9 G 2.019 

:C:30-H::':59 (j 2.20~ 

, , :00-1 1 :29 9~ :;.299 

1 ; : 3L' 1 : 5~: ~s 9/4 

l:!;C)(, ··1 ~; £9 : ~JG 2, 7l)<~ 

' 2: JO ·12 : ::,9 c 1 • 49!") 

~ 3: 00· 13: 29 ~GO I ,7';)6 

13:30-13:!j9 D 2,044 

~1\:ClO-,.tI:?'9 D I 1294 

14:30-14:59 0 2,024 

'E :OO"I~j: 2~} D 776 

Hi ,3G~ iEi; 15 () 2,896 

LJliCU, SS! r: I ED 0 1 ,270 

310 25.83£ 

G7i-![q OThER iOTAL 
hED0.1NG l'il~Du! N~ BtJuG:·,"j" 
BOUGHT S-:)L'J 

294 , , d'Jol ,~9"i 

263 :.l42 263 

4" , lHli) .;:, ., 
132 i)'i ..!. 2'/.." 

SG ~":J4 05 

106 1 2d 2:1b 

270 026 276 

~56 554 i:l5G 

".u 1 100 4(;1 

:391 :;'45 ~~9 1 

i 0 1 550 101 

Hl0 27. [jIG 

846 255- 646 

0 (1 0 

4.523 6.90r 

TU""';L 
;;".:.!.. ~) 

2. ,6' 

2,32~~ 

2,350 

2,57"; 

3, is' 
1,2"(0 

37,732 

(ME 5&i:l ~~)) 

\: ,):, ,jMl 

/(.,2,:'':; 

E,,'f \8 

., i.l , r f.J"L 

b,l";)l 

~:.L3G2 

9,9":"~ 

, 1:,3, 'j 12 

~\ ~ 'i .. UP eM!... 

.': 

.:i.6 

1. :5 

U.7 

J,J 

2.9 

'I , ~J 

3.G 

:-1. !..l 

\ . c! 

\). :,) 

,~. 0 

o 

TOTAL BOUGtl1 OR SOLD AS A PERCENT OF CME VOLU~E MAY EXCE~D lOa SINCE SURVEY O~TA ~~FL~rTS ORD~R ~NT~Y 7lME 
VJHIl.E eME VOLUME ilEf-lECTS onDER EXECUTION TI~E, 

UNCLASSIFIED lR"-DES 'tIERE REF'ORTED WITHOUT SI-lECIFIC TIMES. 

L~~ . ' . 

:;: .-

2~ .. ::, 

1 c. 

Hi. 

?f;.::r 

~. 



--

PORTFuL~O iNSuRANCE:. AND OTHEI~ ~1[DGING tN THc S II. fJ ~on Flli:IRI'-') CONTI-?AC' U"" -0-1::: .... ~."H: All -,:,_;;' HlUl-l 71',.It.:: !NT!:.r~\.3,~ 
(NUMB~R C~ FuTuRES ~JNTRACTS) 

-----_.-._--_._- -" - --_ ... - -- ._-_._._. _._-_.- ..... _- ~,A "E :::il: . 1 0- L':'" 

OBS 

5"1 

58 

5~) 

fiO 

(31 

6' 

63 

64 

6:. 

1:)6 

f) :; 

flU 

69 

7C 

~),'\TE 

TIME INrEI~VA!... POHl FULl 0 POR !'Fi..H.IO Co 1I,I:.H 
iI'lSUJ:lANCE' INS:.JRANCE !-11::0GING 

BUUGI-I1" SOLD BO·JGHT 

09: 30·-09: 59 1 ,D53 3,746 2.48L: 

10:00--10:29 734 1 ,899 650 

lD:30-1C:59 437 :~, 48~1 [jG~ 

1 1 :00-\ ; :2H 1 153 2.760 4,7.71 

; 1 :30-1 ; :~q !l9:J :3 , 04~'> 595 

12:00-12: 79 .1 831 490 

~L:~lO-I;:'::59 316 lDO [) 

13:0a-l~~:7.~ 1.1.0 , , :31 : 4;~Ll 

1:~:~~O-l:!:S(~ :336 ,~I I 179 n 

14:01)-1£.: ~9 G 2, CH~'i ] 3~1 

14:30-14:S9 ~I07 1 .000 397 

1!): O(j- i5:29 307 1 ,327 :n 

15: 30·· ; G: 15 229 , , '1U~! /'lL .,0 

i~I'CLl>..S5!r::E[J " :.:.~): b 2H{; 

6,089 28,65 ! 1 1 ,516 

- -" 

GTdl:R : orAL. 
~':!::i.)G 1 NG BC~){',r-IT 

SOLD 

b22 3,537 

t,U , 
,36~ 

'·1~6 1 :.!9\1 

174 '.),430 

2"'11.':' ! ,4fiQ 

:J2 I}q4 

;!co :316 

::i it: f)~'iH 

?1~ :133 

:~~j9 ~~ 31) 

u 7;? DU4 

2GS ,1<'4 

29:3 9(,)L, 

u::.ii :!i3fJ 

':',E9::': 17, GoS 

1l.3G3 

1,959 

;; (I.,; 

1 , ci 2 1 

3,3:;'4 

i ,~22 

3,:3' 'i' 

(ME S]os.):. ::;w'::' 
v(',._~t.'r. 

19,3:;7 

iJ . i: c··: 

:':,9.fj1:. 

1 '.:;. >:.~ 

;,J1"AL ~ouGjlr 

AS % .... .i!- eMI! 

'8. ;) 

13.1 

SO. (1 

'5.i.i 

~ 2 . II 

iSb • :.1 

I ~~ . -

6.3 

·;CiAL. SOL:) 
AS ':I:. ;.)1- '':'M=

v(k..;'.-1E 

22.L. 

18, ("J 

Tl.O 

9.3 

2':.1l 

i.:'j.3 

TOTAL BOUGHT OR SOLD AS A PERCENT OF CME VOLUME MAY EXC~~U lUU SINCE SURv~V DATA REFLECTS ORDER ENTRY TIME 
WI-HLE CME VOLUME REFLECTS OROE.R EXECUTION TIME. 

UNCLASSIFIED TRADES WERE REPORTED WITHOUT SPECIFIC TIMES. 



POR-:FOl.IO !NSUr!.ANC[ AND OT1I:-H 1'!I:.f.)G1NG a .. T:·lf S ~.:. p SO~i ;':UTl.JRi::.S CQ:-;\il.\C· ::.m 7di::. (:r,lE ElY t~A; i" HO\);' rIM[ INI"EHv,\L 
lI\iUME:lt::;:{ Jr f'U;·l;rlfS (:()N·'tlA~;:·:::') 

---------------------------------------------------------- DATE :::t\7-1(j-21 ---------------------------------- ._------_._--------------
OBS 

,-

72 

73 

7, 

75 

76 

77 

75 

79 

ao 

"' 
B2 

63 

84 

OA TE 

TIME INli:.HVAL PORTFOL a PORTFOLIO OTHER O-;·HI:.R Hr:-AL T()~· AL CMt: S8.P 5Ju rOTAI_ BOUGH' 101 A~. SOLD 
I NStJRA:-.i " INS~JRAt.iCE hEl)GI'IG I-;ED\~l NG BOUChT 50:"D 'v'Q~I.J:-",!: AS ':'. OF CME AS 

90L:GH SOLD HOUGI·r: SOL!) VOLLMI:::. 

:)9: 3D-or,: ~)9 1,872 3,358 1 ,851 3DO 3,723 :1 . ()6B 18,:345 20.0 

'G:OD-iO:29 7i5 2,2[:5 699 519 1 ,614 2.,72'1 {), 70~J 2L1.0 

1 n: 30-· i 0: 5g , ,228 ~r;J "132 ~"B 1 ,352 :37i.i 4,95u 27.0 

11:00 ·11: 28 4~o liOu 1 I 1 ~'):3 ti23 1 ,6":;0 , ,.1 ~J 4, 1 ~)2 3'V,J 

1!: 30-1 1: 59 113 68:) 394 256 ~6" 9:36 6,970 ".1 

~2:00-1~:?g 3Q5 76"1. 291 ~Ol 596 1 ,:1(13 5,9G3 10. , 

12:30-12:59 619 100 BU SOU 6H9 liDO 3.lio34 19,0 

13: 00··13; 29 57 !;iDD 58 5ul 1 ,937 2.9 

13:30-13:!:i9 1 ,376 9B7 8,455 124 9,03 1 1 .1 11 7,28tl 134 

14:0Q-l~;"1.9 8:1.0 "1.2B 450 50 1 ,270 27!j 4, ".96 28.0 

14:30-14:::)9 l~O 143 23 7 1 ·13 150 4,351 3.9 

15:00-15:29 760 12 65 1 C) U25 22 '1,418 \8" 0 

15:30-16: 15 247 462 834 211 1 ,081 G73 a ,611 12.3 

UNCLASSIFIED 893 1 .230 150 0 1 ,043 1 ,230 G a 

9,702 , 1 ,677 14,778 3,080 24,4BO 14,757 82,009 

TOTAL SOUGHT OR SOLO AS A PERCENT OF eME VOLuME MAV EXCEED iDa SINCE. SURVEY DATA REF:..ECTS ORDER ENTRY TIME 
WHILE CME VOLUME REFLECTS ORDER E:.XECUTION TIME. 

UNCLA5SIFH.D TRADES vlERE REPORTED WITHOUT SPECIF1C TH.IES. 

% Of' CME 
VuLdME 

19,0 

40.0 

7.6 

33.0 

13.~ 

Hl.J 

16.0 

25,0 

15.2 

6.1 

:\.4 

0.5 

7.6 

0 



PORTFOLIO INSURANCE AND O'i"r-iER HEDGING IN TI-If: S & P !iOO FuTURES CONTRACT 0:-.1 THe. eMf.. av H . .!.I.F "10Uf~ TIME !!\l'E'RI,IAl. 
(NUMAER [IF Fur~R~S CONTRAI:T'S) 

---------_ .. _--------_ .. -_ .. _-------.- .. _-_._-------- :-);\ "r -07 ~ o<::;~ 

OBS 

8S 

86 

B7 

88 

8S 

9U 

9 i 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

<~7 

~~ (j 

LiAT E 

.. - -_._---_. . - -_ .. __ ._---- .._ ... -. .- -' .. - - . 

TIME IW'ERVAL POR-:-FOLTG PQrHFOLJO OT1-1ER OTf-Lr-i T()"7 ~l :-OTr,L eME S&" oCn ,OT/.L I:jOUGHT -:-OTAL 5DLD 
INSUrU,NC[ !NSURANCE HEDG!NG tiEDG: \G !JQUG~ IT Sl)L~ vou.:MC .5 'J" QI- eM!:. I,S 

BQI)G~I'! SOL~ tlO'JGt-Il SO!..D I/OLLM[ 

09;30-08:59 1 EiO 407 795 2S;J 1 ,945 657 12.,76:) lO. 2 

10:00-10:29 239 12 79 HI 31 B 27 4,549 6.9 

10:30·-10:59 1 137 'J "l2S ';)0 1 , &~'I f,O 5,717 32.D 

, 1 : 00-' 1 1 : 29 57-1 75 47 !"52 721 137 4,3fl:r' 1 i.'i. !) 

, , : 30-1 1 :59 1UG , 15 248 40~i !~54 S2G :3. :34J 26.D 

12: 00-1:~: 29 90 IS 22b G :J 16 75 I ,!J2~ 17 .D 

1:2: 30·· ~ 2: S9 617 0 225 17<,; i-342. 124 2,07"'; '10.0 

13: CO·· 13: '9 25 0 297 2'3[: :'!2L '~5C , . 1<';1) 1 ~j . ~; 

i3:30--13:59 33 200 0 :..ie.. 33 :t.50 1 .4S2 2, :l 

)4:0D-14: :'9 9Y S 1 2Q 0 I 19 2.1 ! , -193 7. ;;) 

14: 30- 14:59 LU 1 ,4 F.l r.ti5 101 50D 2,0;.)39 :3. 4 

1'5:00-15:29 0 ., 144 2,1 ;4£, ?J ; . ~)97 !:-).O 

15:3D-Hi: : 5 6D~ , 04 J ~;:~ fi '/2 'J:? 2 3 , ~;d'{ 17 .() 

UNCLASSIF~E:J U 2:)0 3::lB 9'2 338 ~~4 7. (J 0 

5.393 i ,3:::1 1 a,269 2,[;91 8,£.:82 3.422 

TOTAL BOUGHT OR SOLD AS A PERCENT OF (ME VOLUME MAY EXCEED 100 SINCE SURVEY DATA REFLECTS ORDEr:! ENTR' ... · TIME 
WHILE (ME VOLUME REFLECTS ORDER EXECUTION TIME. 

UNCLASSIFIED TRADES WERE REPORTED WITHOUT SPECIFIC TIMES. 

'/., Dr- C:-'l= 
vOLUME 

5. I 

'j .1") 

0 .9 

3. 

'4.b 

4. ; 

S.9· 

1 , . i;_ 

~ 7 .Q 

5 .< 

',9,(; 

1 .~ 

!L 

(i 

-

o'tl 
1,Zl 

"11> 
co 



c'Or.:TFOLiO ~N5URAI~C[ t,~D O-'-IIL:.I~ 1·!EDGII\,C i'~ "i1·'E. S l\. r 500 !'dTLH(E::S Ci)NT;·b\cr ON lH[ CMi:. BY I\:\LI- i,O, .. JI"i T:!:Ml.: INTE,Pil\'i.... 
(~~~~tR OF ~UIUH~~ C()NTRAC·'S) 

------.---- -------------------. ----------.-._--------.--.----- ~AT~ =07- 10-23 -----

OBS 

99 

lCO 

101 

10L 

i03 

:04 

IO~ 

106 

107 

100 

109 

DATE 

TIME IN1ERVAL PORTFOLIO PORTFOl.IO OTHE~ 

INSURANCE r~SUr~A~~r:.::: nE!...i'::;'~I"'I;:-' 
BOUGHT SOL.Ll [3Ch!Gi-{1 

09:3D-G9:5H 25G ~n~ 2 

;0:00-10:29 !;U, 892 "J 

-0: :W- i U: ;)H 6:n I. J I!.> " 
·11: UL - i \; L.B b91 -f i I U 

11: 30·· 1 i : 59 200 111 .,., 
·,2:GO-l:L:2<;;: lnl 0 1 ,~35 

i:L:30-1:/.:o9 1.444 170 0 

13:00-13:29 1.625 20 4D 

13:30-13:59 274 103 4 , 

14:00 -14: 29 [) leo c, 

LJNCLASSI~I[!) 0 1 ,370 ,1 

6,77;J ti,OG6 1,598 

OThER TOTAl_ 
r-\t:LlGING i:lOUGI,T 

SOi.i.) 

40n 2~1 /. 

:.!5U 513" 

i::'53 037 

tiC 1:\91 

n 277 

[) L.,3GG 

U ; ,444 

4U I.HG5 

3,384 31 :) 

0 C 

500 0 

5.307 8. :J71 

TOTf,L 
SOLO 

7 1 ~i 

~ . 1£,2 

: ,9013 

19 i 

III 

() 

17U 

3.467 

100 

1,870 

1 G, 313 

CME S&P son 
'.'c.:~"vM=-

4. 7r;,. i 

2,7(;7 

3,0i'G 

"l,63c 

5. ~ 8'5 

38,07"1 

TOTAL BOUGHT 
AS 'f. OF C:-'H:. 

VOLUME 

4.B 

14.6 

:l. ~ • iJ 

75.0 

54.u 

28. (, 

O_D 

G 

~·:::~·t.L SOLD 
AS ';" 01"' O~E 

v Q:...LJ"'E 

I :~ . E 

U.4 

(j.U 

i .0 

C],;:' 

TOTAL ElOU(;HT Or{ SOr....D f,S A PERCENT OF CME ·JOLUME tlAY EXCEEU lUO SHKE SURvEY [),lI.TA F~EFLI::CTS. DHDER ENTRY TIME 
\tHILE Ct..~[ VOLUME RE.j:L!::.CTS ORDER EXEcunON lIME. 
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INSUHAi'Or,!..:: II'.SURt..NCE I~E~)G ~:-.Ie. rlED::';~ M.i DOUGII, SOLD VuL~Ji.1E_ r. S y, Ci' C'1.~ AS 
fHlUGHT SOLD UOllC.H~- SOL') \lOLUMF 
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10:00-1D:29 200 14e 0 0 20e i48 3. 102 5.4 

10 :30- 10:09 400 512 0 '26 400 64U " • U~)9 ~ :L ; 

1 1 : 00-1 1 :29 :7.02 25B 2 2,!j3a I'D4 2.796 2 ,211.1 g. , 
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TOTAL BOUGHT OR SOLD AS A PERCENT OF CME VOLUME MAV EXCEED iDa SINCE SURVEY DATA RffLECTS ORDER ENTRV TIME 
WHILE CME VOL.UME REFLECTS ORDER EXECUTION TIME. 

UNCLASSIFI ED TRADES WERE REPORTED WITHOUT SPEc! FI C -r HJlES. 
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